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ABSTRACT
Title: LEADING AS YOU WERE DESIGNED: APPL YING A CAREER
ASSESSMENT TOOL FOR PASTORAL COMPATIBILITY IN MINISTRY
Author: Cameron R. Garvcn
Degree: Doctor of Ministry
Year: 2010
Institution: George Fox Evangelical Seminary

The thesis of this paper is that pastors must be compatible with the churches they
serve in order to have fmitful and long-lasting ministries, and proper assessment of
compatibility can increase a pastor's success. Many pastors leave due to an incompatibility
with churches they serve, and this paper asserts that pastors must be compatible in order to
lead others. Research indicates that long tenure in a church contributes to effective
ministry, and a better match between church and pastor contributes to a longer tenure. This
dissertation uses the PRO Development™ (PRO D) assessment tool to help pastors discern
their match with a congregation and detennine their ideal roles in ministry.
PRO D provides insight into individuals and their roles within their organizations.
The on-line survey of 600 questions can be completed in approximately one hour. The tool
uncovers a person's fundamental character, detennines compatibility with the environment,
and assesses leadership skills. The tool has been used in business, and this dissertation
targets Christian leaders to enable meaningful decisions in their ministry development.

VI

Chapter l demonstrates a pastor . s need for self-awareness and reviews relevant
literature. Chapter 2 describes the biblical basis for pastoral compatibility., and chapter 3
explores the historical perspective of clergy selection and compatibility. Chapter 4
describes the PRO D assessment profile. Chapter 5 explores case studies of PRO D.
Chapter 6 presents methods of application for fm1her personal and organizational
development. This disse11ation demonstrates the imp011ance of long ministry tenure and
provides a tool to help pastors achieve job satisfaction and fruitful ministries.
Advisor: Chuck Conniry . PhD Ken Ross., D.Min.
Words: 296
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

This chapter demonstrates a pastor"s need for compatibility \,Vith a church through
a review of the relevant literature on career assessment and job compatibility. The author
of this paper believes that pastors who face key transition points in their lives can focus
on their individual growth and detennine how God designed them for service. Ideally.,
pastors should explore their gifts and limitations before they begin a new ministry .
determine their compatibility with a church., and thereby improve their chances for a
lengthy and fruitful tenure. This paper's thesis is that pastors should be compatible with
the churches they serve for long-lasting, successful ministries.

A Fictionalized Anecdote

Pastor Stevens sits in his church office bemoaning the week's events including
conducting a funeral of someone's mother who never attended the church, counseling a
couple contemplating a divorce over the wife's affair, leading a staff of six., managing a
worship transition from a traditional to contemporary service., meetings with church
leaders with unrealistic expectations, and prepm;ng a sennon because the church is
currently without a senior pastor. His head is swimming.
~~1

don "t know if I can to do all this.,"" Pastor Stevens says aloud to himself. ~ . I need

help!"" Just then an electronic reminder on his laptop sounds, and he sees the words:

2

HLunch with Jim 12:00 Wednesday:" Pastor Stevens relishes the chance to get away from
the office and meet with his old friend for a little advice.
Pastor Stevens meets Jim at the local mall food com1. "Hey Bill,·· says Jim.
Pastor Stevens allows his first name, Bill, to sink in. It is refreshing to be called
Bill instead of Pastor.
""How's it going?'" Jim asks.
HNot bad," Bill states with a tone of great optimism, "'Not bad at all.''
As the two men sit down with their lunches, Jim begins with his usual direct line
of friendly questioning. HSo Bill, you seemed a bit stressed out when you called. WhaCs
going onT'
""I don't know if I can do all the things that I need to do at church,., Pastor Stevens
states. "We're without a fulltime senior pastor right now, and the elders want to find one.
I believe we should get an interim. I find that I'm at odds with the elders over my role
and the direction of the church. I feel I don't fit anymore. We have a great staff, people
are excited about what God is doing at church, people are becoming Christians, and there
is a sense of the Lord working in our church. In the church's twenty-five year history, we
have more people in attendance and more money coming in than ever before. But I feel
that I am not where I should be.''
""Wow,'" says Jim. ""That's a great spot to be in!"'
Pastor Stevens looks at Jim as if he has two heads.
"·What I mean,.,., Jim continues, ""is that's where you need to he. God will do what
needs to be done ...

3
'"But docsn 't God work through people like you and me to accomplishment his
purpose?" Pastor Stevens asks.
Hy es, he does," states Jim. "'And that's what you have to figure out .. ,

"'What do you mean, .Jim? \Vhat do I have to figure outT' Pastor Stevens asks. Jim
served on the church board with Pastor Stevens and now works as a consultant. He helps
people discover their personal strengths and how they can use them in the best possible
working situation.
'"Bill;' says Jim. "'As you know, I use assessment tools to help business clients
discover their strengths, what they do best. and how to apply their strengths to career
roles that fit them .. ,
Pastor Stevens is intrigued by this idea. "'[ know the value of self evaluation, but
I've taken personality tests before."
"This is more than that,"' Jim says. HAssessment tools discover how you are made.
wired, or designed. They point you in directions that you otherwise wouldn't consider ...
'"Maybe you shouldn't be doing the things you do at church, maybe you should
be doing some of them, or maybe, just maybe, you should be doing it at another church or
organization," Jim says bluntly.
"'What do I have to do to be more effective in ministry JimT' Pastor Stevens asks.
""Just help me to be the best pastor I can be.··
Although this is a fictional story, it is based on real-life experience in the pastoral
ministry. A pastor's compatibility with a church is very imp011ant for an effective
ministry.

4
The Problem of Short Tenure

George Barna reports that contemporary pastors have shorter tenures in their
churches than in the past., and he suggests a short tenure contributes to ineffective
1

ministry. Research demonstrates that typical pastors have their greatest impact at a
church in years five through fourteen, but that the average pastor remains at a church for
five years::! Kennon Callahan suggests that a pastor will stay longer if there is a better
match between the pastor and the church. 3
Many authors clai1n short tenures are ineffective and even hann the church . and
this paper proposes that proper assessment of a pastor's gifts can contribute to a longer
ministry. Win Arn writes.,
[T]hink of a physician., dentist, or other professionals moving his/her place of
practice from one city to another every four years., and expecting to have a
growing and loyal customer base. So what makes us think pastors can expect any
long-term influence on a community by moving every four years? Of course .
pastoral longevity., by itself, does not produce growth. But there is little doubt
that rapid pastoral turnover prevents it. 4
Many contemporary churches face rapid pastoral turnover., and this change has
traditionally been viewed as negative. Richard Baxter of Kiddenninster ( 1615-91) made

I

The Barna Group. ··A Profile of Protestant Pastors in Anticipation of 'Pastor Appreciation
Month, .. , The Barna Update (September 25. 200 I). http:i/w,vw.barna.org/
FlexPage.aspx?Page=BamaUpdate&BarnaUpdatelD=98 (accessed September 22. 2006).
2

Ibid.

' Kennon L. Callahan, A New Beginning/i_w Pastors and Congregations: Building
/Hatch upon Your Shared Strengths (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass. 1999). 12.
4
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\Vin Am. ·'Discovering Columbus:· in The J-Vin Arn Gnrn:th Report ( Monrovia. CA: Church
Grovdh. n.d. ). 2: quoted in Paul V. Harrison ... Pastoral Turnover and Call to Preach:· .Jour11al of the
El'lmge/il'al 711eological Socie~v 44. no. I (March 200 I): 88. http: IW\\'\V.etsjets.orgjets,joumal 44, 44-1 44I-PP087- I 06 JETS.pdf (accessed September 22. 2006).
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the same point when he reflected on his ministry: ""And it much furthered my success that
I stayed still in this one place .... For he that removeth off from place to place may sow
good seed in many places, but is not like to see much fruit in any unless some other
skillful hand shall follow him to water it. "'5
Paul Y. Harrison suggests that pastoral turnover is hannful in at least four ways.
First., it hanns church members because change leads to conflict in the pastoral search
process" and 1nembers may leave the church altogether. Second, the relationship between
the people and the pastor suffers. Church members cannot establish meaningful
relationships with their pastors knowing that the pastors will soon leave the church.
Third, pastoral tun1overs hurt the unchurched community due to inconsistency in
leadership. It takes time to develop relationships in the c0111munity., and pastors who
leave early sever these ties. Fourth, pastoral moves i1npact tninisters and their families
negatively. Pastoral spouses believe they cannot settle down" children may sutTer from
multiple moves., and pastors can become frustrated with starting over again.

6

Extremely short pastorates affect churches and church develop1nent because
effective leadership takes ti1ne to develop. John N. Vaughan suggests, ""Pastors of small
churches tend to change congregations 1nore frequently than those that grow larger. Such
mobility can reduce the ability to develop the confidence in ministry skills associated

=-

Richard Baxter. 711e Autohiography <?lRichard Baxie:.,. (London: J. M. Dent and Sons. 1931 ). 83-

84.

Paul V. Harrison ... Pastoral Turnover and Call to Preat:h. ·· Journal <?I the t:,·angelical
Theological Socie~,· 44. no. 1 ( March 2001 ): 87. http//:findarticles.com/p1articles/mi ~ qa3X I 7 is 200 I 03
ai n8936244 (accessed .January 2. 2007).
6
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with longevity."" Many contemporary churches face this critical challenge of longevity in
the pastorate. Barna contends that pastors who leave prematurely forfeit "'the fruit of their
invest1nent in the church they pastured. "" 8
John Cionca writes that pastors experience their best accomplishments after their
fourth year: ""A number [of pastors] identified years six to eight as the most re\-varding.
Church analysts laud extended pastorates., attributing plateau and decline to shorter
9

tenures. "" These challenges may exist in part because pastors st1uggle with roles
unmatched to their competencies.
In Pastors in Transition., Hoge and Wenger explain why pastors leave local
church ministry:
[T]he 1nain factors pushing pastors away from local church 1ninistry are
organizational and interpersonal ... conflict., burnout., feeling unfulfilled and
experiencing fatnily and marriage problems are the 1nain culprits in draining the
supply of parish tninisters. 10
Pastors who resign pre1naturely are often mismatched with the church. An example is a
scholarly pastor placed in an uneducated church or an activist in an anti-change church.
An interview study in the Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod reports,
First., half of the situations that resulted in a pastor resigning fr01n the ministry
started with a mis1natch between the pastor and the congregation. The pastor had
one view of 1ninistry and the congregation ( or a small., staunch part of the
~

John N. Vaughan. A,fegachurches and America 's Cities ( Grand Rapids. MI: Baker. J 99 3 ). 90.

8

George Barna. The Second Coming <?(the Church (\Vaco. TX: \Vord. J 998). 33.

lJ John R. Cionca. Red Light Green Light: Discerning the Time.few Change in .Hinist1:r (Grand
Rapids. MI: Baker, 1994 ). 53.
10

Dean R. Hoge and Jacqueline E. Wenger. Pastors in Transition: IVl,y Clergy Lean' Locul
Church lvli11istry (Grand Rapids. MI: William B. Een.lmans. 2005). 198.

7
congregation) had another. This mismatch sometimes occurred when the
congregation .. s call committee presented a view not held by others in the
congregation. 11
The author of this paper believes denominations and congregations can help solve
the problem of brief pastoral tenure through the use of assessment tools that provide
direction for pastors and churches. While some pastors have no choice in their church
placement., those pastors can help in their placement by knowing their personal strengths
and weaknesses. To facilitate change, individual pastors can discover their skills before
they determine how they will approach a solution and consider career placement. Pastorchurch compatibility issues should not rest on the pastor alone; denominations . ordination
counci Is., churches., and seminaries can contribute to this understanding.
Peter WatT explores the topic of job satisfaction and its effects on people in

P5:vcholo6~) at Work. 12 His research raises key issues regarding clergy including: a
pastor's effectiveness in particular roles., how pastors can detennine their roles in a
church., a church "s needs regarding the pastor's personality and gifts., and a pastor"s level
of job satisfaction in a particular environment. Pastors perfonn varying roles including
preaching, teaching, counseling, budgeting., and staff management. Each pastor has
unique gifts, a divine design., and the author of this paper asserts that pastors who gain
self-awareness regarding their motivations, skills., and personalities will be more effective

11

Alan C. Klass and Cheryl D. Klaas. Clerg,· Shortage Stm~r (St. Louis. MO: Board of Higher
Education. Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod. 1999). 26.
1

~ Peter \Van·. ··Employee Well-Being," in Psychology ut ll"ork. ed. Peter 'Wan ( Ham10ndsworth.

UK: Penguin. 1996). 224-253.

8
in ministry. Often., pastors leave their churches because their skills do not coincide with
the church's needs. 13

Con1ponents of a Good Match
This paper"s thesis asserts that pastors can find their fit within their careers by
matching their abilities and skills to their churches. In this paper, ""fif'' or compatibility
refers to the match of an individual "s gifts . motivations, abilities, and personality within
the pastoral role in a particular church. Pastors will experience greater fulfillment in their
ministry and provide greater service to congregants and communities through a proper fit.
Jay Desko and Donald Cheyney suggest three elements are necessary for a good
fit: character., competencies, and c0111patibility.

14

In the author"s experience., however.

search con1111ittees often contemplate calling, character, and competencies when
considering a new pastor or ministry associate, but they may neglect compatibility. The
author of this paper defines ""calling"' as God's action that gives individuals a divine
purpose. The idea of ""calling"" was a consideration for this author in the past but would
not consider it as one now. A key question is., '"How are Ch1;stians designed for serving
God? The concept of God's calling is widely used as an indispensable factor in
detennining God's will for the believer's life in general and the believer's pursuit of a
vocation in particular. 15
1

~ Hoge and \Venger. Pastors in Transition. I I 6.

•-i Jay Desko and Don Cheyney ... Selecting a Pastora) Candidate•· (Elders meeting. Bible
FcJJowship Church. Yardley. PA. September ]003). photocopy.
1

Kent I lughcs and Barbara Hughes. Liherati11g 1Hi11istry.fi·om the Success .S)-ndrome ( \\'heaton.
IL: Tyndale llousc. 1988). 125.
:-

9

Some view ministry as the highest calling. For example . Kent and Barbara
Hughes write, ""My call to ministry was real! And I am convinced that God calls certain
of his children to this special service. To be sure, my experience of the call is not
normative for anyone else, for the experience of God's call is as varied as there are
people~ only the reality is the same." 16 The Hughes view professional ministry as a higher
calling for Christians than professions such as law or banking: "'The highest calling man
can know is the call to the Christian ministry. While it is true that every Ch1;stian is
commissioned to labor together with Ch1;st, it is also true that he has chosen some to
undertake special service for him in their day and generation." 17
In this view, God issues a special., higher call for a lifetime of vocational ministry
to certain individuals he has chosen, and God chooses actively while the chosen person
receives passively. The call is most often for pastoral.. vocational ministry or missionary
activity. God accomplishes this call in a variety of ways, most often described as a
subjective "'inner call." 18 For example., the Holy Spirit may call people through a special
inner conviction, an unusual urge to preach the gospel., or by impressing a particular
passage of Scripture on the mind.
Regardless of what constitutes a special call to vocational ministry or how it is
accomplished, the issue is whether or not the concept is scriptural. The Hughes believe it
is: HThose who would deny or minimize the fact that God calls individual Christians to

16

Ibid.

1

Ibid .. 126.

;

IX

Ibid.

10

special service must not only discount the facts of human experience but the evidence of
Scripture, which records the calls of Moses, Isaiah . Jeremiah . Paul, and the
commissioning of the apostles.H 19 The Hughes supp011 this idea based on God"s call of
Isaiah the prophet (Isa. 6: 1-13 ). They believe Isaiah "s call has the classic elements
common among those who obey God's call to minister: a vision of God's holiness., a
vision of personal unholiness, forgiveness of sin, and obedience. :w
The author of this paper's examination of the Bible indicates that all believers are
called to Christian ministry and that a special, divine call is neither scriptural nor
normative for all believers; for several reasons. First, the argument for a special call on
subjective grounds alone raises problems and questions acknowledged by many persons
who hold this view. 21 Its validity must rest on scriptural evidence. 2 ~ Those who argue for
a special inner call must demonstrate that the experiences of Moses . Isaiah, Jeremiah, and
Paul are nonnative experiences for all who pursue vocational ministry. A special call
from God for these Old Testament prophets and some New Testament apostles does not
necessarily require it of others.
Second, the office or position of elder in the New Testament is the closest
equivalent to today's office of pastor. 23 In light of the significant size of first-century

19

Ibid .. 129-3 I .

.:?o Aubrey Malphurs. A1a.r:i111izi11K Your E.f/i:ctin!JU!.,·s: How to Discm·er Your Divine: Design ( Grand
Rapids, Ml: Baker. 1995). 113 .
.:?

1

Ibid., I 14.

:-:- Ibid .
.:?l

Ibid.

11
churches, the elders spent much time in ministry and were compensated for it ( I Tim.
5: 17-18; I Pct. 5:2), and they preached and taught God's people ( 1 Tim. 5: 17). A special
inner call is not mentioned in the qualifications for elders and deacons listed in I Timothy

3: 1-13 and Titus I :5-9, which are addressed in Chapter 3 of this paper. Paul indicates that
people can "'desire'" or set their heart on being an elder ( I Tim. 3: I), and this indicates
personal intent by the believer and contradicts the idea that God is active in the divine
call while Christians remain passive.
Third, the New Testament uses the tenn for call (Ka,Lwv) . or a fonn thereof: more
than 150 times, but the term is primarily used of the divine call to salvation. never to
vocational Christian ministry. 24 Fourth, no body pa11 is separated out for special or
separate ministry in Paul's analogy of the church as the human body (I Cor. 12). Paul
mentions the head, but there is no indication that it is a special or divinely called body
part. Fifth, the New Testament teaches the priesthood of all believers (I Pet. 2:9-10. Rev.
I :6) without mention of a special priestly caste or a hierarchy set aside for pastoral or
missionary service.
Edward Hayes argues that God calls all Christians to ministry, but only some
exercise their spi1itual gifts in a full-time church position.

25

While the tenn Hcalling" can

be used in the popular sense of the work of persons in ministry, Hayes suggests '"ministry
is neither an option for believers nor a special class of believcrs:<? 6 Augustine wrote.

2

-1

Ibid.

25

Edward Hayes. ·The Call to Ministry:· Bihliotheca Sacra 157 (January-March 2000): XX-98.

2
'"'

Ibid .. 97.

12

The language of a special call has been reserved almost exclusively for the
pastoral and missionary roles. It is admirable that those appointed to Ch1;stian
leadership in the church demonstrate a sense of calling despite the evidence that
calls to service are included within the call of God to salvation. All believers are
to be engaged in the ministry of the church .... Everyone is the servant of Christ
in the same way Christ is also a servant. 27
Aubrey Malphurs writes that there is not a pat1icular call for pastors: rather . HThe
key to the exact nature of that ministry is not some special inner cal 1 from God but a
person's divine design. Those men who desire the pastoral office in particular do not
need to wait for a call to that office but need to detennine if their design best suits them
for that position. " 28 Malphurs believes this pastoral design often includes gifts such as
leadership., administration, teaching, and the pastorate. 29
This disse11ation describes methods that help pastors discover their God-given
design in the areas of motivation, abilities, personality., and character. Barna stresses the
importance of character:
Character is not like competencies, for which it is acceptable to ignore your
weaknesses and nm with your strengths. Weakness of character will eventually
undennine your strengths., no matter how strong they are. Identifying your
character vulnerabilities is helpful because it provides an early wan1ing signal of
pending disasters. 30
Pastors can discover their character as church leaders based on I Timothy 3: 1- 7
and Titus 1:5-16. The character qualities Paul identifies are critical: husband of one wife.,
:!: Augustine. Lectures or 7i·actates on the Gospel According
.James Innes (Grand Rapids. Ml: WiJliam B. Eerdmans. 1974) . .286.

:!X

Malphurs, A1aximi::ing Your t._l/i.~cth•eness. J J4.

2

Ibid.

"

111

10

St. John. trans. John ( i ibb and

The Barna Group. ·'New Study Identifies the Strongest and \Veakest Character Traits of
Christian Leaders:· The Barna Update (January 13. 2003 ). http:/, www .bama.org·
FlexPage.aspx'?Page=BarnaUpdate&BamaUpdatelD"-' 130 (accessed September 22. 2006).

13

temperate, prudent, respectable, hospitable, able to teach., not addicted to wine, not
violent, gentle, uncontentious, free from the love of money . maintains a well-managed
household, not a new conve11, and has a good reputation. The qualifications of an elder
indicate that two things were important to Paul: first., the elder could not be guilty of
doing something wrong, and second., other people had to perceive the elder"s conduct as
proper for a Christian. Christian leaders must lead based on a healthy character. Andy
Stanley writes,
[Y]ou can lead without character. But character is what makes you a leader worth
following. Integrity is not necessary if your aspirations as a leader end with
simply persuading people to follow you. But if at the end of the day your intent is
for those who follow you to respect you., integrity is a must. Your
accomplishments as a leader will make your name known. Your character will
detennine what people associate your name with. 31
In addition to a candid character assessment., pastors can investigate their
competencies and discover their skills. H. B. London stated that one of the top five
reasons pastors give for resigning their churches is: ""I "m not able to use my gifts: I can "t
do what I do best most often. '' 32 London discovered that pastors resign because they do
not or cannot utilize their skills and strengths in their pastoral roles, and this demonstrates
that pastors must use their gifts and abilities for long tenure in a church. This paper
focuses on compatibility between a pastor and a church so that pastors may use their gifts

q Andy Stan]ey. 711e Next Generation Leader: Five Esselllialsjiw Those Who H'i/1 Shape rhe
Future ( Sisters. OR: Multnomah. 2003 ). I 11.

'~ H. H. London 4uoted by Hm.vard Culbertson ... Attrition: Why Pastors Resign Tht:ir ( 'hun:hes:·
Southern Nazarene University. http://home.snu.edw-HCULBERTresign.htm (accessed September 22.
2006).

14

and thrive in an ideal environment. Table I illustrates three components considered in
this paper when making a ministry match: character., competence~ and compatibility.
Table 1. Components to Consider in Matching with a Ministry:t:t
Character:
Competence:
Compatibility:
Who You Are
What You Do
\Vhere You Should Be
Description: \Vhat kind
Description: What kind of Description: To what degree
of person would a church gift and skill package set
do the character and
competence of the individual
look to hire for this
is desirable for
pcrfonnance?
best fit or align with the place?
position?
Areas to explore:
• Qualifications of
elders/deacons (Tim.
3, Titus 1:5-9)
• Exhibits the Fruit of
the Spirit (Gal. 5:2223)
• Obeys the
Ten Commandments
(Exod. 20: 1-17)

Areas to explore:
• Spiritual gifts
• Hem1
• Abilities
• Personality
• Experiences
• Interpersonal skill
level
• Leadership style
• Management style
• Conflict resolution
• Communication
skills
• Clarification and
communication of
VIS I On

Other

Areas to explore:
• Aue
::• Martial status
• Health
• Race
• Education
• Gender
• Appearance
• Social/economic background
• Work ethic
• Ability to work with the
demographics of the church
• Energy Ieve l
• Aggressive/Passive
• Values
• Motivation
• Abilities
• Personality

In Courageous Leadership. Bill Hybels summarizes the concept of compatibility:
HNevcr compromise on character. And when it comes to competence., shoot high~ go after

n

Adapted from Desko and Cheyney ... Selecting a Pastoral Candidate:· l !sed with permission.
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the best people you can. Concerning chemistry [compatibility]., make sure the person fits
in well with existing team members."'

34

Career research expe11s report that people who are fulfilled in their jobs follow a
spcci fie patten,. Citrin and Smith write . Hit turns out that extraordinary careers follow a
strikingly consistent trajectory, marked by five distinct patten1s that distinguish the very
top [careers] from the rest of the pack.""

35

They identify "right fif' as one of the five

criteria for a successful career, and right fit is another tenn for compatible. ""People with
extraordinary careers make decisions with the long tenn in mind. They willfully migrate
toward positions that fit their natural strengths and passions and where they can work
6

with people they like and respect.""J Only 9 percent of those surveyed by Citrin and
Smith, however, "~believe they are in jobs that fully use their strengths., perfom1ing
activities that they are passionate about in an energizing environment and with people
that they Ii ke and respect. '"3 7 Lawrence Jones writes.,
Job dissatisfaction is a national problem. In a national survey of 5,000 households
done by The Conference Board in 2002, only about half the respondents were
happy in their jobs. This was true among workers of all ages and across all
income levels. Sadly, among those surveyed, most rated their commute to work
as the best part of their job. But" it doesn "t have to be that way. A recent Gallup
study gives a clue; 72% said they would seek more infonnation on their career
.
.f h
18
options
1 t ey were to start over. 34

Bill Hybels. Courageous Leadership ( Grand Rapids. MI: Zondervan. 2002 ), I 77.

'~ James M. Citrin and Richard A. Smith. The 5 Pa1ter11s ,?fExtraordina,:\· Cureers: 771e Guide.fin·
Achit>vi11g Success and Sati.~/i.1ction (New York: Crown Business. 2003 ). 6 .
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The author of this paper believes that if compatibility is key to a successful career
and only a small percentage of workers fit into their jobs, an assessment tool can help
increase job choice and satisfaction. This paper proposes that an assessment tool can help
pastors and churches ascertain compatibility and help a pastor become more effective in
ministry.
Callahan writes about effective matches between new pastors in new churches in

A Nelv Beginning.for Pastors and Congregations: Building an Excellent !Hatch upon
Your Shared Strength.,·. He believes hope for long-tenn compatibility requires an initial
resonance between pastors and congregations. ""An excellent match develops between a
pastor and a congregation when the two resonate with one another. It is not that the match
is immediately in place; rather, the basic resonance is present. ." 39

Factors for Career Satisfaction
Citrin and Smith developed a Career Triangle to assist workers in career
decisions. According to the triangle's framework, workers must assess job satisfaction,
lifestyle, and compensation as they evaluate career alternatives. Figure l depicts Citrin
and Smith's concept. Citrin and Smith define the three areas:
Job satisfaction has to do with the quality of the job itself. The impact you will
have, the kind of people you work with, the culture of the organization. the
professional devolvement, and the intellectual stimulation. Lifestyle has to do
with the raw hours required of the job, of course, but it also incorporates how
much control you have over your schedule, the distance and quality of your
commute, the frequency, predictability, and class of the necessary travel, the
amount of weekend work, and the amount of vacation time. Compensation
w

Callahan. A .Yew Begi11ning.f;,,. Pastors and Congrt'gations. 9.
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includes salary, bonus opportunity, stock options" restricted stock . benefits.,
retirement plans, and perquisites, including social prestige_ . w

Job Satisfaction

Pastor's Values
and
Goals

Lifestyle

Compensation

Figure I. The Career Triangle41

The authors assert that the three factors do not always align and a worker may choose one
area over the others. This choice is based on an individual . s values .. but the authors
suggest weighing each factor before making a major career decision.A 2
The author of this paper believes pastors can consider these areas and detennine
which they find most important. For example, if a pastor is motivated by freedom in the
pastor's schedule, a ministry career in a structured environment may not be a good fit
because it is incompatible with the individual's lifestyle. Pastors face a unique set of
challenges as it relates to the job triangle. Traditionally., compensation in ministry is low

40
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and job satisfaction is high:0 Pastors do not usually expect high salaries and big bonuses"
but do gain satisfaction from helping people. Each pastor must make career choices based
upon individual goals and values along with job satisfaction., lifestyle, and compensation.
Cit1;n and Smith discuss the importance of job satisfaction: HDon "t forget that
your work takes up two-thirds of your waking hours-far too much time to be
underutilized or bored. But if you find the right fit and work with the right people in a
role that plays to your strengths., then with a little patience and just a little luck . you
should attain what everyone longs for-true success and satisfaction. ""44
Bany Conchie observes the need for self-evaluation as pastors search for a
compatible work environment: "'The most revealing discovery was that effective leaders
have an acute sense of their own strengths and weaknesses. They know who they are., and
who they are not. They don't try to be all things to all people. ""45 Self-evaluation can
occur through trial and error or through strategic assessment and evaluation. Conchie
believes individuals gain self:.understanding through life experience, wise counsel.,
feedback tools, input from mentors and friends, reflection, and objective observations.
Once an individual gains self-awareness, the person can perceive which organization best
fits his or her personality so that both can maximize potential growth.

4

~

44

4
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Conclusion
This chapter asse11ed and contextualized the concept that pastors must be
compatible with the churches they serve in order to have successful, long-lasting
ministries. Pastors can become dissatisfied with an environment because they are not
compatible with a pm1icular church. Chapter 2 explores the biblical basis for
compatibility within the body of Christ through design theology and demonstrates the
need for proper assessment by Christian leaders. This supp011s the thesis that pastors
should be compatible with the churches they serve for long-lasting, successful pastorates.

CHAPTER 2
DIVINE DESIGN AS A FOUNDATION FOR
PASTORAL COMPATIBILITY

This chapter explores the biblical foundation for compatibility within the body of
Christ through design theology. This chapter also demonstrates the need for pastors to
understand their unique design in the body of Christ. The author of this paper believes
pastors who seek an effective, productive ministry position can benefit fr01n an
understanding of how they were designed by God.
Pastors may focus on whom or what they want to become and fail to discern and
be satisfied with what they are. 1 Self-satisfaction is a key issue. God designs all people as
unique, talented, and gifted individuals who can fulfill their gifts. The challenge for
pastors is discovering and developing who they are as children of God. A basic question
is: "Has God designed me with the gifts, talents, and abilities necessary to function in the
pastoral role?'' Ralph Mattson and Arthur Miller point out that too many clergy ""are not
'l

gifted at [the] central requirements like preaching, teaching, and evangelism_.,.,_

I
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Design Theology
Arthur Miller believes the Bible provides a theology of human design that
explains how God constructs human beings and places his imprint on them. 3 The Old and
New Testaments include God in the design process and teach that he fashions humans
with wonderful, unique designs. The biblical emphasis is not on the shaping role of
environment~ instead, the Scripture emphasizes who people are as God's creative
expression. Key questions for pastors are: ""Who do you think you are? Who does God
say you areT"
The Old Testament reflects a design theology that Miller labels a ""theology of
human design. ""4 The concept of God as master designer is displayed throughout his
creation., as David writes, ""The heavens declare the glory of God; the skies proclaim the
work of his hands" (Ps. 19: 1). God is the sovereign creator whose handiwork is evident in
the beauty of the physical universe and in its design., function., precise place1nent, and
circulation of the sun., moon, and stars (Gen. I :6-7).
The animal world reflects God's design because he divided the anitnal kingd01n
into distinct species that reproduce "'according to their kind" (Gen. I :25). Hmnans also
reflect God's special design. Genesis I :27 records the creation of hmnans in the i1nage
and likeness of God., not in the i1nage and likeness of the animal kingd01n. Humans are
created and designed as God's representatives on earth with domination over the earth

·' Arthur F. Miller. U·'hy You Can·, Be Anythi11g You Wa111 to Be (Grand Rapids. Ml: Zondervan.
1999). 167.
4
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(Gen. I :26-28, Ps. 8), and God placed Adam in the garden ''to work it and take care of if"
(Gen. 2: 15). The Old Testament presents God as the potter and people as the clay he
molds and shapes into vessels (Job I 0:8-9; Ps. 119:73; Isa. 29: 16, 64:8). Molding and
shaping imp Iies design because a potter molds and shapes each vessel of clay and God
designs humans through his creative act.

Design Theology in the Old Testament
The history of Israel demonstrates design theology through its leading characters.
The founding and expansion of the nation Israel in the Old Testament demonstrates how
God used individuals who were compatible in their unique situations. Israel's history may
be divided into seven periods. 5 First is the patriarchal period from Abraham to Jacob" s
twelve sons as the heads of the respective tribes. Second, the Egyptian period covers the
time from Jacob"s descent into Egypt until the Exodus. Third is the time of wilderness
travel with Moses and Joshua's conquest of Palestine. Fourth is the period of the Judges .
when the tribes lived as groups unified by their common faith in God, ancestral heritage.,
and central worship center at Shiloh. Fifth is the time of the United Kingdom under Saul,
David., and Solomon. The sixth period is the time of the divided kingd01n that ended for
Israel with the fall of Samaria in 722 BC and for Judah with the faJI of Jerusalem in 586
BC. The seventh is the exile and postexilic pe1;od until the close of the fourth century.
Wood believes the Lord used people and their divine designs to accomplish his purposes
in each of these periods.

5
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This paper describes the experiences of Abraham, Isaac., Jacob, Joseph, Moses.,
Joshua, Saul., David. Solomon. the prophets, and Jeremiah. Although none were perfect.
they were the right individuals for God's plan. Abraham was the father of the nation of
Hebrews and one of the great men of the Old Testament (Gen. 12: 1-25: I 8). He had
outstanding faith that he demonstrated in his willingness to leave Ur of the Chaldees for
an unidentified land and the sacrifice of his own son. This quality of faith brought him
the title of friend of God and prepared him for facing the unknown.
The three descendants of Abraham: Isaac, Jacob and Joseph represent three
successive generations after Abraham (Gen. 25:9-50:26). Isaac is difficult to understand
because he played an imp011ant role in Scripture. but the record contains little about him
to admire. For example, God did not ask him to perfonn actions calling for great faith as
God did of Abraham. The one event that demonstrates his commendable faith was his
trust in God for children after twenty years of waiting (Gen. 25:21 ). Isaac was not a man
of action, as were Abraham and Jacob, and he rarely experienced situations that called for
initiative or displays of faith. For example, his father chose Isaac's wife and Isaac
accepted the decision. The Philistines claimed the wells Isaac had opened, he did not
protest but moved on to dig more (Gen. 26: 17-35), and he apparently never traveled
outside of Canaan in his l 80 years oflife (Gen. 24:62, 25: 11 ). Scripture portrays Isaac's
personality as retiring, a characteristic some find commendable. 6
Jacob was the third patriarch and more like his grandfather Abraham (Gen. 28: 136:43 ). He was a man of action but was also known for his deceptions (Gen. 27: 1-46 ). In
(l
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later life, however. God changed him, and he became truly devoted. The Bible records
more about Jacob than Isaac. Before God changed him, Jacob bargained for his brother"s
birthright (Gen. 25:29-34), deceived his father (Gen. 27: 19-22), received his father's
blessing (Gen. 27:27-29), and schemed for his uncle's flocks (Gen. 30:25-43). The great
change in Jacobs's life occun-ed through two events. The first was at Bethe) where he
encountered God (Gen. 35: 1-15), and the second change was at the brook of Jabbok
where he wrestled with the angel of God (Gen. 32:24-32). After his change Jacob lived a
Ii fc of quiet mediation, was grieved by his sons' sinful activities and was open to God" s
further blessings for the nation Israel. The change at this time was important for the
rearing of his sons, who felt his intluence'J and his life became exemplary.
The story of God's design continues with Joseph (Gen. 37-50). He was the
outstanding son of Jacob's dozen sons and had a remarkable character and unique
makeup. "He had the faith of Abraham . the gentleness of Isaac, and the courage of
Jacob. 7 Above all he was a man obedient to God who used God's divine design for God's
purposes. Joseph and Abraham were admirable, and Joseph had the highest integrity
(Gen. 39: 1-20). Few in Sc1;pture compare with him for godly conduct during tempting
and trying circumstances. For example., his brothers sold him into slavery (Gen. 37; 2836 ), an Egyptian woman tempted him (Gen. 39: 1-20) . and he was cast into prison (Gen.
40: 1-23 ). After using his gift for dream interpretation, the authorities brought him into the
Egyptian goven1ment. God used Jacob, and the nation of Israel was saved through his
family (Gen. 50:20-21 ). The patriarchal period that began with Abraham closed with

Ibid .. 75.
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Joseph. 8 The four main characters . Abraham . Isaac, Jacob and Joseph, employed their
divine designs in their own ways and served God and the nation of Israel.
Moses appeared when the nation of Israel grew to over 2 million people who were
enslaved in Egypt. 9 Originally a Hebrew., Moses was raised in an Egyptian palace., but he
identified with his people~ killed an Egyptian., and fled into the desert for forty-nine years.
The Lord called him to lead God's people out of bondage (Exod. 3: 1-4:3 I).
Moses had two objections to God's call (Exod. 4: 1-13). First, he believed the
Egyptians would not listen to him. God responded and gave Moses convincing signs: a
rod that became a snake when Moses threw the rod on the ground, a hand that
miraculously transfonned from leprosy and back to health, and the ability to tum the Nile
River into blood (Gen. 4: 1-9). Moses' second excuse was his inability to speak
articulately. God responded and assigned Moses' brother Aaron as Moses' spokesperson
(Gen 4: 13-16). Moses" heritage, training, and experiences in the desert designed him as a
good match for leading the Hebrews out of slavery into the desert and preparing them for
the Promised Land.
The constn1ction of the taben1acle during the wilderness wanderings also reflects
God's creative design. The Lord appointed Bezael and Oholiab who used their artistic
cxpe11ise for making designs "in gold, silver, and bronze ... cutting and setting of stones,
and working with wood"' ( Exod. 31 :4-5). God filled Bezalel with the Spirit and gave him
special skill, ability, and knowledge to execute the project (Exod. 31 :3). Those who

!{
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worked on the taben1acle were skilled craftsmen by divine gift. The text does not indicate
if the skills were a part of their design from birth .. but perhaps they were selected because
of their innate abilities. Regardless, God gave them the necessary skills and abilities for
the temple project.
Israel "s history continued and Joshua led the Hebrews into the Promised Land.
Joshua was the son of Nun and succeeded Moses (Josh. I: 1-2). Joshua was one of the
twelve spies who investigated the Promised Land (Num. 13: 1-14:9) and one of two who
recommended the Hebrews take the land for God. Joshua and Caleb were the only ones
from their generation who entered Canaan. The conquest of the Promised Land required a
brave and courageous leader., and Joshua "s faith and obedience made him the right man
for leading his people into battle.
The period that followed involved individual leaders, the judges., and this was a
time in Israel's history when '"everyone did what was right in his own eyes"" (Judg. I 7:6;
21 :25). When the writer of the book of Hebrews listed Old Testament characters who
walked by faith in their times, he included the major judges: Gideon., Barak., Samson, and
Jephthah (Heb. 11 :32). God uniquely designed these individuals' to deliver the Hebrews
from their oppressors.
The united kingdom under Saul, David, and Solomon followed the period of the
judges ( I Sam. 3: 19-21 ~ 8: 19-22) document with Scripture). Saul's task was to unify the
tribes into a single nation ( I Sam. I 0: 1-26 ). Samuel "s efto11s helped set the stage because
he rescued the tribes from complete disaster. restored hope, and renewed their faith in
God ( I Sam. 7:3-10). The people remained separated. They had deep differences between
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them. but wanted a king following the pattern of other nations ( I Sam. 8: 19). Saul was
the first king and started well but met with disaster. This demonstrates that individuals
with potential based on divine design still must obey God's directions ( I Sam. 13:7-14).
In contrast to Saul's rule, David's reign included national unification and
development (2 Sam. , 1 Kings l: 1-2: 11, I Chron. 12-29). He brought the tribes together,
established an effective government, organized the priesthood, and maintained a fighting
anny. He inherited a divided, war-tom land and left an empire when he died. David was
the strongest king Israel ever had, and he was the standard for all others (2 Sam. 17:4-10).
He was a king, poet, songwriter, and wan-ior who, although imperfect, was designed by
God for his position.
David's writings of Psalms reveal his understanding of how the Lord oversees
human design and how this design relates to life's immaterial and material aspects. David
writes.
For you created my inmost being; you knit me together in my mother's womb. I
praise thee because I am fearfully and wonderfully made; your works are
wonderful, l know this full well. My frame was not hidden from you when I was
made in the secret place. When I was woven together in the depths of the earth,
your eyes saw my unfonned body. (Ps. 139: l 3-l 6a)
In this passage, David emphasized God's sovereignty and superintendence over the
creative process relating to reproduction including the spiritual and physical. The design
aspect is present in David's graphic, figurative language: the creating, knitting, weaving.,
making. and wonder of it all.
David's son Solomon ruled next (I Kings 2: 12-11 :43, 2 Chron. 1-9). and his rule
was a time of prosperity. peace, and accomplishment. The biblical writers identify many
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contrasts between David and his son. David was a king of action; Solomon beca1ne a king
of peace. David was 1nore a man of the people; Solomon was a man of the palace. More
significantly, David maintained a vibrant faith in God as ""a man after God"s own heart""
( l Sam. 13: I 4 ). Solomon began well in his faith . but he fell into sinful ways and finally
came under God"s punishment ( I Kings 11: 1-4). Solomon asked God for great wisdmn
when God asked Solomon what he wanted ( I Kings 3:9). Wisdom added to God"s design
for Solomon, but even with this addition, Solomon did not remain faithful to God"s will
and way. Israel"s great potential remained unrealized, and the nation's position in this
world diminished in Solomon "s last years. The lesson again is the importance of
obedience to the Lord"s commands.
0

The divided kingdom is the next period of Hebrew history: After Solomon's
death., the northern tribes revolted and formed two separate nations with the ten tribes of
Israel in the north and the two reminding tribes of Judah in the south ( I Kings 12: 1-33 ).
God removed the blessings of national unity from the tribes of Israel and told Jeroboa1n.,
the future king of the ten northern tribes of Israel:
Behold., I will tear the kingdom out of the hand of Solomon and will give ten
tribes to you (but he shall have one tribe for the sake of My servant David, and for
the sake of Jerusalem ... ), because they have forsaken Me, and worshiped
Ashtoreth the goddess of the Sidonians ... and have not walked in My ways to do
what is right in My eyes and keep My statutes and My judgments., as did his
father David. ( l Kings I I :31-33 NKJV).
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The northern and southern nations experienced disastrous consequences under evil kings
because Israel had nineteen bad kings out of nineteen, and Judah had four good kings out
of ten ( 1 and 2 Kings).
God raised up prophets to remind the Israelites of their commitment to God
during Israel's turbulent times. These prophets served before the years of the divided
kingdom and until the end of Israel with the fall of Samaria in 722 BC and Judah in 586
BC. Some of the prophets served during the exile and postexilic pedods until the close of
the fourth century. The first group of prophets functioned in the pre-king period when
their major interest centered on keeping the people from following Canaanite religious
ways. The second prophetic group was the monarchical prewriting prophets whose
interest centered mostly in contacting individuals. The third group was prophets who
wrote and whose ministry was directed toward the nation and against the sins of the
people generally. 11
The school of prophets is also important for building a design theology. The
prophets differed from priests, and there was apparently a selection process and divine
design. The priests were chosen from the tribe of Levi, but the prophets came from many
tribes. ~ The prophet Samuel led the school of the prophets, and although the tenn
1

"'school of the prophets'' is not found in the Bible, I Samuel 10:5-10, 19:20 mentions a
company of prophets. These passages report that Samuel approved the company. and the
second passage identifies Samuel as the leader. Company members were Samuel"s
11
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students., and this parallels the later patte111 of students under Elijah and Elisha "s
leadership (2 Kings 2:3-7., 15-18; 4:38; 6: 1-2).
God infon11ed the prophet Jeremiah about God's design and plan for Jeremiah.,
which originated before the prophet's birth: "'The word of the Lord came to me, saying.
·Before I formed you in the womb I knew you, before you were born I set you apart~ I
appointed you as a prophet to the nations""' (Jer. I :4-5). Jeremiah struggled and agonized
occasionally over his unique design, yet it sustained him and would not let him go.
Jeremiah wrote., "'O LORD, you deceived me, and I was deceived; you overpowered me
and prevailed. I'm ridiculed all daylong~ everyone mocks me"" (Jer. 20:7).
Each of these Old Testament leaders served on the nation of Israel at different
stages of its history and development as a nation. God designed each person for a unique
situation who worked with the nation and it particular needs. These experiences confirm
the idea that God designs individuals to serve God and a group of people in particular
circumstances and times.

Design Theology in the New Testament

New Testament gospel and epistle passages suggest God designs individuals for
specific responsibilities. As previously indicated, the prophet Jeremiah believed God had
a plan for him before he was born (Jer. I :4-5). New Testament writers make similar
claims about John the Baptist (Luke I: 13- I 7), the Messiah, (Isa. 49:5-6 ) . and Paul
(Gal. I: 15). God's pattern of designing individuals to serve in particular circumstances
and times applies all historical times. God designs contemporary Christians to serve in
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particular circumstances and times. The bible teaches that God foreknows, predestines
and divinely designs people for a future ministry that He fully knows. (Acts 2:23, 4:2728). God designs individuals beforehand to serve circumstances he knows will occur. He
chose to reveal his design in a special way to Jeremiah., and Paul because of their unique
circumstances.

The Apostle Paul
The preparation of the Apostle Paul adds to the discussion of God's design. When
Jesus insttucted Ananias to lay hands on Saul, Jesus said, '"[H]e is a chosen vessel of
mine., to bear my name before the Gentiles"" (Acts 9: 15). Jesus chose Paul because of
Paurs divine design and ability to bring the gospel message to the Gentile world. This
section explores why and how God prepared Paul for the purpose God assigned him
through an overview of the cultural, educational, and religious factors that shaped Paul as
God's powerful servant. The book of Acts and Paul's letters serve as a backdrop to
understand why Paul was "'all things to all men"' ( I Cor. 9:22).

Paul's Formative Years
The New Testament preserves more of Paul's writings than those of any other
writer. Key questions include: Who was Paul? Where did he come from'? What were his
family and educational backgrounds? An understanding of Paul"s context and
background clarifies God's work with his disciples in general.. and Paul in particular.
Paurs given name was Saul., the same name as Israel's first king~ and Paul \Vas an
apostle from the Israelite tribe of Benjamin ( Phil. 3:5). He later became better known by
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his Roman name., Paul (Acts 13:9). Many factors of his background-family,
intelligence., hometown., Roman citizenship., education, and zeal-equipped Paul for
service based on God"s divine design.
Paul was raised in the city of Tarsus, the capital of Cilicia and part of the province
of Syria. It was a metropolis of its time and a free city of the Roman Empire. The
emperor designated free cities that were self-governed; however, the emperor supervised
the city's affairs. The Greek geographer Strabo said Tarsus was one of the great cities of
the empire in philosophy and general education; Tarsus was more illustrious than either
Athens or Alexandria. 13 Tarsus was at the crossroads where East meets West and home of
major Gentile communities and a considerable Jewish colony.1 4

Paul's Family and Education
Paul was a resident of Tarsus and a Roman citizen: HTo the Roman, his
citizenship was his passport in distant lands, his talisman in seasons of difficulties and
danger. It shielded him alike from the caprice of municipal law and the injustice of local
magistrates."' 15 Paul's family had been planted in Tarsus as part of a colony with full
municipal rights. " 16 The dispersion and the subsequent migration of the Jews" dated back
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about five hundred years triggered by the successive empires of Babylon, Persia, Greece,
and Rome.
Paul's family lived in Tarsus for generations before his birth. Greek thought and
education permeated the cultural environment outside the Jewish colony in Tarsus, which
was ruled by the Romans who incorporated much Greek culture into their own. Paul"s
schooling probably began in a room attached to a synagogue and culminated in Jerusalem
where he sat at the feet of the renowned Jewish teacher Gamaliel (Acts 22:3). Rabbi
Gamaliel tutored Paul in the law, had a great reputation among the people of Jerusalem.,
and rose above the bigotry of the Pharisees (Acts 5:34-39). Paul"s training helped equip
Paul to serve God., and he spoke Aramaic, Hebrew, and possibly Greek and Latin. ''The
city [Tarsus] gave him a schooling in his social, political, intellectual, morat and
religious life, but in varying degrees. It was because Tarsus was a cosmopolitan city with
'an amalgamated society' that it possessed the peculiar suitability to educate and mold
[Paul's] mind.n 17 Paul was a citizen of the world, and he was equipped to mix with Jews
or gentiles.

Paul's Natural Abilities
Paul was known for his zeal and was a fonnidable foe of the early Church as a
young man. Paul was a Pharisee (Acts 26:5), traveled far and wide, and brought
Christians to Jerusalem for imprisonment, interrogation, and even death (Acts 26: I 0-11 ).
God had other plans for Paul and channeled Paul's zeal and design to God's service as
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scholar . sage, statesman, seer, and saint. He had courage, imagination, sensitivity, and a
strong will; he was courageous., sincere, subtle, humorous, and tactful (I Cor. 15: 1-48).
I le had vast leadership abilities and a gift of expression. He examined ideas and opinions
logically using questions and answers to determine their validity., and he was analytical
and an expert expositor of the Scriptures.
ll is sharp mind caught the attention of many, including rulers and other

government officials, and this is evident when he was imprisoned in Caesarea and
accused by the Jews who sought to have him delivered to their judgment in Jerusalem
(Acts 25-26). Instead, God allowed him a day in court with the governor., Felix., and later
with Felix "s successor, Festus, and before King Agrippa and Queen Bernice. These rulers
were at least partially persuaded to consider the truth of God . s Word through Paur s
inspired explanations of the Scriptures. For example, King Agrippa replied to Paul's
incisive exposition: "'You almost persuade me to become a Christian" (Acts 26:28).

Paul"s Gifts from God
God gave Paul spiritual gifts. He understood prophecy and explained it well, and
God granted him visions and revelations, including a vision of ""the third heaven'' and
God's throne in HParadise" (2 Cor. 12:1-4). God worked miracles through Paul"s hands
(Acts 14:8-10, 16: 18, 19: l 1-12, 28:8-9). For example, the apostle raised a young man to
life after he died in a fall (Acts 20:9-12), and Paul was himself unharmed when bitten by
a poisonous snake (Acts 28:3-6). Few of Paul's spiritual gifts were as dear to him as his
apostleship (Acts 9: 15), and he reported he saw the resmTected Christ ( l Cor. 15:8).
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Paul was also a gifted teacher and wrote at least thirteen epistles that are
preserved in the New Testament. 18 His insights provide broad understanding of the rest of
the Scriptures and reveal many profound spiritual principles. Paul's writings are best
considered in the context of the entire Bible.

Apostle to the Gentiles

A major part of Paul"s service to God included his mission as an apostle to the
Gentiles (Rom. 11: 13, Eph. 3:8). Although the other apostles caiTied the gospel primarily
to the descendants of the tribes of Israel (Acts 10:34). Paul was chosen for the great
responsibility of taking God's truth to gentiles. Paul exemplifies this when he wrote:
For you have heard of my previous way oflife in Judaism, how intensely I
persecuted the church of God and tried to destroy it. I was advancing in Judaism
beyond many Jews of my own age and was extremely zealous for the traditions of
my fathers. But when God, who set me apart from birth and called me by his
grace, was pleased to reveal his Son in me so that I might preach him among the
Gentiles., I did not consult any man, nor did I go up to Jerusalem to see those who
were apostles before I was, but I went immediately into Arabia and later returned
to Damascus.
(Gal. 1: 14-17)
Paul notes that he was set part from birth to preach to the Gentiles and not his
own people, and he was incompatible with the people of his heritage. Bruce Shelley
writes, "No man other then Jesus, of course, has shaped Christianity more than Saul ( or,
as the Christians came to say, Paul, a name more familiar to the ear of Greek speaking
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people). No one did more for the faith, but no one seemed less likely."" 19 Paul stressed the
mission he received:
On the contrary . they saw that I had been entrusted with the task of preaching the
gospel to the Gentiles, just as Peter had been to the Jews. For God., who was at
work in the ministry of Peter as an apostle to the Jews, was also at work in my
ministry as an apostle to the Gentiles. James, Peter and John., those reputed to be
pillars., gave me and Bainabas the right hand of fellowship when they recognized
the grace given to me. They agreed that we should go to the Gentiles., and they to
the Jews. (Gal. 2:7-9)
Jesus directed the disciples to take God's truth and the gospel first to Jerusalem .
then Samaria, and to the ends of the earth (Acts 1:8), including the Greeks. Paul
emphasized: "To the Jew first and also the Greek"' (Rom. 1: 16). God used Paul to carry
out God.,s original intention for all peoples to know God, God"s truth., and God"s laws
and ultimately to experience God. God chose Paul to begin the work of making all people
into believers (Rom. 2:28-29, Gal. 6: 15-16) based on God's plan "which he gave us in
Christ Jesus ages ago"' (2 Tim. I :9). God sent Paul as a converted Israelite, skilled in the
ways of God, who had grown up in the knowledge and understanding of the Gentile
culture. Shelley asserts,
Though he had been educated in the stdctest Jewish tradition and had studied
under the famous rabbi Gamaliel in Jerusalem, Paul spoke Greek fluently and was
familiar with Greek thought and literature. This meant he could express the
doctrines and teaching of Jesus, many of which were based on Old Testament
beliefs completely foreign to the Gentiles, in ways the pagan mind could grasp. In
addition, Paul was a Roman citizen., which gave him special freedom of
20
movement, protection in his travels, and access to the higher levels of society.
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God designed Paul as an instrument and used Paul to reach Gentiles in the world
beyond Judaism and Jerusalem. As a result, all peoples have the opportunity and
privilege to become Christ followers. God used Paul, although Paul always
acknowledged that the credit was God's.

God's Design and the Parable of the Talents
The New Testament parable of the talents reflects the reality of God-s divine
design (Matt. 25: 14-30) because the servants described in the parable had differing
abilities. The first and second servants were highly commended and rewarded_ but they
possessed different talents. This is true for all Christians, including pastors~ because they
have various abilities w011hy of the master's commendation and reward, but some
Christians have more ability than others. God designed them with different skills and
abilities (Jcr. 1:5).
In the parable, the master understands the abilities of each servant and distributes
the money accordingly. The servant with the most ability received five talents and the
one with the least received only one talent. God distributes ministry opportunities on the
basis of abilities because the designer God understands individuals' talents and asks them
to accomplish tasks based on those abilities. God did not give five talents to the servant
who was designed and capable of handling only one.

The Body of Christ
Paul describes Chtistians' varying abilities based on God-s design and draws an
analogy between believers who make up the church as the body of Christ and the human
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body (l Cor. 12: 12-27, Rom. 12:4-5). The church body reflects the principle of design
just as God's design is evident in the human body (1 Cor. 12:1-11, 28-31). Paul's analogy
suggests several conclusions about God's design.
First., God made humans the way they are because God is the master potter (Isa.
64:8), and Paul states, uGod has arranged the parts in the body, every one of them, just as
he wanted them to be'' ( I Cor. 12: 18). Individuals, therefore, need not be upset with their
place or function in the body of Christ. There is, instead, satisfaction in knowing they
minister in accordance with God's design and purpose for their lives. The key is
discovering what role(s) they play according to that design.
Second, God designs humans differently from each other ( I Cor. 12: 14-17).
While Christians may be designed similarly, no two have the same design, and God does
not make clones; instead, each person is unique. Ch1istians, therefore, can discover their
unique designs and places of service.
Third, while God made people differently, all are needed so the body functions
well ( I Cor. 12: 14-17). This creates a rich diversity of talent and enables the church to
serve effectively because differences are a source of growth and potential. Paul writes,
4

'for the body [the church] does not consist of one member but of many" ( I Cor. 12: 14 ),

and the diversity of gifts is a blessing. "Now you are the body of Christ and individual
members of it" ( I Cor. 12:27).
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The biblical writers use several metaphors to describe the church, and the tenn
aopa

or "body"" desc1;bes the church's nature and relationship to Christ.~ 1 The word

appears fifty-one times in the New Testament outside of Paul "s writings, and Paul uses
the word ninety-one times. 22 He uses aoµa thirty times to illustrate the functioning body
of Christ. 23 Paul used the word in reference to the physical body., applied the tenn to the
church, and called God's people the Hbody of Christ" (for example., Eph. 4: 11-14 ). Paul
described the church as many members in one body; each member has a specific function
(Rom. 12:4) and possesses unique Christ-given gifts (Rom. 12:6).

The Body and Its Members

Paul compared the body of Christ or the church to the human body., and his
metaphor implies that the church must have both unity and diversity: "The body is a unit.,
though it is made up of many parts; and though all its parts are many., they form one
body. So it is with Christ" (1 Cor. 12: 12). Paul suggests that unity can exist in a body
without unifonnity, and diversity among the members is an essential part of a unified
body. Warren W. Wiersbe writes,
One of the marks of an individual's maturity is a growing understanding of., and
appreciation for, his own body. There is a parallel in the spiritual life: as we
mature in Christ, we gain a better understanding of the church, which is Christ's
body. The emphasis in recent years on "body life" has been a good one. It has
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helped to counteract the wrong emphasis on "individual Christianity" that can
lead to isolation from the local church. :!-t
Paul described the interconnectedness of all humankind through the Spirit: '""For
we were all baptized by one Spirit into one body-whether Jews or Greeks . slave or
free-and we were all given the one Spirit to drink" ( I Cor. 12: 13). The baptism by the
Spirit took place initially on the day of Pentecost (Acts I :5, 2:33, 11: 16); subsequently .
individual believers experience Spirit baptism when they trust Christ as Savior (Acts
I I: 15-1 7). In Spirit baptism, the Holy Spirit baptizes (Pa1rr1t;cv, literally '"dip., immerse.,
wash""f' the believer into the body of Christ.
Through baptism believers become pai1 of ChrisCs body, and believers can
experience Spirit baptism regardless of gender, race, or social status. 26 John 7:37-39
records that Jesus invites the thirsty to drink of him and find refreshment. The Spirit
places the believer into Christ through the initiation experiences of baptism and drinking .
and the Spirit possesses the Christian.
Paul illustrates his argument that the one Spirit sponsors a diversity of gifts in 1
Corinthians 12: 12-27. 27 Paul uses the image of the human body and Christ's body, and
Christ's body represents the church. Paul uses this comparison in other epistles including
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Romans 12:4-5, Ephesians 4: l l-13, and Colossians l: 18 and 2: 19, and Scripture records
two elements in the text. First, I Corinthians 12: 12-19 asserts that many parts constitute
Christ's body. Second, verses 12:20-27 claim that, while the body has many parts, it is
one body. The first three verses (I Cor. 12: 12-14) provide the theological basis for the
body imagery found throughout the section.
First Corinthians 12: 12-31 provides support for the notion of pastoralcongregational compatibility. Paul explains that each believer is part of a larger body;
therefore, individual Christians cannot isolate themselves because they all function within
the universal body of Christ. This text demonstrates the framework in which a Christian
or pastor fits into the larger body of Christ. The author of this paper believes it is
necessary, therefore, for pastors to understand their divinely-given talents and abilities to
function more effectively in ministry. The following sections explore the components of
spiritual gifts.

Spiritual Gifts

A basic idea in the New Testament that contributes to the divine design concept is
the biblical teaching about spiritual gifts. Perhaps many in the body of Christ are not
aware of this biblical and theological subject and do not realize God gives them special
abilities. When gifted believers are not aware of their spiritual gifts and do not minister in
them, the whole body of Christ is less effective (I Cor. 12 :20-26 ).
Scriptures related to spiritual gifts are found in I Corinthians 12, Romans 12,
Ephesians 4, and l Peter 4. Spiritual gifts are God-given abilities to serve him in a
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pa11icular manner in his kingdom (Cor. 12:7, Eph. 4:7-11 ). He bestows them sovereignty
so that Christians have at least one gift as a part of their divine design ( l Cor. 12: 11 ).
They are distributed to each person as a distinct contribution to the body as a whole ( l
Cor. 12:7).
Paul wrote, "If the foot should say, 'Because I am not a hand, I do not belong to
the body,' it would not for that reason cease to be part of the body. And if the ear should
say, 'Because I am not an eye, I do not belong to the body,' it would not for that reason
cease to be pa11 of the body" ( l Cor. 12: 15). Paul implies that although the feet, hands,
ears, and eyes are prominent body parts, they cannot stand alone and need other parts for
proper bodily function. Robertson and Plummer write, '~Chrysostom remarks that the foot
contrasts itself with the hand rather than with the ear, because we do not envy those who
are very much higher than ourselves so much as those who have got a little above us. "

28

Paul writes about the special functions of each body part: "If the whole body were
an eye, where would the sense of hearing be? If the whole body were an ear, where
would the sense of smell be?" ( l Cor. 12: 17) Different functions as well as different
members are necessary in the body and Paul's analysis demonstrates the importance of
each member of the body.
Paul emphasizes God's sovereignty in placing each member of the body in a
particular role: "'But in fact God has aITanged the parts in the body, evet)' one of them,
just as he wanted them to be" ( I Cor. 12: 18). This verse suggests that believers can
discover their unique, God-given gifts and become effective in their divinely appointed
28
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roles. Individuals should concentrate on using their own special abilities rather than
longing to be different. Pastors can benefit from this assessment of spiritual gifts, and
they can humbly understand that God provides a special place for their effo11s in the
kingdom. William Barclay wrote, ''Whenever we begin to think about our own
importance in the Christian Church, the possibility of real Christian work is gone. ,.: 9
Paul asked, Hlf they were all one part, where would the body be?" ( I Cor. 12: 19).
and this question suggests that the Ch1istian body could not function if all parts were the
same. For example, if every pastor had only the gift of evangelism, churches would have
new believers, but the believers would not grow as disciples. The same might be true if a
pastor has a great vision but few administrative abilities; the church might lack the
structure for growth. Paul pointed out the unification of the individual body parts:
As it is, there are many parts, but one body. This is not the case in the human
body, however. It has a variety of members, but it is one unified organism.
( I Cor. 12: 12)

Paul uses the head and feet (the top and the bottom of the body) as examples, and
he reminds readers that both the superior and inferior are necessary. Rather than
regarding themselves as superior, privileged individuals can realize that less gifted
members of the body are important for the organism's overall effective operation. God
constructed human and spiritual bodies so the different members can care for and
complement each other. He does not ignore any member, but makes provision for each
one.
9
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In 1 Corinthians 12:20-24, Paul reminds readers that individuals can feel
confident of their place in Christ's body. Paul addresses the specific roles of members of
the Christian body:
Now you are the body of Christ, and each one of you is a part of it. And in the
church God has appointed first of all apostles, second prophets, third teachers,
then workers of miracles, also those having gifts of healing, those able to help
others. those with gifts of administration. and those speaking in different kinds of
tongues. Are all apostles? Are all prophets? Are all teachers? Do all work
miracles? Do all have gifts of healing? Do all speak in tongues? Do all interpret?
But eagerly desire the greater gifts. And now I will show you the most excellent
way. (I Cor. 12:27-31)
This passage applies to all Christians because all believers make up the body of Christ.,
and each individual is a unique member with unique gifts.
Paul wrote of the church in both universal and local tenns, and he listed eight
kinds of members with special functions in I Corinthians 12:27-31. This list ranks
individuals in the order of the imp011ance of their ministries. While Paul acknowledges
the necessity of each role in the church, he emphasizes that some members play a more
immediately crucial function. For example., Paul recognized that God called and equipped
the apostles to establish the church in new places. AJZ"oarc.il..ilfv means to send out.,

30

so it

is appropriate to think of apostles as missionaries. Prophets were the channels through
whom God sent his revelations to his people (Eph. 2:20). Teachers gave believers
instruction in the Scriptures and were more imp011ant in the church than the prophets who
simply gave words of edification., exhortation., and consolation (Eph. 14:3). Teachers
were just as imp011ant as the prophets who gave new authoritative revelation. Barclay
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wrote, '"[A] scholar will learn more from a good teacher than he will from any book. \Ve
have books in plenty nowadays, but it is still true that it is through people that we really
learn of Christ. " 31
Further down Paul's hierarchy, miracle workers and healers demonstrated that
God's power worked in the church so others trusted Christ. They may have ministered
especially to the Jews since the Jews looked for such indications of God's presence and
blessing (Eph. l :22). Helpers provided assistance to needy persons, administrators
managed and directed the affairs of the churches, and tongues-speakers were the least
important of those mentioned. Robe11son and Plummer write, 'The shortness of the list of
charismata in Eph. iv. II as compared with the list here is perhaps an indication that the
regular exercise of extraordinary gifts in public worship was already dying out."32
In Ephesians 4: 11 Paul provides a third list of gifts in a descending order of
priority, and each of Paul's seven questions anticipates a negative answer. The apostle's
point appears to be that it would be ineffective for everyone to have the same gift because
variety is essential. It is inaccurate to equate one gift, pat1icularly speaking in tongues,
with spirituality. Wiersbe w1ites, "All of the believers in the Corinthian assembly had
been baptized by the Spirit [v. 13], but not all of them spoke in tongues (I Cor. 12:30)."33
S. Lewis Johnson suggests, ''In these verses Paul strikes a deathblow to the theory that
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speaking in tongues is the sign of the possession of the Spirit, for the answer 'No" is
expected to each question (cf. Greek).H34
In l Corinthians 12:31, Paul advises the Corinthians to seek certain gifts rather
than others because some gifts are more significant in the functioning of the body. While
the bestowal of gifts is the sovereign prerogative of the Spirit ( I Cor. 8, 11, 18), human
desire plays a part in the bestowal of the gifts (James 4:2). This indicates that the Spirit
does not give all his gifts to believers at the moment of salvation. Scripture does not
contradict the view that God gives his children abilities at birth as pait of his spiritual
gifts, but a believer can receive a gift, an opportunity for service., or the Spirit's blessing
years after conversion. Everything an individual has or ever will have is a gift from
God. 35
God gave the gift of apostleship, in the technical sense, only to those selected by
Christ. The gift of apostleship went to a small group in the first generation of the church's
history, and in a general sense, continues today through gifted missionaries. 36 The
biblical prophet can predict the future (Acts 11 :22), can know the past (John 4: 19)., and
can look into the heait (Luke 7:49), but is essentially a proclaimer of the word., not a
magician or soothsayer. " 37 The Greek word

1!p01!1J&r&~ means

'"proclaimer and
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interpreter of divine revelation. " 38 Although technically prophets have ceased in the
contemporary church, they exist in a general sense as preachers. 39
In the contemporary world, some people who enroll in seminary desire to sharpen
their ability to preach and teach the Scriptures. This is one example of zealously desiring
the greater gifts; however, Paul suggested that the cultivation of love was far more
important to reach the goal of maximum effectiveness (I Cor. 13). The apostle intended
that believers seek, cultivate, and express love, and cultivate abilities strategically
impo11ant in Christ's body. The thesis of this paper is built on the assumption that pastors
can assess their abilities, reach self-understanding, and serve lovingly in a compatible
church.
Thomas Jackson writes, "The most excellent way which Paul will now show his
friends at Corinth is not one more gift among many, but 'a way beyond all this.' That
extraordinary way is, of course, the way of agape, that fruit of the Spirit which is of
primary importance to every believer and to the body of Christ. ,,4o While pastors can gain
insight into their spiritual gifts, they must seek love. Gordon Fee asserts,
What Paul is about to embark on is a description of what he calls Ha way that is
beyond comparison." The way they are going is basically destructive to the
church as a community; the way they are being called to is one that seeks the
good of others before oneself. It is the way of edifying the church ( 14: 1-5), of
seeking the common good ( 12:7). In that context one will still earnestly desire the
things of the Spirit ( 14: I), but precisely so that others will be edified. Thus it is
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not ''love versus gifts" that Paul has in mind., but ''love as the only context for
gifts"; for without the fonner, the latter have no usefulness at all-but then neither
does much of anything else in the Christian life. 41
Paul stresses the importance of balance in l Corinthians 12 and Galatians 5, and
while each Christian is a pai1 of a larger organism, each is an indispensable part of the
organism. In one sense, all believers are equally important because each serves an
essential function, but some are more crucial than others. God detennines peoples' gifts,
ministries, and individual differences, but an individual's desire and initiative contribute
to ministry service. Ability, ministry opportunity, individuality, and compatibility are
very important, but love is even more important (I Cor. 13: 1-3). A good measure of a
Christian"s personal maturity is how well a believer balances personal abilities and
ministry. Robertson and Plummer write,
The Church is neither a dead mass of similar pa11icles, like a heap of sand, nor a
living swarm of antagonistic individuals, like a cage of wild beasts: it has the
unity of a living organism, in which no two parts are exactly alike, but all
discharge different functions for the good of the whole. All men are not equal., and
no individual can be independent of the rest: everywhere there is subordination
and dependence. Some have special gifts, some have none; some have several
gifts, some only one; some have higher gifts, some have lower: but every
individual has some function to discharge, and all must work together for the
42
common good. This is the all-impo11ant point-unity in loving service.
Paul acknowledges diversity in the possession and use of spiritual gifts, and the
diversity promotes unity. That diversity of gifts is necessary and is reflected in the
analogy of the Godhead and human anatomy (Eph. 5:23). The biblical metaphor of the
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body demonstrates the imp011ance of the diversity of gifts among believers and their
unity under Christ's lordship. Pastors can identify their own spiritual gifts and find
compatibility within Christ's body.
A final issue is the difference between spiritual gifts and church offices. Every
church consists of a body of Ch1istians who have a variety of spiritual gifts ( I Cor. 12,
Rom. 12). The ministry of the church, therefore, is the responsibility of all the people in
the church. The corporate ministry of any church will only be as effective as the active
individual ministries of the believers in that church.
Every church will also have officers, and some argue that according to the Bible
only two offices exist: elder (I Tim. 3: 1-13) and deacon (1 Tim. 3:8-13). 43 Some would
include women in the office of deaconess ( I Tim. 3: 11) and point to Phoebe as an
example (Rom. 16: 1). One view identifies four offices in the church: Christ as the head
(Col. I: 18; Eph. I :22), elders (I Tim. 3), deacons (l Tim. 3), and priests (I Pet. 5:9) or
the priesthood of all believers. 44
With the exception of the priesthood of all believers. most agree that not all
Christians in the church will hold an office though they are encouraged to seek the office
of elder ( I Tim. 3: I). The offices, however, come with certain qualifications. Not only
must a candidate be a Christian, as is true with spiritual gifts, but a mature Christian ( I
Tim. 3 :2 -13; Titus I :5-9) .
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The differences between spiritual gifts and the offices of the church are evident.
Every believer will have one or more spiritual gifts but may never occupy a church
office. Believers do not need to seek spiritual gifts but must seek an office, at least the
otlice of elder. And the only qualification for spiritual gifts is faith in Christ, whereas
individuals must have specific qualifications to hold an office.
Many confuse offices with gifts. For example, confusion exists between the gift of
pastor and the office of pastor because individuals called pastors lead most churches. 45
The list in Ephesians 4: 11-12 defines the purpose these gifts: "And he gave some as
apostles, and some as prophets, and some as evangelists, and some as pastors and
teachers, for the equipping of the saints for the work of service, to the building up of the
body of Christ." Paul states the specific function of these five types of gifted persons.
They are to equip the saints because this is their function in the body. Apostles, prophets,
evangelists, and pastor-teachers equip other believers so they can become actively
involved in the work of service according to their individual gifts.
The equipping ministry is a twofold ministry. First, it is a repairing ministry. The
verb used in Ephesians 4: 12 is a fishing tenn in Matthew 4:21: the disciples were
Hmending" their broken nets. In Galatians 6: l it is a medical tenn. The spiritual brother is
to ""restore" a brother overtaken in a fault just as a surgeon would "reset" a dislocation or
4

a broken bone. The ministry of equipping is the work of repairing broken and dislocated
Christian lives for active service .
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Second, it is a preparing ministry. The verb used in Ephesians 4: 12 is a nautical
term used for preparing a ship of voyage. William McRae points out it is used in that
sense in Hebrews I 0:5 where the Lord speaks of the body which the Father "·prepared"'
for Jesus so he could make his voyage to earth. It is a ministry that prepares saints for
service in the Lord's work. 46 According to Ephesians 4, the preparing ministry is the
function of the apostle. prophet, evangelist, pastor, and teacher. They have equipping
gifts and prepare others who have gifts of help, mercy, and giving. These gifted persons
participate and serve effectively according to their pa11icular gifts.
Finally, a person's divine ministry design could include an office and spiritual
gifts as in the office of elder. The writers of Acts 20:28 and I Peter 5: 1-2 tell elders to
pastor or shepherd God's people. While the pastoral gift is not necessarily a requirement,
it docs enhance performance dramatically.

Conclusion
The Old and New Testament writers demonstrate that God has a design for each
person and pastor as unique individuals with special roles. Pastors who discover and
develop their divine design, which includes the spiritual gifts, will be more compatible
with the churches they serve, and the churches will benefit from the pastors' specific
design. Chapter 3 provides a historical perspective about Jesus, Paut and the early church
on the selection of pastors.
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CHAPTER3
A HISTORICAL REVIEW OF CLERGY SELECTION

This chapter will consider how Jesus, the Apostle Paul, the early church,
and the contemporary church address the selection of Christian leaders. The
disciples and the early church fathers did not have computer generated assessment
tools that assessed compatibility between a leader and a congregation. However,
they did select people for ministry and sought the tight fit for both the pastor/elder
and church. The early Christian leaders and clergy met the requirements for
selection that was compatible with Sctipture and the faith community.
Peter Drucker wrote, "People detennine the petfonnance capacity of an
organization. No organization can do better then the people it has.'' 1 In Good to
Great, Jim Collins writes, 'The executives who ignited the transfonnation from

good to great did not figure out where to drive the bus and then get the people to
take it there. No, they first got the right people on the bus (and the wrong people
off the bus) and then figured out where to drive it."2 Collins emphasizes that the
right people are critical to organizational perfonnance. The thesis of this paper is
that the right Christian leaders must be placed in ministry based on congregational

' Peter F. Dmckcr. Managing the Non-pro.fit Organi=ation (New York: HarperCollins. 1990). 145.
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compatibility and confonnance to scriptural qualifications. This potential was
realized in Jesus' ministry on earth, the Apostle Paul"s work, and the early church
fathers experience.

Jesus' Ministry
Jesus did not emphasize or describe structure in his preparation of the
twelve disciples, nor did he convey detailed management fonnulae. When he was
betrayed, Jesus prayed that his disciples and all those who believed in him
through the word might be one (John 17:9-19). While this certainly implied a
close and continuing fellowship, it did not specify a visible structure.
Jesus selected his followers through a sovereign process and divine
insight, and he designated and trained apostles as leaders of the infant church
(Matt. 4: 19). A. B. Bruce writes,
"'Follow Met said Jesus to the fishennen of Bethsaida, Hand I will make you
fishers of men." These words (whose originality stamps them as a genuine saying
of Jesus) show that the great Founder of the faith desired not only to have
disciples, but to have about Him men whom He might train to make disciples of
others: to cast the net of divine truth into the sea of the world, and to land on the
shores of the divine kingdom a great multitude of believing souls. Both from His
words and from His actions we can see that He attached supreme importance to
that part of His work which consisted in training the twelve. In the intercessory
prayer, He speaks of the training He had given these men as if it had been the
principal part of His own earthly ministry. 3
The gospel records indicate that Jesus gathered a company of disciples and
prepared them to continue his work early in his ministry. Two pairs of brothers received
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their call at the commencement of the first Galilean ministry. The twelve were to be
Christ's witnesses in the world after his ascension and provide the world a faithful
account of their master's words and deeds (Matt. 28: 16-20, Acts I :8). Persons who were
Jesus' eyewitnesses and servants from the beginning of his ministry could render this
service most effectively.
The group of Jesus' followers who gathered in Jerusalem around the year
AD 30 was unimpressive. 4 The group included the eleven disciples Jesus had
commissioned to speak and act on his behalf (Acts 1: 12-13): Simon Peter, James,
John, Andrew, Philip, Baitholomew, Matthew, Thomas, James the son of
Alphaeus, Simon Hthe Zealot," and Jude also known as Thaddaeus (Matt. I 0:2-4;
Mark 3: 16-19; Luke 6: 13-16). In addition were a number of women including
Mary, Jesus' mother, and Jesus' brothers (Acts 1: 14) that Mark identifies as
James, Joseph, Judas, and Simon (Mark 6:3). The author of the Acts of the
Apostles numbers the total group at "about a hundred and twenty" (Acts 1: 15).
The twelve grew by degrees in their relationship with Jesus, and Bruce identifies
three stages in the growth of their fellowship. 5 In the first stage, they believed in him as
the Christ and were his occasional companions. At this earliest stage in the relationship,
John's gospel describes how some of them became acquainted with Jesus, through such
experiences as a man-iage in Cana (John 2: 1), a Passover in Jerusalem (John 2: 13, 17,
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22)., the scene of John the Baptist's ministry (John 3:22), and a journey through Samaria
to Galilee (John 4: 1-27, 31, 43-45).
During the second stage of discipleship, the disciples abandoned their
occupations. For example., the brothers Peter and Andrew left their fishing nets and, with
James the son of Zebedee, Hfollowed him" (Matt. 4: 18-22). The disciples entered the last
and highest stage of discipleship when their master chose them from the mass of his
followers and fonned a select band. This group was trained for the great work of the
apostleship, and this important event probably occurred after they had spent much time
with Jesus. With all their imperfections (Matt. 16:21-23), these humble men were united
by their devotion to Jesus and the divine kingdom. Because Christ called them and they
believed in him, they left their occupations and joined his company.
At this point the tenn apostle, which means "messenger, delegate, envoy" in
Greek.," may have been used generally among the believers, and scholars have much to
say about the ancient institution of apostles. 7 Later, it was restricted to a '~group of highly
honored believers" 8 who were believed to have a special commission from the risen
Christ ( I Cor. 9: I, 15:3-11 ). Twenty-first century church leaders and those who train
them can learn much from Jesus' ministry with the disciples, even though Scripture does
not detail Jesus' teaching methodology in a systematic manner. Jesus spoke about good
"Arndt and Gingrich, A Greek-English Lexicon, (Chicago, IL: The University of Chicago Press.
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shepherding, '"Feed my sheep" (John 21: 15-17) and "Love your enemies" (Matt. 5:44),
but he did not leave an organizational chart or detailed job descriptions. He did promise
the Spirit would empower the disciples as they spread the gospel from "Jerusalem, and in
all Judea and Samaria, and to the ends of the earth" (Acts I :8). One person who
experienced the Spirit's power was the Apostle Paul.

The Apostle Paul
The Apostle Paul that helped organize the new Christian movement began his
work in strategic, urban centers. Paul often went first to the local synagogue (Acts 18: 14) where he proclaimed the message of Christ. He remained there as long as he was
welcomed and well received (Acts 18: 19-21 ). When opposition developed, he proclaimed
the gospel to Gentiles. After Paul founded a church, he organized it and appointed elders
so the church was self-governing after his departure. He gave the qualifications of these
men in 1 Timothy 3 and Titus l, and this may be the first scripture referring to the
compatibility of church leaders with church roles and responsibilities. Men were selected
for leadership roles if their lives and lifestyles were compatible with the roles.
The Ephesian church had elders long before Paul wrote I Timothy (Acts 20: I 735), and Gordon Fee describes Paurs motivation for the epistle:
If our identification of the false teachers as elders is correct, then Paul's reason for
this set of instructions is that Timothy must see to it that elders are living
according to their appointment, that is, by these standards. At the same time, of
course, the whole church will be listening in and will thus be given the grounds
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for discipline of erring elders as well as for their replacement (cf. 1 Timothy 5:22,
24-25).')
Paul cited what appears to be a well-known saying to introduce and support his teaching:
'The saying is sure: Whoever aspires to the office of bishop desires a noble task" ( I Tim.
3: 1). Paul then lists qualifications for the bishop's office. Alexander Strauch writes,
HOversecr" (Gr. &maK01r&a) is a tenn that emphasizes this leader's management
responsibilities and is evidently synonymous with "elder" (,rpcaf]urcpoa; 5: 17; I
Pct. 5: I) and "pastor" or "shepherd'l'I (poimen; Eph. 4: 11 ). Paul used the term
"elder~' more frequently, so I have chosen to use it in commenting on this
pcricope. At the time Paul wrote the Pastorals the office of elder was common in
the churches since he had appointed elders in churches that he had founded (Acts
14:23). The history of the elder office in the church goes back to the elder office
in ancient Israel. The Jews continued this organization in their synagogues, which
they began during the Babylonian Captivity. 10
David Mappes adds, "[W]hile the synagogal eldership did influence church eldership, the
influence was of a general nature." 11
Paul did not say all Christian congregations must have an elder, but it appears
some churches had more than one (Acts 20: 17, Phil. l: I), and the elder role was a
leadership position that carried pastoral responsibility (1 Pet. 5: 1-2). The word '"elder''
describes the status of those who held the position and probably meant older in age,
wisdom'I and maturity in judgment. 12 "Overseer" ( I Pet. 5 :2) describes the major
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responsibility inherent in the position, and "pastor" (Eph. 4: 11) describes the gift and
work necessary to fulfill the role. Fee writes,
The saying in fact focuses less on the person than on the position. Thus Paul is
not commending people who have a great desire to become leaders; rather, he is
saying that the position of overseer is such a significant matter, a noble task, that
it shou Id indeed be the kind of task to which a person might aspire. Thus, despite
the activities of some, he does not for that reason negate the position itself. 13
A person can aspire to hold an office from good or bad motives, and Paul seeks
persons with good motives who do worthy work without personal aggrandizement.
Twenty-first century congregations should investigate the motivation of persons who
seek the position of elder. Such an aspiration can lead a young person to study, labor,
sacrifice, and prepare for leadership in a church, perhaps through seminary education.
Paul lists fifteen characteristics that should mark a person's life who aspires to
serve as an elder. 14 Mappes catalogs the fifteen characteristics:
I. Such persons are "above reproach" (avcmlcµJrrov, I Tim. 3:2, 5:7, 6:14; Titus I :6)

and should possess no obvious flaw in character or conduct. There should be no past
or present cause for justifiable criticism that could discredit the person or bring
reproach on Christ and the church. The Greek word means "not to be laid hold of.''
2. Such persons are "husband of one wife" (µ1aa yvva1Koa av8pa, I Tim. 3:2), a
phrase that has been interpreted in many ways. 15 Mappes lists four major views about

" Fee, 1 and 2 Timothy. 79.
'" See David A. Mappes. "'Moral Virtues Associated with Eldership." Bihliotheca Sacra 160
(April-June 2003): 202-218.
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Paul's meaning: the elder must be maiTied, he must be married only once, he must be
monogamous, and he must be a moral husband.
3. Such persons are "temperaten ( n:r17ail10v, I Tim 3:2), which means sober, vigilant,
clearheaded, and well-balanced ( I Tim. 3: 11, Titus 2:3).
4. They are ''prudent"' ( aor17pov, I Tim. 3:2, Titus 2:5), which means self-controlled
(NIV), and the same Greek word reads "sensible" in Titus I :8. Guy H. King writes

about this characteristic: "Such a man, such a bishop, will not speak rashly, will be a
person of sound judgment, will be master of himself, and of his situation.'' 16
5. They are Hrespectable" (Koaµwa, I Tim. 3:2), which means orderly, of good
behavior, dignified and decent in his conduct. Some translators rendered the same
Greek word as "modest" in 1 Timothy 2:9.
6. Such persons are "hospitable" (1r171lo~cvoa, 1 Tim. 3:2), which means they open
their homes to others. This was an especially essential quality in the early church
because few public accommodations existed for traveling ministers and needy
Christians (Acts 16: 15, 40). Hospitality was important (Rom. 12: 13, Titus I :8), and
the Greek word means "loving the stranger." Elders should be persons who reach out
to unsaved and believing strangers and make them feel at home.
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7. Aspiring elders are "able to teach" (818aKrLKO~ I Tim. 3:2). They are apt, qualified,
and competent to explain and defend the truth of God. Some elders evidently gave
more time to this ministry than did others ( I Tim. 5: 17), but all had to be competent
in the Scriptures (Titus 1:9). The style of communication undoubtedly varied
according to individual gifts. Nevertheless, elders were expected to teach only after
prayerful meditation on the Word and practical application of the Word to their own
lives.
8. Such persons are "not addicted to wine" and "not given to drunkenness"'
(µc 1rapo1 vov, I Tim. 3:3), which means not a brawler, playboy, slave of drink, or

drunkard (Titus I :7, I Cor. l l :21 ). Paul may have used "wine" to represent any
enslaving beverage. Robert Stein suggests the issue of drinking wine and other
intoxicating beverages has been taught extensively in the church, and most scholars
conclude that God commanded moderation rather than abstinence ( I Tim. 5 :23 ).
Others advocate abstinence on the notion that the alcohol content of wine was much
lower in biblical times. Modern distilled or fortified alcoholic beverages fall into the
category of strong drink that the Scriptures forbid. 17
9. They are neither "pugnacious" nor "violent"(µ& 1lA&Kt&V, 1 Tim. 3:3, Titus I :7),
which literally means a giver of blows, a striker. This describes a person who does
not resort to physical or verbal violence to vent anger and or settle disputes.
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10. Aspiring elders are 4'gentle'' (cm&LK&~, I Tim. 3:3), patient, and forbearing (Titus 3:2,
2 Cor. I 0:2).

I I. They are Huncontentious" ( aµaz170~ I Tim. 3:3; Titus I :7), which describes a person
who is neither quarrelsome (NIV) nor a fighter or a brawler (Jas. 3:7).
12. They are "'free from the love of money' (alflJIAapyvpO(;, I Tim. 3:3), the meaning of
which may be obvious (Titus I :7, I Pet. 5:2). It is the love of money, not the
possession of it, that disqualifies an aspiring elder. The opposite attitude is
contentment (Phil. 4: 11 ). Philip H. Towner notes, "This means the candidate~s
attitude toward material wealth ought to be one of healthy detachment, but certainly
not in-esponsibility.'' 11~ And Ralph Earle writes, "One who finds that he can make big
money in part time secular work is apt to be diverted from an effective ministry."

19

13. The aspiring elder "manages his own household well"
( rov u51ov 01Kov KaA.o~ ;rp01arapcvov, I Tim. 3:4, Titus I :6). He controls his

family, and family members submit respectfully to his leadership (Prov. 24:3-4,
27:23; Eph. 6:4). The eider's church responsibilities are parental, so he should have
proved his ability in the home before he receives larger church responsibility (Matt.
25: 14-30). The home is the proving ground for church leadership (1 Tim. 3:5).
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14. The aspiring elder is Hnot a new [recent, NIV] convert" ( vco,r17uro; I Tim. 3:6), and
there should be evidence that he can function as an elder without becoming conceited.
The elders Paul appointed soon after he planted churches probably had backgrounds
in Judaism and the Old Testament. Thomas D. Lea and Hayne P. Griffin explain,
"The new believer is more likely to see such a position of leadership as an
opportunity for personal advancement and to fail to understand the gravity of the
task. "::! 0
15. The aspiring elder has "a good reputation outside the church"
(µaprup1av KaAcv c;r17c1v a,ro rov c~or17cv, I Tim. 3:7) with unbelievers, and he

will not bring reproach on the name of Christ and the church. "Does he pay his bills?
Does he have a good reputation among unsaved people with whom he does business?
(Col. 4:5 and I Thess. 4: 12.)"21
Paul valued particularly two qualifications for elders: They could not be guilty of
doing something wrong, and other people had to perceive their conduct as proper for a
Christian. The elder was an overseer, and this implies he supervised other local church
officials and other Christians in the church. The New Testament lacks evidence that God
intended overseers to govern groups of churches. A hierarchy did exist while the apostles
lived (Matt. 16: 18-19, John 21: 15-17); however, the New Testament makes no provisions
for the maintenance of a hierarchy. Many Western Christians have taken the absence of
20
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biblical prescription to mean that churches are free to decide for themselves whether to
organize as independent, autonomous congregations or affiliate in groups under given
denominational umbrellas, with supervising officials. 22
The effective operation of a church depends on leadership. The New Testament
does not legislate the details of church operations and structures; therefore, it is important
that those who make the decisions be spiritual persons who set good examples and gain
the respect and confidence of church members. 23 Earle E. Cairns divides leadership into
groups:
These officials may be divided into two classes. The charismatic officials
(Greek charisma means gift) were chosen by Christ and endowed with
special spiritual gifts ( I Cor. 12-14~ Eph. 4: 11-12). Their function was
primarily inspirational. The administrative officials constituted the second
class. Their function was mainly administrative; although after the death
of the apostles, the elders took over many spiritual responsibilities. These
officials were chosen by the congregation after prayer for the guidance of
the Holy Spirit and appointed by the apostles. 24
These officials guarded the gospel's truth at its initial proclamation and were
selected by Christ through the Holy Spirit to exercise leadership within the church (Acts
13: 1-3). Paul describes the offices: apostles, prophets, evangelists, pastors, and teachers.
The apostles witnessed Christ's life, death, and resurrection (Acts 1:22; I Cor. l: I, 15:8)
and were personally asked by Christ to follow him. Paul based his apostleship on a direct
message from Christ on the Damascus road. These first officials of the early church
22
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delegated their functions to various people when they were unable to care for all the
needs of the expanding early church (Acts 6: 1-7).
Thomas Constable points out that the twelve apostles established offices in the
church when the Holy Spirit so directed them. This does not involve a hierarchy, as the
Roman Catholic Church developed, because the new officials were chosen by the people,
ordained by the apostles, had special spiritual qualifications, and were led by the Holy
Spirit. The Holy Spirit called them to the office, the church issued a call through a
democratic vote of the church, and the apostles ordained them. 25
Jesus appointed the disciples to their offices. In the early church another class of
officials was chosen "with the consent of the whole church'' (Didache 15: I, Acts 6:5),
and they carried the organizational functions of the church. The apostles established the
officials' qualifications and put them in office after their selection by the congregation.
Unlike the apostles and other officials, these men and women worked and exercised their
authority in the local church or congregation rather than in the whole church. These
offices grew by division of function and specializations and helped the overworked
apostles respond to the growing church's demands. Perhaps the example of the
synagogue and its elders who presided over local affairs was a factor in the creation of
these offices. 26
~· Thomas Constable. "Pauline Epistles"' (lecture. Dallas Theological Seminary. Dallas. TX.
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The office of elder ranked high in the local congregation, and the New
Testament writers described the office (Acts 20:27, 28; Phil.I: I; Titus l :5, 7). The
qualifications of an elder are outlined at least twice in the New Testament ( I Tim.
3: 1-7, Titus l :5-9). Elders were men of good reputation among the members of
the church and outsiders., and they conducted public worship as a central
responsibility ( l Tim. 5: 17, Titus I :9) along with good church government and
orderly church discipline.
Paul trained Timothy in church service and Paul instructed Timothy: ''And
these things you have heard me say in the presence of many witness entrust to
reliable men who will also be qualified to teach others" (2 Tim. 2:2), and Paul
directs Timothy to develop other leaders. Paul's ministry ofleadership
multiplication covers several generations of leaders. He and other church leaders
identified and recruited new leadership through a selection process, and this is a
precedent for compatibility selection in the twenty-first century church. When
contemporary church leaders seek other leaders they should look for those
persons whose lives fulfill the Bible's requirements for leadership.
This section's review of Scripture demonstrates the apostles and Paul
developed an organizational structure that selected church leaders based on
spiritual qualifications ( I Timothy 3 and Titus I) and assured that candidates were
compatible with the tasks and position requirements. The next section describes
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developments in the early second century among the apostolic church fathers and
how they selected church leaders.

The Early Church Fathers and Clergy Selection
No question in church history has been more darkened by the controversy than
that of the origins of the church's official ministry. Owning to the scantiness of
the evidence [that] has survived, few questions are more difficult to answer in
detail. In all probability, the course of institutional development was slightly
different in different places. In other words, not all first-century Christian
communities had the same structure at the same time. Yet by the middle of the
second century, a substantially uniform pattern of local ministry was coming to
prevail throughout the Christian world. 27
The church continued development of the selection process for church leadership
in the early second century. Fonnalization of leadership roles increased but without
uniform development. The early church fathers determined that basic rules of order
should be compiled and distributed to the churches. 28 For example, the Didache, or
Teaching of the Apostles, was compiled as a manual of discipline, and it provided
guidelines for life and worship. 29
Cairns notes that men who knew the original apostles are identified as the
apostolic or early church fathers, and they include Clement, Ignatius, and Polycarp. Most
of their 1iterary works were produced between AD 95 and 150, and the title ''father of the
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church" originated during this time. Carin asserts that the title "father," which was given
to bishops, especially in the west, expressed affectionate loyalty. It was increasingly used
after the third century to describe the orthodox champions of the church and exponents of
its faith. Patrology is the name for the study of the life and works of these men, most of
whom lived in the period between the end of the apostolic age and the Council of
Chalccdon (451 ). ;o
The apostolic fathers wrote primarily for the pastoral and practical edification of
the church and to deal with behavioral and theological issues. At about AD 95, for
example, a serious disturbance occurred in the Corinthian church. Clement (AD 30-100)
was the leading elder in the church at Rome. He wrote his first epistle to the Corinthian
church to urge Christians who revolted against the elders to end their disturbance and
subject themselves to the elders ( 1 Clement 1: I; 14: 1-2, 46; 47:3-6).
Clement wrote about apostolic succession in I Clement 42-44 and centered his
argument on the fact that God sent Christ, Christ commissioned the apostles, and the
apostles designated the elders and deacons. Clement urged obedience to these appointed
leaders ( I Clement 44:3 ), and this letter is valuable for its infonnation concerning the
elevated position of bishops or elders in the church at the end of the second century.
Clement believed obedience to the bishop is a practical guarantee of Christian unity and
clergy are separate from laity ( I Clement 40:5). Clement describes apostolic succession:
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Our apostles also knew, through our Lord Jesus Christ, that there would be strife
on account of the office of the episcopate. For this reason, therefore, inasmuch as
they had obtained a perfect foreknowledge of this, they appointed those
[ministers] already mentioned, and afterwards gave instructions, that when these
should fall asleep, other approved men should succeed them in their ministry. We
are of opinion, therefore, that those appointed by them, or afterwards by other
eminent men, with the consent of the whole Church, and who have blamelessly
served the flock of Christ in a humble, peaceable, and disinterested spirit, and
have for a long time possessed the good opinion of all, cannot be justly dismissed
from the ministry. ( l Clement 44: 1-6)
The above quotation provides a clear sense that bishops were appointed by those
whose authority came from the original apostles. Although this may not prove the
validity of a continuing apostolate, it suggests legitimate transfer of leadership authority
from generation to generation. Bishops approved those who were appointed '•with the
consent of the whole church," which at the time was a clerically led church. Clement
referred to these office holders as members of the episcopate and bishops; however, he
called them "'presbyters" when he spoke of their blessedness. Clement seems to argue that
existing church leadership recognizes and appoints legitimate ministers. If the twentyfirst century church adopted an organizational model based on Clement, it might
implement the following principles described by David Hard:
All authority comes from the apostles through the Lord Jesus and is passed down
from one generation of leadership to the next. (Although there is no reference to
the "laying on of hands," clearly ordination is the ptinciple here.)The church must
echo the choice of the leadership and agree to the selection of the leaders to the
episcopate. Most churches today practice precisely the opposite. The leadership
is selected by the people and is put forward if the existing leadership has no
objection. I think that Clement's way is better because the existing leadership is
better qualified to recognized appropriate ministerial candidates. The office of
Bishop and Presbyter are the same (i.e. those who exercise oversight and give
wise mature leadership to the body).In Clement's day, a sense of unity and
connectedness prevailed within the leadership of the church, and there is no room
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for anyone who is not under authority of the "ministeruim." There is no room for
the "one man show." 31
The model selection for leaders continued to change. For example, Ignatius was
bishop of Antioch who died circa AD 98-117, 32 and he articulated a doctt;ne significantly
different from the model of Jesus and the Apostles. The seven letters of Ignatius to the
churches in Asia Minor picture the bishop as a chief minister among a group of elders
and assisted by deacons, but it is unclear whether such a threefold ministry of bishops,
elders, and deacons existed everywhere.B Bruce Shelly writes that Ignatius "wrote a
series of letters that describe a single bishop in each church, a body of presbyters and a
company of deacons. God's grace and the Spirit's power, he [taught], flow to the flock
through this united ministry." 34
Ignatius advanced the idea that leaders were a special class of believers, and
Kenneth Scott Latourette comments, u[ According to Ignatius,] the bishop is the
representative of God the Father and the presbyters are the Sanhedrin of God ....
Nothing was done without the bishop ... that he who honors the bishop shall be honored
by God. '' 35 This was a radical departure because individuals who sought such distinction
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and power in the apostolic age were rebuked (3 John 9). As doctrinal errors increased, the
church leaders apparently systematized their beliefs and organization structures in order .
to:
Unite all believers in conscious fellowship; spread the gospel in its purity; bring
all believers into a visible "'body of Christ." In practice, the three motives proved
to be ... contradictory, for in the process of defining faith and of developing an
organization, bitterness arose which was a palpable contradiction of the love
which is the chief evidence of Christian unity. 36
Centralization of the bishop, presbyter, and diaconate increased the distinction
between those who occupied leadership roles and the believers who made up the laity or
the people of God. 37 In the New Testament context, the ''people of God" included
Christians who were all deemed to be a "holy priesthood'' ( I Pet. 2:5, 9-1 O); later, a
stronger difference between leaders and other members of the church developed. Walker
writes, 'These officers did not, of courses, get appointed or selected out of a body of
more or less trained professionals, as has been the case with the Christian ministry in
most places since late classical and medieval times." 38 As a consequence, leaders moved
apai1 from the whole people of God and increasingly suggested that those called to
minister differed from lay believers and spiritual status of a special kind belonged to the
leaders. The responsibilities of pastors were believed to be foreshadowed in the Law of
Moses and sanctioned by Jesus who commissioned pai1icular individuals to go out and
preach and teach in his name. Later Christian thinking said that persons with such a
1
'·
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vocation had God as their "lot" (in Greek: KA&po;, which means "lots," "'portion," or
inheritance"), and to be a member of this group was to KA&ptKo;the root of the word
clergy.·''' In principle, decisions about clergy candidates lay with the whole church, but in
practice the opinions of the bishops, and to some extent the elders, were highly
influential, especially when the will of the people was divided:'°

Clergy Selection: AD 325-1517
The church fathers unwittingly created a system ripe for abuse because the
selection of clergy was placed in the hands of a few men:u Shelly wrote that Christianity
gained the protection of the state in the early third century with the endorsement of
Emperor Constantine. 42 Like his predecessors, Constantine knew that a social fabric
reinforced by a religion could strengthen his political power in a diverse kingdom. Due to
his conversion he legitimized Christianity alongside other established religions, and the
church adopted the present secular political hierarchical system for church
administration. Constantine proclaimed himself Pontifex Maximus or the highest order of
priests, merged state and church, and moved spiritual power progressively into the hands
of a few men. The bishop of Rome assumed a greater role among the churches, ultimately
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assuming the title Pope, which is Latin for papa or Greek for father. 43 Gradually the
bishops centralized the hierarchy in Rome.
Latourette believes the final transfer of power into the hands of a single person
came during the papacy of Gregory VII who declared that the pope could use any means
to substantiate his authority even if it contradicted Scripture.44 What began as a shift in
assumptions by Ignatius in the second century evolved into a fully-fledged spiritual
system. One man was designed as the physical head of the body on earth.

Clergy Selection: Reformation 1517
On October 31, 1517, Martin Luther nailed his theological platfonn to the door of

Castle Church in Wittenberg Gennany. His ninety-five thesis's called the church
leadership to move away from the centralized structure and back to the Scriptures as the
final authority for faith and ministry. 45 During this period, Luther, John Calvin, John
Knox, and others sought to restore the focus on faith alone in Christ as the sole means of
salvation, restore purity and integ1;ty in church leadership, and reinstate the priesthood of
all be)ievers.46 This transition placed more emphasis on the pastor as a preacher and less
focus on the celebration of the sacraments. The refonners supported the translation of the
Bible into the congregants' common language.
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The Anabaptists were a second wave of refonnation in the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries. 47 They believed the refonnation did not go far enough and sought
to restore the New Testament design for the church. It was a turning point because the
clergy did not come from the Catholic Church.48 Carins writes,
The doctrine of the priesthood of believers struck at the importance of the
hierarchical system of mediators between God and man, just as the doctrine of
justification by faith had made the sacramental system unnecessary. No mediator
was needed, because each believer was a spiritual priest who offered spiritual
sacrifices to God. 49

The refonners gained ecclesiastical power from the Roman Catholic Church and
developed new structures and hierarchies. 50 The refonnation groups became state
churches within a relatively short time. 51 Many protestant groups built upon the works of
the refonners, and they returned to the roots of biblical character qualifications and the
concept of clergy selection.

Clergy Selection: The Twenty-first Century
For clergy selection in the twenty-first century, the author of this paper will
consider the clergy selection process in the Evangelical Free Church of America. The
Evangelical Free Church of America (EFCA) operates under a congregational fonn of
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church government, and local churches choose their own pastors. The denomination uses
a selection process for ordination. First, the EFCA churches adopted the biblical
qualifications of an elder described the Epistles of Timothy and Titus. Beyond these
qualifications there are steps toward credentialing to be ordained. 52
The purpose of ministerial credentials for the EFCA are:
(I) to affinn God's call upon a person's life; (2) to verify that this person meets
the qualifications and standards for ministry in The Evangelical Free Church of
America; (3) to approve this person for ministerial service under the auspices for
The Evangelical Free Church of America; (4) to provide legal status in the
exercise of that person's ministry. 53

Credential candidates must hold an EFCA ministry license for three years prior to
applying for a certificate of ordination. A local ordination council under the district in
which they serve examines candidates to detennine if candidates satisfy the following
general requirements:
1. Must be a member in good standing of a local Evangelical Free Church.
2. Must subscribe without mental reservation to the statement of faith of the
EFCA and agree to reaffinn that commitment every five years.
3. Must be engaged in a full-time ministry (minimum of 30 hours per week) that
qualifies for a ministerial credential.
4. Must demonstrate a cooperative spirit with the purpose and polices of EFCA
and a lifestyle consistent with biblical standards of Christian conduct.
5. Must be examined and approved by a district ordination council.
6. Must complete the prescribed course on Free Church history, doctrine and
polity as directed by the EFCA.
7. Must confonn to the EFCA divorce policy. 54

~~ EFCA ... Requirements for an EFCA Ministerial Credential." http://www.efca.org/aboutefra/joining-efca/credentialing/requirements-efca-ministerial-credential (accessed January 29. 20 l 0).
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If the local ordination council approves the candidacy, it is forwarded to the national
EFCA Board of Ministerial Standing for review and consideration.
The EFCA clergy selection lacks a compatibility assessment in its documentation,
but the EFCA Placement Service uses an assessment tool called MinisterConnection. 55
This tool facilitates connections between churches and potential pastors. A websiteaccessible database enables district superintendents or churches to discover matches
between pastors' and churches' profiles. The MinisterConnection website states,
MinisterConnection allows a candidate and a church to create a matching profile.
The questions used for matching have been selected to assist candidates and
churches in the initial stages of the placement process. The result of this
preliminary screening should be a number of individuals who show promise as
potential candidates. 56
The MinisterConnection profile is a first step in the assessment process and covers issues
such as doctrinal agreement between candidates and churches, candidates' ordination
status., types of positions sought, and geographical region preferred.
In contrast to the ordination process, the Evangelical Free Church uses an
extensive process for potential church planters that include a series of eight selfassessment instruments that help individuals evaluate their potential as church planters.
The assessment instruments include:
I. EFCA Planter Profile: This instrument helps ... evaluate the basic skills
need[ ed] to be an effective church planter.
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2. APEST: This instrument helps ... evaluate ... leadership orientation based
upon Ephesians 4.
3. DiSC Profile #W-800: This instrument helps ... understand how basic
personality impacts ... church planting leadership.
4. MBTI: This instrument helps ... understand how ... temperament impacts ...
church planting leadership.
5. CPI 260: This instrument helps ... to discover ... leadership style and how to
develop it for church planting.
6. Couple Checkup: This instrument helps ... evaluate 20 different areas in [the]
marriage relationship.
7. Spiritual Gifts: This instrument helps ... evaluate ... spiritual gifts.
8. Strength Finders 2: This instrument helps ... evaluate ... basic strengths. 57

When church-planting candidates finish the assessments, they schedule a three to
four hour behavioral interview that includes their spouse ""to explore in depth the
foundational skills of church planting. ''58 Candidates write personal growth plans for their
first year of ministry based on the assessment instrument results and the behavioral
interview, and they update the plan annually. 59 Candidates are assigned coaches who help
refine the personal growth plans based on coaching insights and goals for the first year of
ministry.(l0 The assessment instruments, interview, plan, and coaching encourage churchplanting candidates and hold them accountable. The EFC A uses an in-depth assessment
process for potential church planters as compared with the ordination candidate
procedure.
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The author of this paper believes the church planting assessment tools have value.
The Spiritual Gifts, Couple Check Up, EFCA Planter Profile, and APEST instruments
assess important issues, but they do not measure motivations, abilities, and personality in
a single tool. The PRO Development™ (PRO QTM) assessment includes the DiSC,
MBTI, and CPI 260. 61 The PROD™ tool suggested by this paper in chapter 4 of this
paper is more thorough and consolidated than the array of church planter assessment
instruments.

Conclusion

The concept of clergy selection and compatibility developed in the church
historically, and ecclesiastical bodies and denominations emerged that governed the
clergy selection process. Individuals were selected based on biblical character
qualifications and the needs of the church. Human leaders and administrative structures
assumed authority over ecclesiastical issues, and clergy selection became more political.
Many church fathers held their offices until death~ and lifetime tenure developed. Pastoral
selection followed scriptural requirements, and church leaders added more demands.
New Testament believers selected clergy based on candidates' character,
compatibility with strict guidelines, and the Holy Spirit's guidance. Jesus began the
selection process when he called his apostles and the process continued in the early
church based on spiritual qualifications listed, for example, in Paul's letters to Timothy
and Titus. The church later added an organized selection process with extra-biblical
bl
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criteria and qualifications. It appears the early church fathers used the Bible as a guide
but went further based on circumstances and good intentions.
The early church used compatibility standards and criteria but lacked
scientifically based assessment tools, such as the PROD™ profile. The author of this
paper contends that the PRO D™ tool can increase compatibility between churches and
pastors because modem assessment tools can be used in combination with the biblical
character requirements of leaders. Church leadership can combine the biblical qualities
described in Timothy and Titus with the PRO D™ assessment tool to detennine
compatibility between churches and pastors. This may increase the potential of favorable
church-pastor compatibility in the clergy selection process. This supports the thesis that
pastors should be compatible with the churches they serve to have long-lasting,
successful ministries.
This chapter demonstrates that Jesus, Paul, and the early church fathers used
character and compatibility criteria in pastoral leadership selection. The criteria were
behavioral, as demonstrated in Paul's list of acceptable behaviors, and motivational, as
demonstrated in Jesus' demanding call to discipleship: "If any man would come after me,
let him deny himself and take up his cross and follow me" (Matt. 16:24 ).
This chapter's review demonstrates the church's historical use of biblical
character qualities required for leadership. Character, compatibility issues and assessment
are biblical and theologically legitimate, and the focus of this paper is the application of
compatibility measurement in the twenty-first century church. The next chapter describes
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the PRO D™ profile and its use in achieving compatibility between qualified candidates
and specific churches.

CHAPTER4
THE PRO DEVELOPMENTTM PROFILE

This chapter describes the PRO Development™ (PROD™) tool pastors can use
to assess their compatibility for specific ministries (see appendix A). The goal is to give
pastors a mi1Tor and map for their ministry careers. A mirror allows pastors self-reflection
and a map gives direction and shape to their routes and destinations. Understanding how
pastors are designed and where they are going may improve their success and the success
of the churches they serve. Dawn Rosenberg McKay reports, "The average person can
expect to change careers three to five times in his or her lifetime,'' 1 and the Barna Group
says, "The average pastor stays only five years at a church."2 The use of the PROD™
enables pastors to understand how they are designed so they accept compatible ministries
and increase their longevity in ministry.

Origin and History of PRO Development™

A history of the PRO D™ reveals its uniqueness. David E. Black writes,
PRO Development™ (hence called PROD™) is ... founded on the belief that
people will be fulfilled and productive when placed in a role that simultaneously
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taps their motivations (mission), abilities (capabilities), and personality
(style). Traditional career counseling instruments have focused on one or
two of these factors. Discerning that one has the "personality" to make a
good attorney does little, however, to ensure that he/she has either the
ability or motivation to be successful in this role. Such a limited one-factor
approach does not even begin to address the type of law that an individual
might be best suited for, let alone, the type of organization that would
allow his/her career to flourish. Only a system that considers and
converges on all three factors-mission, capabilities, and style -will be
able to yield career choices that appeal to and play to an individual's
strengths and sense of purpose. 3
The concept of convergence is not new and is discussed by Mark L. Savickas and
Robe11 W. Lent. 4 In their book, Savickas and Lent and other leading career theorists
called for a new, comprehensive, fully convergent model that explains, measures, and
integrates individuals' missions (motivations), capabilities (abilities), and styles
(personality) or (MCS). These career theorists understood that while the three MCS
dimensions make unique contributions toward understanding the individual, the
convergence of these three areas is most important.
Within each dimension, M or C or S, the results of the individual profiling tools
are merged into one picture. For instance, cognitive, interpersonal, and behavioral skills
or aptitudes yield a unique competency profile. Second, the contributions of missions,
competencies, and styles converge and fonn a unique, complete perspective on the
individual. This composite profile is judged useful by Savickas and Lent because it
combines the M, C, and S dimensions. Finally, the profiles of the individual and
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organization come together to yield the optimal "fit." PRO D™ is based on Savickas and
Lent's assumptions,5 and this author sees the application of this instrument to pastoral
ministry. Pastors would benefit from seeing a picture of self, gain an understanding of
what motivates them, identify their unique skills, and learn how their personalities relate
to people and situations.
PROD™ results from seven years of research and development by David
Collins' Princeton-based assessment finn, Obik. 6 David Collins is a graduate of
Middlebury College with a B.A. in economics and music, an honors thesis from the
London School of Economics, and a M.B.A. from Rutgers University. Obik staff
members developed an assessment system after a thorough review of hundreds of
instruments and career counseling and development programs. Based on this review,
Obik developed a system that measures the MCS (missions, capabilities, styles)
dimensions. In the beginning, existing tools which demonstrated reliability and validity
were selected, for example: the Enneagram, DISC, Life Styles Inventory, and
Organizational Culture lnventory7. Between 1992 and 2002, the Obik team developed
and tested its own set of MCS tools, and created the mathematical formulas or algorithms
necessary for highly individualized models. They developed the PRO D™ tool, designed
specifically for the analysis for the professional growth and development of leadership
for individuals and teams.

5
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In 2003, TAI Incorporated (fonnerly Taylor Associates Incorporated) secured
exclusive rights for PRO D™. 8 According to Davis Taylor, TAI's president, PROD™ is
not a "test." It is an experiential process that helps individuals understand their unique set
of motivations, competencies, and style. It also shows them how their motivations,
competencies, and style can be expressed and experienced in a number of different career
choices and organizational relationships. Taylor asserts, "The sensitivity and specificity
of the PRO D™ system allows for thousands of possible career choices, far more
individualized than traditional vocational instruments."9
According to Collins, 10 ~'The technology embedded in the tool uncovers the
fundamental character of individuals and organizations, and facilitates an optimum "fit''
between the person and his/her environment. Its unique process of measuring, advising,
and matching also provides an effective tool for leadership assessment. It has been used
in the corporate world for several years." The PROD™ is used in this paper to help
pastors match their motivations (mission), abilities (capabilities), and personality (style)
with the church they wish to serve.

Design

PROD™ is a 600 question, on-line, assessment instrument that provides
individuals valuable personal insight and the roles they play in their workplaces.
x Davis Taylor, interview by author. Yardley, PA, October 16. 2003.
9
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design of PROD™ is based on the concept that many factors and dimensions contribute
to an individual's unique profile. There are a number of psychological and career
development tools have been developed and used in the past to deliver accurate profiles. 12
These assessments typically measure one or two elements such as style and personality,
career competency, or interest and motivation. It is the convergence technology that
makes PRO D™ unique.
"Although PRO D™ draws heavily from established instruments and traditional
testing methodologies; it contains unique algorithms necessary to create highly
individualized convergence models. PRO D™ is not a test of right or wrong answers, but
rather a process that helps individuals understand their unique design.'' 13 The diagram in

figure 2 describes the assessment tools incorporated into PRO D™. 14 According to Black,
MBTI® and Myers-Briggs Type Indicator® are registered trademarks of Consulting
Psychologists Press, Inc. Strong Interest Inventory is a registered trademark of Stanford
University Press. California Psychological Inventory and Fundamental Interpersonal
Relations Orientation-Behavior (FIR0-8) are trademarks of Consulting Psychologist
Press, Inc. 15
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Why Is PRO

QTM

Unique?

Personal Reflections
Text Entry by the Individual
Creates Personal Context

Missions/Motivation
Strong Interest Inventory
Kuder Career Search
Firo B

Style/Personality
Myers-Briggs
Holland Surveys
(SOS, VPI)NEO Personality
Questionnaire

Competencies/Abilities
Career Ability Placement Survey
(CAPS)
Johnson O'Connor Aptitude Test
ACT Work Keys

Figure 2. Diagram of PRO D™ unique characteristics (used with permission)

The PRO D™ convergence model helps pastors understand how their unique
design contributes to their leadership effectiveness as individuals and as members of a
team. The PRO

DTM

includes three levels of convergence. First, individual profiling tools

put together a picture of each of the three dimensions: missions, competencies, and styles.
Missions are a person's passions or motivations. Competencies refer to a person's
abilities. Styles measure a person's traits. For example, PRO

QTM

technology creates a
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mental, interpersonal., and behavioral skills combination that yields a unique competency
profile (see figure 3).
PRO D™ Proprietary
Convergence and
Matching Design

Figure 3. PRO

OTM

convergence and matching design (used with pennission)

Second, the contributions of missions, competencies, and styles converge and
provide a unique, holistic perspective of the individual. 16 The result is a view of the
individual that is useful personally and professionally. The use of the PRO D™ supports
this paper's thesis that pastors can identify compatible churches that improve the pastor's
and church" s effectiveness and success.
Third, the profile of role and organization converge. Pastoral leadership
effectiveness results when the optimal P.R.O. (person, role, organization or church) is
identified and maximum hannony exists between pastor and church. The resulting
development is critical to the success and growth of a church. lnfonnation and insight
based on the results of the PRO D™ technology allow pastors and churches to focus on

'" Ibid.
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the areas of compatibility. In the practical area of career development, it includes the
ideal role (not title or job description) a pastor can play that provides a more effective
match between the pastor and church.
Individual personality change is difficult. Organizations include many individuals,
policies, procedures, histories, and their own unique cultures that resist change. A careful
assessment of these factors provides a framework for personal or organizational change
or a decision that a particular pastor/church combination is ineffective or potentially
damaging. For example, a match is inappropriate if a pastor is assessed as a change agent
but the church is not looking for change.
The PRO

QTM

instrument provides valuable information through its use of

convergence technology. This technology produces Missions/Competencies/Style insight
for the individual and Person/Role/Organization (PRO) insight for the
church/organization. Both elements are vital for effective work in leadership and
organizational development, and assessing the compatibility of a pastor and church.

The PRO D™ Description and Report Overview
When pastors complete the PRO D™ survey, they answer more than 600
questions. The 600 profile questions are divided into 200 questions corresponding to the
three dimensions of mission. competencies, and style. The three dimensions of the profile
(MCS) comprise the PRO: person, role, and organization. The questions tap respondents"

reflections on their careers, accomplishments, interests, needs, motivators, abilities,
personal qualities, expectations, roles, and the churches they serve. A printed report
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brings together the results of the survey and provides a step-by-step review for study of
the details and places them within an overall context.
The report is divided into the following broad categories. Career Value Areas is
an explanation of PRO D™ career classifications. A PRO D™ Map is a visual
representation of the results and pictures the relationship between the different aspects of
the pastor.,s report and results. The Composite Profile provides the pastor survey results,
including the Missions, Competencies, and Styles outcomes. Printed reports can be given
to church leaders and help with a match between pastoral candidates and churches. The
Person, Role., Organization (P.R.O.) perspectives section compares the pastor's roles.
Finally, the rep011 provides Team Leader and Team Member Insights that facilitate
successful relationships within teams.
The repmts provide pastors with a context and foundation for problem solving,
discussing work and family-related issues, and for building career development
strategies. The report, infonnation, and analysis help identify key advisors who may help
pastors reach their career development goals.
PROD™ uses a modular approach that groups several tools, and the selfadministered survey is untimed. Respondents are advised there is no right or wrong
answers, they can start and stop as frequently as needed, and they can return and
complete the survey; however, it is probably best to complete the survey in its entirety
without stopping. A report and map are automatically generated upon completing of the
survey.
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The PROD™ incorporates nine instruments 17 and ten personal reflection
questions. The instrument provides a comprehensive, in-depth approach to selfunderstanding and how to develop leadership effectiveness. According to David Collins,
Hsingle tools systems such as Garude, McQuiag, DISC and PXI tend to over simplify and
create misperceptions among participants." 18 The misperceptions can lead to faulty
judgments and wrong decision-making.
"'PRO Development™ is designed to help a person learn more about themselves
and the context in which they work. This increased understanding will help a person find
greater fulfillment in their career and be of greater service to those around them.''

19

In

part, the PRO of PRO D™ stands for Person, Role, and Organization. The survey
uncovers the following information: who the Persons are, the multiple Roles they play,
and the types of Organizations they serve. The goal is to combine the infonnation
provided into a framework that highlights key aspects of the person's profile, key roles
the person can play, and specific strategies for personal development.
Once the profile"s three dimensions of Missions, Competencies, and Styles are
identified, the PROD™ system measures the degree of convergence among the different
aspects of the individual's profile. This enables individuals to determine their dominant
career value areas (CY As), (See appendix B for an actual report). The shadowed triangle

,- Strong Interest Inventory. Kuder Career Search, Firo B (Fundamental Interpersonal Relatmns
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fom1ed at the point where the three shapes intersect represents the convergence case:
those aspects of an overall profile shared by the respondent's MCS. Missions are what
interest a person~ the person's motivations, values, and goals. Competencies are a
person's abilities, aptitudes, and talents. Styles represent who a person is, the individuar s
personality traits, behaviors, and expression.
One of the goals for asking questions about MCSs is to help pastors gain a
personal objective perspective. This involves a review of their past and an honest and
objective inventory of who they are. This process enables pastors to gain perspective on
their past and current experiences, and provides a better understanding of the dynamics
between the pastors and their coworkers and church members. Pastors will also discover
differences between their self perceptions and the ways they express themselves. They
can recognize their strengths and weaknesses through this discovery, and it may prepare
them to resolve internal conflicts and communication problems.
The integration of personal insights into an action plan enables participants to
achieve growth within their ministries. An individual development plan is available and
holds pastors accountable. Pastors who use this program meet with key advisers such as
the church board chair, denominational leaders, and others. The goal of the plan is to help
pastors make right career decisions and develop appropriate courses of action. By sharing
the information in the report with others, pastors enhance their interactions and improve
their overall etlectiveness within the church. This also provides infonnation that helps the
advisors work more effectively with the individual.
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Terminology: Definition of Terms

MCSs are defined in a nine-block career value figure, the components of which
are described in table 2. (See appendix B for an actual CV A nine block.) PRO

DTM

identifies nine factors or career value areas (CV As) that describe a person's individual
and career profile.

10

The nine CV As are listed in table I with descriptions that identify

the key components. 21

Table 2. PROD™ Career Value Nine Block
Career Value Arca
Societal Change
(Influencing) I

Theoretical Discovery
(Analyzing) 2

Strategic Decisions
{Synthesizing) 3

Human Development
(Helping) 4
Entrepreneurial Challenge
(Driving) 5
Production Efficiency
(Producing) 6
At1istic Creativity
{Creating) 7

20

1

Description of key components
Influencing is concerned with effecting change to things around
it: society, rules, policies, and government. Strongly held points
of views, opinions and beliefs foster deep commitments and
desire to influence others.
Analyzing is concerned with determining underlying reasons and
facts. It is central to ·~dig deep," discover root causes for
occurrences, answer questions, and explain why and how
something occurred.
Synthesizing is concerned with integrating findings into a
collective understanding. Looking at a range of issues, finding
patterns, and understanding impacts of alternative scenarios
enables effective planning and decision-making.
Helping is concerned with reaching out and assisting others with
their needs. Compassion and empathy create the impulse and
commitment to help and resolve issues for others.
Driving is concerned with generating sufficient energy to create a
desired outcome or effect. Overcoming challenge and competing
against the elements creates winning and achieving rewards.
Producing is concerned with action, order, and accomplishment.
Building and hands-on work create tangible results, efficiency,
and practical sense.
Creating is concerned with thinking new ideas and sharing
visions through artistic means. Designing through innovation and
interpretation creates new products and unique works of art.

Black, PRO DTM Training Manual. 5.

Adapted from David Black. PRO DTM Technical Overview (Princeton. NJ: Obik. January 2006).
8. Numbers were added.
~
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Table 2. PRO

OTM

Career Value Nine Block

Career Value Arca
Natural Appreciation
(Observing) 8

Motivational Energy
( Expressing) 9

Description of key components
Observing is concerned with keen listening, seeking balance, and
ensuring people maintain a respect for life. A care for natural
order necessitates observing in order to guard and protect
resources, peace, nature, and public spaces.
Expressing is concerned with motivation and showing enthusiasm
so others can be entertained and enjoy certain moments in their
lives. Exciting displays of expression enables people to enjoy
breaks from their routines.

HConvergence" refers to the process that merges the CVAs related to an
individual's missions, competencies, and styles. This is the PROD™ factor that other
assessment tools lack. A role encompasses specific tasks and functions, and it is not to be
confused with a job because most jobs require individuals to fulfill multiple roles.
Likewise, the same role might be practiced in a wide variety of jobs. Individuals,
therefore, are encouraged to think metaphorically about their suggested roles and
consider how their job incorporates or could potentially incorporate the kinds of tasks and
functions characteristic of the roles. Every role involves a variety of functions. PRO D™
categorizes these in board terms in the report, but they contain many sub-categories.

22

Two additional keys are important factors. Educational keys are areas identified
through an individual's responses that require additional work to increase the person's
effectiveness. 23 Cultural preferences exist in every organization with its own culture or
way of working with its employees. 24

22

Black .. PROD™ Technical Oven•iew. 40.
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Mission, Competencies, and Style
Missions relates to an individual's passions, values, motivators, and interests.
Participants' results fall into three CV As, which are discussed in the next section of this
paper. Individuals are likely to find roles that connect most with their missions through
analysis of their CV As.
Competencies are the abilities, aptitudes, skills, and other talents and behaviors
excel led in by the respondent. Participants' results reveal three CV As in which the
individual is likely to find roles that connect most with the person's competencies. Styles
are those factors an individual's personality is drawn to and feels comfortable.
Participants' results also include three CV As that individuals discover most closely
connect with their styles.

Career Value Areas
In order to organize mission, competencies, and style (MCS) in an organized
framework, PROD™ utilizes nine "archetypes" or original patterns called Career Value
Areas ( CV As). These archetypes were identified after an exhaustive review of the
literature and consideration of multiple models by the creators of PRO D™.

25

Taken

individually, the archetypes describe behaviors, attitudes, and thoughts. When combined,
however, they describe types and classes of people, and patterns of behaviors, attitudes,
and thoughts. The archetypes allow respondents to determine how MCS manifests itself
in specific roles and, ultimately, how motivations, competencies, and style converge to

~~ David Collins. interview by author, Princeton, NJ, January 18. 2007.
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identify roles that engage these factors simultaneously. The convergence process is more
than a sum of the parts, and the algorithms vary depending on the product selected and
needs of the individual respondent.
The nine descriptions are useful, but they are too broad to provide accurate and
individual feedback, and every individual is actually a composite of the different
archetypes. As a consequence, the individual combination of the nine CV As yields the
most useful infonnation. For each pastor who takes the assessment, a nine digit ''code
string" is produced; each digit corresponds to the related and ranked CV A. Because the
large number of potential combinations of the classification system is overwhelming, the
program utilizes a method that recognizes an individual's dominant areas: three high.,
three medium, and three low.
Classified by the "high" triad (the three highest numbers in the code string), there
are eighty-four possible combinations based on the dominant CV As. Each of the eightyfour combinations is related to a "case." A case is a unique set of specific motivational,
aptitude, and personality insights. Because a comprehensive assessment is only useful if
the individual comprehends and relates to the insights offered, the use of case examples is
critical. Participants will most readily comprehend and use information by relating to a
case.
The PROD™ report provides the respondent a master convergence case, and at
least two additional cases provide a more meaningful individual description. This is done
by recognizing the fom1h and fifth dominant CV As contained in the code string.
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Consequently at least 2,520 unique repm1s can be generated, and this is the power of the
PROD™ assessment. 26
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Leadership Anchors
Your top 3 keys to your
leadership effectiveness.
Cultural Preferences
The top 3 cultural styles
you 'II most enjoy working in.

Educational Keys
The top 3 aspects that you may
need to work on in order to further
your effectiveness at work.
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The PRO D™ Map
The PRO D™ Map is included in every report as a report summary. The map is
an 8.5'' x I I" graphic summary of the client's assessment results, and the tenns used in
the map are shown in figure 5. The map is read with the report, and this combination
establishes the relationships between the different components of the report. Copies of
the map with clearer detail are included in appendices Band C of this paper. A PROD™
map contains the elements shown in figure 5.

The Validity and Reliability of PRO D™
A variety of studies were conducted to demonstrate the efficacy of Obik's PRO
Logic product, which is the parent instrument of PROD™. Validity and reliability can be
explained as the following: does the instrument, the PRO D in this case, measure what it
claims to measure and does it do this repeatedly? "There are two primary fonns of
assessment reliability. One of these fonns involves internal consistency of the measure,
which is the extent to which the items "hang together." This provides an indication of the
homogeneity or purity of the construct that the instrument is intending to measure. ''

27

To demonstrate reliability, internal consistency analyses were conducted on
various groups served by Obik products. One of these is called test-retest, and it answers
the question: His the instrument consistent over time?" Issues that effect this question
include: length of time between testing, testing environment, stability of the
characteristic, aptitude., attitude being measured, and intended or unintended interventions

:!;

Ibid.
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between assessment sessions. In addition, the psychometric prope1ties of the non-Obik
tools can be detennined from the validation documents of the instruments' creators.
The creator of PRO D™, David Collins, utilized a panel of experts in
development of the theory, tools, convergence methods, and case data. Nationally
recognized experts in career science, such as Edgar Schein,

28

have been involved in

theory development. The Princeton Testing Group was formed for tool development, and
the group includes the persons listed in table 3. 29
Table 3. The Princeton Testing Grou~
Name
Title
Tom Bachhuber
Director of Career
Development

Organization
University of
Wisconsin-Milwaukee

Victoria I. Ball

Brown University

Eric R. Braverman

Dir. of Career
Planning & Placement
President

Henry P. Bristol, II

Principal

David H. Collins

President

George H. Gallup, Jr.
Mary J. Gregerson

Co-Chairman
Psychologist

John G. Patterson

English Teacher,
Curriculum
Consultant
Independent
Counselor

Kathy S. Worgul

Princeton Assoc. for
Total Health
Pikaart-Bristol
Associates
Obik Inc.,
TranZitions,
C3Intemational LLC
Gallup Organization
Family Therapy
Institute of Alexandria
St. Paul's School

University of Texas

Credentials
MA; PhD in
Counseling University
of Virginia
MEd, M.C.C., A.D.D.
Career Coach
MD
BA
BA~ MBA.
BA.
BA; MA; PhD
Clinical Psychology
BA;MA

BA:MA

This group met, reviewed, and revised individual items, and the group reviewed
and updated program materials and applications. The PRO D™ creator reports
8
~

Edgar Schein Ph.D., M.I.T. Sloan Fellows Professor of Management Emeritus.

~·>

Black. PROD Training Manual, 15.
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confidence the items measure the constructs they are intended to measure.

30

Several

advisors were involved in detennining the proper weightings for the convergence process
including Win Manning of Educational Testing Service. The case data library was
developed based partially on participants in the program and in part on knowledge of
career science.
Over the next seven years, additional statistical information supported the
validity and reliability of PRO D™:
The validity of the model or tool is not reducible to a single number or
value. Instead it is the accumulation of a series of research studies and
experiments conducted over a long period with diverse populations.
However. one critical demonstration is known as convergence/
discriminant validity. Since the nine archetypes are measured across three
types of tools (i.e., motivation, competencies, and personality or style), it
is reasonable to assess the extent to which the archetypes converge and
discriminate. It is expected that the other words, the correlation of the
same archetype (e.g., Influencing) as measured by two different tools
should be higher than the correlation between different archetypes (e.g.
31
between influencing and analyzing).
Collins reports that the nature, purpose, and use of PRO D™ detennine the appropriate
validity and reliability strategies. Test-retest approaches presume a single trait, factor,
and/or outcome. Due to the multi-dimensional factors of PRO D™, traditional test-retest
approaches are not appropriate or useful for the PROD™ system.

32

Rather than measuring a desired gain on a single variable, which is relevant in all
cases, or on a collection of separate variables, the validity and reliability strategies take

·'

·'

0

David Collins, interview by author. Princeton. NJ, January 18. 2007.

1

David Collins, The Ohik PROD™ Guidebook Manual (Princeton. NJ: Self published. 2001 ).
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into account the fact that PRO D™ is designed as a component of a personal discovery
and development process. 33 TAI and those certified as PRO D™ consultants support a
holistic development process in a highly customized intervention over time, rather than
the reliance of a one time, generic event. 34 Given the nature, purpose and use of PRO
D™, the validity and reliability research has several primary components described as:
I. Reliability: demonstrates inter-item consistency, appropriate test-retest

consistency, and allows for the fact that individuals change over time, especially in the
motivational area. The results indicate high reliability.

35

2. Tool-component validity: demonstrates that the specific components of the
PROD™ system measure, with independence and robustness, what they purport to
measure. Obik conducted research to show face, content, construct, and
concun-ent/criterion validity. 36 Ongoing validity studies continue.

37

3. Predictive validity: demonstrates that PRO D™ makes a significant, positive
impact on those who engage in the personal discovery process. Predictive validity is
defined in a way that takes into account the highly individualistic and interactive nature
of the PRO D™ process. Obik conducted longitudinal impact surveys that demonstrate
favorable results. 38
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4. Internal consistency: In order to test whether the PROD™ individual scales are
internally consistent, coefficient alpha was computed on several tools by archetype
(CV A). The vast majority of scales demonstrated solid internal reliability with alpha
values at or above 0.65. The analyses were computed on a set of over 500 clients who
completed PRO D™ version 3.2. 39
Table 4. Alpha Reliability Coefficients for PRO D™ Scales
Alpha Value Range
Archetype Category
.56 - .90
Abilities
Style/Personality
.64 - .78
Role
.52 - .80
Organization
.58 - .82

Average Alpha Value
.78
.71
.70
.72

TAI, the owners of PRO D™, collects satisfaction ratings from all participants in
the program. This infonnation is used to evaluate and improve the impact of the
company's products, services, and programs. The following customer satisfaction data is
based on responses by individuals who completed the program. TAI collected a number
of testimonials from clients about their experience across a number of products
summarized in table 5. Based on this feedback, face validity has been established. 40
Table 5. PROD™ Customer Satisfaction Ratings41
Criterion
On an A, B, C, D, F scale, percent assigning grade "A" or "B"
Percent identifying the program as useful
Respondents found the PRO Development™ superior to other tools
Respondents gave PRO-Development™ an Overall Satisfaction Rating
Respondents would recommend the process to others

:w Ibid., 4.
411

Ibid.

41

Ibid.

Percent
100%
100%
83%
99%
97%
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Content Validity
A key question is: do the items of a test cover adequately all aspects of the content
area in terms of breadth and specificity? PRO D™ item consideration and selection
unde1went an extensive process that involved experts from education, psychology,
surveying, testing, and career counseling. The Princeton Testing Group's review was the
most intluential. 42 This group met several times and reviewed and revised individual
items, and reviewed and updated program material and applications. They were confident
that items sufficiently measured the constructs they are intended to measure.
Construct/Convergent Validity
In order to ensure construct validity, Obik correlated personality components with
DISC which is a well-known and highly regarded instrument with demonstrated
psychometric properties and widely used in ministry organizations. 43 By comparing the
major scales of Dominance, Influence, Steadiness, and Compliance with the PRO D™
tool, researchers confinned convergent validity as shown in table 6:
Table 6. Correlations between DISC Scales and PRO D™ Archetypes 44
r Value
DISC Scales
PRO-D™ Archetype
Dominance
Entreprenemial Challenge (Driving)
(r=.53, u<.00 I)
Dominance
Natural Appreciation (Observing)
Cr=-.35, u<.OO 1)
(r=.58, Q<.00 I)
Influence
Motivational Energy (Expressing)
(r=-.38,Q<.OO 1)
Influence
Natural Appreciation (Observing)
Steadiness
Natural Appreciation (Observing)
(r=.44,Q<.001)
4

:?

Ibid .• 5.
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Steadiness
Compliance
Compliance

Entrepreneurial Challenge (Driving)
Natural Appreciation (Observing)
Motivational Energy (Expressing)

(r=-.5 l ,J2<.00 I)
(r=.41, Q<.001)
(r=-.45, Q<.001)

In addition, Obik conducted a correlation study between the PRO D™ archetypes
and factors of the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTl®). 45 Results indicate that the
archetypes account for 42% of the variance in the MBTI® factors. In contrast, the
MBTI® accounted for only 27.5% of the variance in the archetypes. These findings
suggest that the archetypes c~ture substantially richer personality profiles than does the
MBTl®. Finally, Obik correlated all nine archetypes with one another to ensure that they
were distinct from one another. Correlations between the archetypes averaged .43 with
only two correlations reaching the .71 level, which suggests a 50% shared variance
between any two archetypes. 46

Concurrent/Criterion Validity
In order to demonstrate that the PROD™ instrument assesses an individual's
MCS accurately, the creators identified three different groups of participants in the
program: Bonner Scholars, Chase Manhattan Bank, and SetFocus. Additional research
showed that the PRO D™ process accurately identified those individuals as good fits for
their roles. 47

Predictive Validity
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Many organizations focus on participants' satisfaction immediately after the
program. TAI claims their product focuses on long-tenn change, and various surveys
seek to measure the predictive validity of PRO D™. One recent survey of 41 clients
(70% male, mean age 41 years) who completed the program an average of three years
ago (range 6-74 months) suggests that the experience is both positive and powerful over
time. 48
Table 7 presents the theoretical relationship between the PRO D™ model and
three established systems of career development. The first table compares PRO D™ to
M.I.T. 's professor Edgar Schein's Model known as Career Anchors,

49

John Hopkins

University professor John Holland's Hexagonal Model of Vocational Personalities and
Work Environments/ 0 and psychologist Anne Roe's Classification of Occupational
Groups. 51 The table demonstrates no significant gaps between the PRO D™ Model and
the other models of career development. 52
Table 7. Comparison of PRO D™ with Other Models
PRO-D
Schein
Holland
Career Anchors
Archetypes
Hexagonal Model
(CV As)
Service/Dedication to a
Social, Enterprising
Influencing
Cause
Investigative,
Technical/Functional
Analyzing
48

Roe
Occupational
Groups
General Culture
Science,

Ibid.
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Edgar H. Schein, Career Anchors: Discovering Your Real Values (San Francisco: Jossey-Bassi
Pfeiffer. 1990).
511

John Holland, Making Vocational Choices: A Theory <?f Vocational Personalities and Work

Em•iro11me111.,· (Lutz. FL: Psychological Assessment Resources. J 997).
"
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Anne Roe. The Psyclwlogyc~f'Occupations (New York: John Wiley and Sons. 1956).
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Table 7. ComQatison of PRO D™ with Other Models
PR0-0
Schein
Holland
Archetypes
Career Anchors
Hexagonal Model
(CV As)
Realistic
Competence~
Autonomy/Independence
Enterprising,
Synthesizing
General Managerial
Conventional,
Competence,
Technical/Functional
Realistic
ComQetence
Helping
Service/Dedication to a
Social
Cause
Driving
Enterprising,
Entrepreneurial
Conventional
Creativity,
Autonomy /Independence
Producing
Technical/Functional
Realistic,
Competence, General
Conventional,
Managerial Competence Enterprising
Security/Stability
Autonomy/Independence Artistic
Creating
Observing
Expressing

Security/Stability,
Lifestyle
Pure Challenge

Realistic,
Conventional
Enterprising, Social

Roe
Occupational
Groues
Technology
Organization,
Business Contact

Service
Business Contact

Organization,
Outdoor

Arts &
Entertainment
Outdoor
Business Contact,
Arts &
Entertainment

Conclusion
This chapter desctibes the origin and history of PROD™. Reported
results and related studies demonstrate that the tool is valid and reliable, and may
help pastors discover their motivations, abilities, personality, and role. This
provides the basis for identifying a church that is compatible with particular
pastors' traits. This supp011s this paper's thesis that pastors can be compatible
with the churches they serve for a fruitful, long-tenn ministry, and that an
effective compatibility assessment may increase a pastor's professional success.
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Appendix C includes a training manual that describes the use of PROD™ with
clients. The manual contains actual PRO D™ material that clarifies the intent and
use of the instrument.

CHAPTERS
CASE STUDIES

This chapter reports four case studies from churches that used the PRO D™
assessment tool. The case studies demonstrate the effectiveness of the assessment tool for
church pastoral staff members and ministry teams. In each case, the participants took the
tool online and received personal feedback from a trained consultant. Each participant
was asked the same questions from a survey provided by this author, and all participants
provided comments about their experience with the tool.
For this study the author of this paper chose specific churches based on their
diversity, and they constituted a convenience sample. The churches differ in attendance,
theology, and denomination: the Evangelical Free Church of America, the United
Methodist Church, the General Association of Regular Baptists, and an independent
church. The churches also have different staff positions and staffs of varying ages. This
chapter demonstrates that the PRO D™ assessment tool is applicable to pastoral ministry
and church staffs. It also confinns that the tool evaluates church staff members' fit in the
churches they serve.

Follow-up Questionnaire

After the patticipants took the PROD™ profile online, the author of this paper or
a consultant from TAI interpreted their results in a report delivered to the participants.
107
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The participants completed an email questionnaire or engaged in a personal interview
with the author. Each participant responded to the following questions designed to obtain
more infonnation beyond questionnaire responses: Was the report helpful in your present
role? Would the PRO DTM profile be effective at key transition points in your life, and
how? \Vhat suggestions would you offer about the PRO D™ profile?

Description of the Case Study Churches
Four churches participated in the case studies, and they are identified in the
following paragraphs:
Bible Fellowship Church is an Evangelical Free Church located outside
Philadelphia at 725 Oxford Valley Road, Yardley, PA 19067. The church can be
contacted at 215-321-3326, and it maintains a Web site at http://www.bfchurch.net. Bible
Fellowship Church opened in 1981 and has a staff of six. Church attendance averages
550. This is the church where the author of this paper presently serves. Case study
participants included the Teaching Pastor, Administrator, Director of Worship, Director
Children's Ministries, Director of Youth Ministries, and the Director of Adult Education.
Langhorne Terrace Ministries is affiliated with the General Association of
Regular Baptist Churches and is located at 1271 E. Maple A venue, Langhone, PA 19047.
The church can be contacted at 215-757-878, and it maintains a Web site at
http://www.ltbc.org. Langhorne Te1Tace Ministries opened in 1967 and has a staff of
three. Church attendance averages 450. Case study participants included the Pastoral
Team Leader, Pastor of Youth and Education, and the Director of Operations.
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Washington Crossing Church (WCUMC) is a United Methodist Church located at
1895 Wrightstown Road Washington Crossing., PA 18977. The church can be contacted
at 215-493-5080, and it maintains a Web site at http://www.crossingumc.org. WCUMC
opened in 1855 and has a staff of nine. Church attendance averages 780. Case study
participants included the Executive Pastor, Pastor of Youth ministries, Pastor of Worship
and Music., and the church administrator.
The Well is an independent emerging church located at 1631 Loretta Ave.
Feasterville, PA 19053. The church can be contacted at 215-364-5288, and it maintains a
Web site at http://www.thewellpa.com. The Well started it ministry in 1997 and has six
part-time staff and community leaders. Church attendance averages 100. Case study
participants included three teaching pastors, the worship pastor, and community leaders.

The Questionnaire and the Results
All participants were asked how accurately they considered the feedback they
received from the PRO D™ report about their individual interests, abilities, and
personalities. They were also asked about their ideal roles. The PRO D™ defines role to
encompass specific tasks and functions, 1 and it should not to be confused with a job or
job description because many jobs involve multiple roles and some roles might be played
in a variety of jobs. The PRO D™ suggests individuals should think metaphorically about
their suggested roles and consider how their jobs incorporate or could incorporate the

I
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kinds of tasks and functions characteristic of these roles. Every role involves a variety of
functions, and figure 6 provides respondents' assessment regarding several questions.

How accurate do you think was the feedback you received regarding your
individual interests, abilities, and personality? Your ideal role? Your Leadership
Anchors (strengths)?

Extremely Accurate

54%

Very Accurate

Moderately Accurate 0%

Slightly Accurate

0%

Not Accurate

0%

Figure 6. Accuracy of PRO D™ feedback

The PRO D™ rep011 categorizes results in broad tenns, but it contains many subcategories. Respondents were also asked about the report's accuracy regarding their
strengths, defined in the report as leadership anchors. Participants rated the accuracy in
these areas as "extremely accurate" (46%) or "very accurate" (54%). One respondent
stated. '"Even though the PROD™ profile had some great explanations, I found it very
helpful to talk to a real person and hearing different points of view on the results of the
PRO

QTM.

So I would suggest to continue what you already do, as far as meeting with

people one on one and not just expecting a printout to explain it all."
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Another respondent stated, "We tested everyone on staff and interviewed four
people for the executive pastor position. It helped very much; it helped frame this
position I'm now in. It was important to define what we needed for the job.'' Another
participant from the same church commented, "It helped with our vision and the direction
I should go."
All pa11icipants were asked about the usefulness of the feedback they received
from the PRO

DTM

report and the interpretation. Figure 7 shows 66 percent of the

pai1icipants reported they were "very useful, "17 percent said "extremely useful/' and 17
percent "slightly useful." One respondent said, "Yes, only marginally as an individual
repo11, but PRO D™ became helpful when the reports were shared by everyone and we
saw how the team fit together."
One respondent's statement summarizes the range of usefulness: "Yes, but not as
helpful as it could have been. There was no team building involved in us taking it. It
would have been helpful ifwe met together and discussed." The author of this paper
believes that the PRO D™ report is helpful individually for a participant but may be more
effective when team/staff development time is incorporated in the interpretations.
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Overall, how useful did you find the PRO Development
report and interpretation?

17%

Extremely Useful

Very Useful
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Figure 7. Overall usefulness of the PROD™ report and interpretation

Figure 8 depicts responses to the third question about the value respondents
perceived in the consultant's interpretation of their reports. Seventeen percent of
respondents reported the consultant's interpretation was "extremely helpful," 66 percent
said ''very helpful," and 17 percent said "slightly helpful." PROD™ reports should be
explained to participants to get full value from the report. Trained, certified T All PRO
QTM

consultants can explain the tenns used in the report, answer questions, and

encourage development of an action plan. 2

~ Ibid .. 3.
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What value for you was there in the consultant's interpretation of your report?

Extremely Valuable
.:

•

~

••

•

j

•

~

•

•

•

~

•

55%

~

45%

Very Valuable

1

Moderately Valuable 0%

Slightly Valuable 0%

Not Valuable 0%

Figure 8. Perceived value of PRO D™ consultant's interpretation

The case study method produced valuable observations. Participants affinned that
the PRO D™ profile was helpful to their development. For example, one respondent said,
The repo11 helped me, as much as anything, to understand why I am drawn to
ce11ain tasks and roles at the church. On the whole, the church has been a very
good fit for me, and the things I am doing fit my personality well. So the report
was most helpful for self-understanding. This is not to diminish it. As my role at
the church increases and as I look to future jobs, being self-aware will be very
imp011ant.
Another respondent wrote, "The questions in the test were helpful in forcing me
to decide where my skills and abilities are. I took the test at the beginning of a one year
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internship at the church where I was deciding to stay and hearing where I fit helped me
make that decision." The report seemed to be helpful in the participants' present roles at
their churches. Another respondent explained, "I found the report to be very helpful in
affinning my role at the church and encouraging me to accept this role to a greater
extent." Another said, "Yes it helped to pinpoint strengths and how those strengths play
out in my roles."
Participants said the profile would have been helpful earlier in their careers. One
said, "Yes, I wish I would have taken this earlier in my life. I have had five transitions in
my life, and this profile would have helped me find a better fit." Another commented,
"Yes, helpful to know that I am on track with my career. I would have liked to take it in
college."
Some participants identified challenges for PROD™ use in local churches. One
was the cost of taking the survey, which is usually $1,000 in the business sector. The
second challenge was in the area of providing feedback to the team. One participant
observed, "Make it more affordable for churches, also consultations with the team will
bring even greater effectiveness." Another said, ''From everything I've heard about PRO
D™, it sounds like a great tool. I know the cost is a factor, especially for small churches
and organizations that historically are not using specialized leadership and development
tools .... The money was a factor, also design a group interaction model for the team to
be a pm1 o[" A third pai1icipant said, '~For the church and non-profits it needs to be
cheaper. I recommend a scaled down version for volunteers. This would bring the PRO
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DTM tool to a cultural level in the non-profit sector, and from there it would take off." A
fourth suggested, "Do this as a team, and evaluate in six months."
Participants were asked during the interview: Would the PROD™ be effective at
key transition points in your life and how? One respondent said, "Certainly, when you are
transitioning, you need to be self-aware in order to make decisions. Knowing your skills
and roles will allow you to make decisions that take advantage of these things." Another
elaborated, "Yes, this past year was actually a transition period in my life. The PRO D™
helped to reaffinn things that I knew and also encouraged me in new roles." A third said,

"'I feel that the PRO D™ is an effective analysis of an individual that can be used at a
variety of times in life. The report provided insight for me in my relationship with my
wife, my relationships with family and friends, my current job, my future aspirations, and
my role in the church." A fourth said this about use of the PRO D™ at key transitions in
life:
I doubt it. Nothing in the PRO D™ was surprising to me in any way. My personality and
goals haven't changed since early high school. Moreover, I doubt that I will return to my
PRO DTM for any insights in the future. The one thing I really gained from it was my
ideal roles as educator, historian, and translator. Those describe me very well, and I will
most likely employ those in the future.
Participants were asked what suggestions they would offer about the PRO D™
profile. One said, "Over all, the survey was really good and real1y helpful. Thank you
very much for donating your time I would be interested in participating in follow-up
interviews, questionnaires, studies, etc., as a tool to gauge the development and usage of
the gifts we should be using and the roles we should be fulfilling to help our church."
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Conclusion
In summary, the PRO D™ assessment tool was effective in self-examination by
pastors, church staff, and ministry leaders. They judged it to be accurate, useful, and
valuable. The pm1icipants offered two suggestions to make the PROD™ more effective
for church teams: lowering the cost and providing a team development session.

CHAPTER6
CONCLUSION AND APPLICATION FOR
PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

Tmst God from the bottom of your heart; don't try to figure out everything on our
own. Listen for God's voice in everything you do, everywhere you go; he's the one
who wi 11 keep you on track.
-Proverbs 3:5-6 The Message

This chapter reviews the results of this study and presents suggestions and
conclusions related to the thesis. The thesis of this paper is that pastors must be compatible
with the churches they serve in order to be effective and have longevity in their ministries.
Proper assessment can increase a pastor's success and tenure. Pastors leave ministry for
vmious reasons. 1 Some leave because they and the church are incompatible, and the author
of this paper believes pastors must be compatible in order to lead effectively. This doctoral
project presents the PRO D™ assessment tool as an instrument to measure a pastor's
compatibility for specific ministry.
The author of this paper demonstrates in chapter I that many authors claim short
tenures are ineffective and even hannful to a church, and proposes that proper assessment
of a pastor's gifts can contribute to a longer ministry. This paper's thesis asserts that
pastors can match their abilities and skills to a church, and thereby find their fit. This
increased understanding helps pastors experience greater fulfillment in their ministry
I

Hoge and Wenger. Pastors in Transition: Why Clergy leave Church Minislly.
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careers and provides greater service to congregants and communities. In this paper "fit"
or compatibility refers to the match of an individual's gifts, motivations, abilities, and
personality with the church role.
Chapter 2 investigated the biblical foundation for compatibility within the body of
Christ through design theology. This chapter demonstrated the importance for pastors to
understand their unique design in the body of Christ. The author of this paper believes
pastors who seek compatible ministry positions will benefit from understanding how God
designed them as individuals. The chapter presented Old and New Testament Scriptures
that demonstrate God designed all persons as unique individuals. Pastors who discover
and develop their divine design will be more compatible with ministries that fit their
characteristics.
Chapter 3 provided a historical overview of clergy selection in the New
Testament church. The review demonstrated that pastors and Christian leaders were
selected based on ethical standards and compatibility requirements described by Jesus,
Paul, and other New Testament writers that changed over time. Twenty-first century
assessincnt tools can help the selection process in conjunction with scripturally based
spiritual qualifications.
Chapter 4 demonstrated that the PRO D™ tool can help pastors discover their
motivations, personality, and the role and church that best fit them. The PRO D™ is one
of many assessment tools that are available~ however, it is unique, validated, reliable, and
useful for pastor-church compatibility issues.
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Chapter 5 reported four case studies from diverse churches whose staff completed
the PROD™ assessment questionnaire. The case studies confinned the assessment tool's
effectiveness for church staff members. In each case, the participants completed the tool
online and received personal feedback from a trained, certified consultant. The
respondents participated in a survey provided by the author of this paper, and commented
about their experience with the tool. They found the results were accurate and valuable
for those who completed it with interpretation.
This paper has demonstrated that assessment is a method churches,
denominations, and individual pastors can use for effective church ministry. The findings
from a significant study reported by the Pulpit and Pew Project at Duke University
confinn the need for assessment. 2 Researchers Hoge and Wenger recommend four points
of intervention: training, gate keeping, initial placement and transition to a new church,
and support in problem situations. They assert,
The first point of intervention occurs during the recmitment to ministry, seminary
training and evaluation. All denominations want seminary training to be genuinely useful
for ministry. All denominational officers would like to recruit capable and committed
persons, train them effectively, and maintain standards that prevent unfit persons from
entering the ministry. 3
Hoge and Wenger ask, '"How do gatekeeping systems become so ineffectual, and
how can they be strengthened?',4 They discuss this issue in the context of the pastoral
placement process with the goal that pastors are placed in ministry positions compatible

2
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with their personalities and styles. They recognize the need for preventive action:
"Evet)'one admits that mismatches occur, and everyone hopes to minimize them. How
can th is be done? 5
Hoge and Wenger write that ongoing support is the third point of intervention.
"'Information sharing and feedback are crucial to the success of this kind of support; the
question is how to ensure that it happens. " 6 Their fourth suggestion is that intervention
should occur in problem situations. How do pastors who find themselves in mismatched
pastorates get help when conflicts surface?
The author of this paper does not suggest all the issues raised by Hoge and
Wenger can be solved through assessment; however, issues between pastors and churches
may be reduced if pastors, churches, and denominations address compatibility issues
proactively. This dissertation's author asserts the importance oflong ministry tenure and
believes the PRO D™ assessment tool can help pastors achieve job satisfaction and fruitful
ministries.

Personal Development

This section provides an accountability plan for pastors who took the PROD™,
and presents the Individual Development Plan (IDP) that may help pastors apply
infonnation from the PROD™ tool to personal growth. The [DP provides structure and
accountability for pastors, lives and careers.

5

h
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The process begins with the completion of the PRO D™ because the results,
follow-up, and accountability structure are critical success factors. The most accurate and
insightful assessment tool is only as effective as the pastor makes it. Regular use of a
comprehensive follow-up tool is a key to success, and the IDP fulfills this function.
The IDP provides a seven-step plan that helps respondents study, absorb, and
apply the implications from all sections of the PROD™. The first step directs pastors to
share their PRO D™ results with three individuals: a close friend, mentor, and a
spouse/family member. Pastors can receive important feedback from those closest to
them when they share the report, and its implications become clearer with discussion. In
addition, completion of the IDP and its use as an action plan for professional and personal
development prepares pastors for use with others.
Individual Development Plan - Validation Exercise7
The IDP introduction provides pa11icipant instructions and directs participants to
use prepared forms: In the next 24-48 hours, share your PROD™ profile with at least two
people on the list below. Describe your learning process to them. Ask for their
reaction/thoughts in areas you thought the PROD™ reflected you inaccurately. Record
what they say on the lines that follow. Share your PROD™ with a minimum of four
people in the next seven days. The people on this list are just suggestions. You should
include at least one person who will follow up with you on a regular basis to see if you
are following through with what you have learned.

Davis Taylor. interview by author. Yardley. PA July 24. 2009. Developed by TAI Inc. team.
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Spouse/Family Member:
Peer:

Individual Development Plan - Behavioral Changes
Based on what you learned from the PROD™, what behavioral changes are you willing
to make?
l.

2.

3.

Individual Development Plan - Core Theme
Develop a personal mission statement based on the report's "Core Theme" and the
sentences that follow. The result is a clear, concise statement that captures what you are
about and what you do best. One way to think of it is how you would like to be
remembered when you die, a so-called tombstone or legacy comment. Use words and
phrases from all parts of the report to complete this exercise.
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Individual Development Plan - Model Roles
Review your model roles (found on page 14 of your PROD™ report). Write them down
in the spaces provided. Answer the questions that follow for each of your model roles.
My model roles:

12,

I.

13.

Questions:
A. In what way do you use your model roles at work/home?
I.

2.

3.

B. In what ways can you develop your model roles to increase your
effectiveness?
I.

2.

3.
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C. Pick one of your model roles to concentrate on and develop. Why did you
pick this one; why do you need to develop it?

Individual Development Plan - Education Keys
Review your education keys (found on page 17 of your PROD™ report). Write them
down in the spaces provided. Answer the questions that follow for each of your
educational keys.
My education keys:

12.

13.

Questions:
A. \Vhy do you see a need to concentrate on your education keys?
1.

2.

3.

B. How can you develop your education keys to increase effectiveness?
I.

2.
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3.

C. Pick one of your education keys to concentrate on and develop. Why did you
pick this one; why do you need to develop it?

Further Study for Consideration
The author of this paper recommends several areas for future research based on
this study. First, the PROD™ should be used in a denominational setting broadly to track
its impact on pastoral selection and retention. An increase of sample size of pastors
within a denominational program would provide a wider representation of the reactions
and experiences within a specific group.
Second, the inclusion of diverse populations of race, class, ethnicity, and gender
would increase multicultural perspectives and worldviews. The use of the tool cross
culturally requires translation and Web access. This may prove difficult and require
reassessment of the instrument's validity and reliability.
Third, the expansion of the sample to include churches and seminaries in the
United States and Canada may provide information about professional clergy preparation.
For example, undergraduate, pre-ministerial students might avoid problems addressed in
this paper if they used the PRO D TM early in their academic careers. Educator-
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supervisors might engage in collaborative research and address training topics and
supervisory practices that contribute to pastoral leadership competencies, assessment,
clergy selection, and retention.
Fourth, church staff members can take the PROD™ and discuss it as a team to
maximize the tool's usefulness. This may provide shared understanding of their roles on
the team and promote team alignment and accountability.
The author of this project recognizes the increasing interface of spiritual
qualifications, assessment tools, and leadership development practice. This study
demonstrated the fruitfulness of further exploration and dialog about pastoral
compatibi Iity and the churches pastors serve. It is important to formulate and implement
ideas and practices that promote compatibility awareness among pastors, students,
Christian leaders, and congregants.

APPENDIX A
THE PRO D™ ONLINE SURVEY
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T Al Incorporated - The Company

i

..
~ Assessments I

Page 1 of 1

-TAI-The Company

Our Mission
Guiding and renewing leaders to impact and transform society.

Our Values
Character

• We will exhibit integrity beyond reproach
• We will do what we say we are going to do
• We will act ethically and morally at all times

Accountability

• We Will set a values-based example
• We will equip, develop and empower others
• We Wiii take Individual responsibility for our results

Service

• We wrll strive to create value, not wealth
• We Will strive to exceed client expectations
• We will pursue excellence in an that we do

Relationships

• We wil I keep our fa 1th and families as top priorities
• We will value people over process and profrt

Competency

• We will encourage individual development
• We will pursue and value co nu nuous learning
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TAI Incorporated - Our Approach: Assessment
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'

~ ·

Assessments

Thank you for your interest in our leadership assessments.
If you have a Project Code. but have not regislered for a survey, r11,1-; hen? to
register, otherwise 1or;m t;,:,,,:. to access your existing survey

If you do not have a project code and would like more Information about the PRO
Development'III assessment and process, please contact us, providing the
following information (all fields are required}.
Name:

~ Assessments j

Title:
Company:
Address:

City:
State

j- select -

Country:

l- select -

Email
Phone
Type of Organization

I- select -

Your Area(s) of Interest:
,- Executive DevelopmenUCoaching

r

Leadership Development

r

Team Alignment/Team Building

r

Cultural Assessment

r Mentor/Protoge Development
How did you hear about us? (please select onlv one)
r- Web Search

•· Referral

Refened by whom?,

Zip:)
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TAI Incorporated - Our Approach: .Assessment

r

Newspaper/Magazine

,-.;_~~~~~~~

Which one?

r

Other

rdiUonal Comments/Questions:

Submit

I Reset I

Page 2 of2
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Page 1 of 1

PRO Dcvclopmentnt

Welcome

Welcome to your PRO De,·dopmcntn1 progrrun! lbis survey package is
comprised of questions that enable you to reflect on your career and yourself
in order that we can give you insights and perspe1.1ive that should help your
career and/or mentoring relationship.

We keep all of your survey infonnat ion confidential. Please be honest with
yourself and us so that we may provide you with results that will be accurate
and insightful.

__

Begin
:____,I

All n&IIU rcsrn-rd No part qftlli.s /1JOJ,' be uprodu:rJ or tn,m,uttcd u, a,1yj,rm or t:,.· a,y mt'a,s, c/t<tronic or
mrrlwru-d. 111'lud11,g p/KJl«Op)'ilf?. r,•ror,il"(f:. or m,· i.J~<1iut1 .rto~r mid rd=•·al s.l!ffrm. ,rithout ~rmi.uion In
M?'ltmg.from tlr Copyriglll owwr. T.41 /lw:orporoud PRO lx>'t'lopmmt"". and w T.-ll Jtw:orporatrd k¥> arr l't'gi.rtrrtd
trad•rnarb qf TAI f,w:orponcd
Cc)TAl lncorpmirnl
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Page I of I

Log-in and Navigation Information

Shown hdow arc your uscmamc and password that uniquely identity you to the TAI
Incorporated Online system. 1l1is infonnation has also b~n sent to the email
address that you provided. In the event that you arc unable to complete the PRO
Dc\'dopmcntn1 survey in one sessio~ you may take a break in between any of the
tools. and use your usemame and password to continue the survey at another time.
De sure to save your answers at the end of each tool by clicking the Submit.:Next
button. ..-\.ny surv~y responses that you have entered and submitted will be restored
the ne:\1 timc you log in.

Your PRO DevelopmenfTM survey contains a number of diJTerent tools. At the end
of each tool. there are three buttons: Back. RcscL and Ncx1. Back will take vou back
to the prc,·ious too1. Reset will clear the d.~ta that you entered and allow you to reenter vour choices for the tool. Submit/Ne::\1 will submit vour data for the current
tool a;,d take you to the ne:-.1 one. You may also use the ~avigation bar in the left
margin of your screl!n to jump backward or forward to revisit any of the answers
that you have already submitted.

Continue

lllTAI lncorporate,I
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TAI Incorporated Pro Development

Page 1 of2

Registration
General lnfonnation

* First Name:

.MI:

I

* Last Name:
If you would like us to refer to you by a name other than your gi\"en name,
enter it here:

Prcforred Name:

* Email:

* Date of Birth:

j Month
i:] joay ~* Gender: ISelect One ~

r-

(ex. 2003)

Employment lnfom1ation

* Current Employer:
* Title:
Di vision: Loeat ion,Tcam:

~ !Day

Date Started:

* Address (line

i.J.r-

(ex. 2003)

1):

Address (line 2):

* State: [seiect One

* City:
* Zip:

* Country:

* Phone Number:

(e>..

!united States

999-999-9999}

Home Address

Address (line 1):
Address (line 2):

City:
Zip:,-Phone Number:

r

State: ~ t o n e

Country: !United States
(e>..

999-999-9999}

Education

Iligh School:

r---------

Grad. Year:

r---· rex. :!003)

--,
.....
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TAI Incorporated Pro Development
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I

City:

State: Select One

College:

Grnd. Year: , - (ex. 2003)

I

State: Select One

City:
r-~~~~~~~~

Post-Graduate:

Grad. Year: , - (ex. 2003)

I

City:

State: Select One

Submit

j
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!Your ne:\1 tool is Rejlectums.
Rcllcclions gives you the opportw1ity to reflect
on your current situation. your past and your
tluurc. It is a starting place for your ProDcvclopmcnl Survey program. i\-lost people
like the opportunity to take a break from their
nonnal routine to just rc,·icw their life. All
information provided in your Reflections is
held confidentiaJ.
Please take vour time and consider each
question. ·111c;c are no "wrong" answers and
there is no time limit on this survey.
Go to Reflections

101003 TAI lncorpor.dcd

I
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TAI lncorpomtcd Pro De\'dopmcnt

Reflections
1. Regardless of title and joh description. list the roles you
currently play at work:
i.

ii.

iii.

iv.

v.

vi.

2. List your six best qualities:

i.

ii.

iii.

IV.

\'i.
3. List your six worst qualities:

i.

ii.

iii.I

iv.

\'.

4. What arc your key de,·dopmental needs?:
I.

ii.

iii.r--iv.r
5. What would be the best roles you could play over the

nc:,,,.1 5 years?:
I.

Why?

ii.

Why?

iii.

Why?

Submit

--------
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Completion Notification

You have completed the Reflections tool.
( ii

~·:,n p.dc:r y:•u n:,,, .:i:,)(i,\~ i1) ;aC: (l

~\J~ '·

11:u,

.:..J(l .. :k ,H;J 1l'Ju,·n /() .\ i"Jtll .wv;;,m ill U /a1,:r d:1t1.·, losf;mg
!ht· i'RO ," \·,·,·io;m:;."r:t Onim,• Sy.\tt/m" ,':h your .c1:1 :·, 1:: a,,•rm.1m..• ,_:r;d p,,~·~.,, ord.i
1

Click to continue...
Go to Personal Motivators

(cJ:?00! TAI l11corpora1cd
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!Your ne>..1 tool is Perso11al i\llotb•ators.
Here. vou will identify the elements thnt
moth-at~ )'OU and give yo.u satisfaction in a job.

Time estimate - 7 minutes
Go to Personal Motivators

,, 1:003 T Al lutorpornlccl

.J
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Personal rvloti\'ators

Personal Motivators
The following quesllons will help to ident{6' the thmgs that motivate you.

For this tool. please select 6 or more choices from the presented list.

Influencing Change

r

Performing for Others

r

Ensuring Integrity

Analyzing Findings

Ad\'ocating Justice

r

&ing Enthusia.c::tic

Managing People

r
r

r
r

Investigating Puzzles

i

Ensuring Equality

r

Helping Others

r

Plmming Strategies

r

Detailed ·n1inking

r

Taking Rh:ks

r

Teaching People

r

Decision !\faking

r

Being Productive

r

E:\.-ploring Frontiers

r

Counseling Others

r

Interpreting Designs

r

Seeing Tangible ResulLc:;

r

:,..Jegotiating Deals

r

Bdng Respectful

r

Creative 1l1inking

r

Ensuring Efficiency

r

Moti\'ating Others

r

!\·laintaining Balance

r

Being Innovative

r

_ _ _<_B_a~ _ _ _

1c1::r,,,_iT:\I Inc.

J

Submit/ Next>
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Personal Motivators
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Personal Motivators
The following questions will help to ident{fj, the things that motivate you.

Now it is time to select your top 3 ingredients in an ideal career

Influencing Change

r

Analyzing Findings

Helping Others

r

Taking Risks

< Back

lt>::?003 TAI Inc.

r
r

Managing People
Being Productive

Submit/Next>

r
r
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Completion Notification

You have completed the Personal Motivators tool.
'· 41 :i11"' rr#1 1:t yo,, m,,r , . ,i,;c,a;"· ;,1 ,a~·l, a ,t..re . :k ..1r.J r,~turn ;o.i our .1.:r:.\si111, ol a l1.11cr ~i:i:c. ioggmg
"'.1 . :~- 11:1,·, v:,· Fiif) ,·_: .:,·,·io;-,1:..'t;! t j;;Jif:,l Sy~!,~n: \f ith y,;ur cm r-.,r.; 11~(!.rnc1nu1 u11d pass,rorci.i

Click to continue ...
Go to Area Missions

lrl~Cl(J; TAI lntl'lfl'Or.lled
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!Your nc:\1 too) is Area Missio11s.
Here, you will identify the clements that arc
interesting to you m1d that you would
potentially find compel1ing.
T1111e estimate - 2 - 4 minutes
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Arca :\lissions

Area Missions
The following quest,ons will help to ident{6• the areas that interest you.

For tins tool. please select 6 or more choices.from the presented list.
-

----- ---- -

- --

PreservationiConservation

Medial Advocacy

r
r

Promotions/Networking

r
r

lnfonnation Technology

r

Community Programs

r

Education.Training

'r

Finnnce!Consulting

r

Scientific Research

Entrepreneurism!Deals

r

Service/Support

r

Management/Administration

r
r

Commercial Sales

r

Exploration. Disco,,ery
1

r

CounseJingtHuman Resources

r

Creative Design

r

Production Logistics

r

Cutting Edge/High Risk

Quality Control

,-

r

New Products

r
r

Safety/Efficiency Systems

r
r
r

Public Relations

r

Public Speaking

Data Analysis

r

Proli:ssional, Strategy

Special E,·ents

< Back

Enviro1unent 'Culture

Invention/Composition

Submit I Next>
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Arca Missions

Area Missions
The jolloll'ing questrons will help 10 ident{(y the areas that interest you.
Now it is time to selei:t your top 3 ingredients in an ideal career

Public Relations

r

Data Analysis

r

Professional/Strategy

E<lucation•Trnining

r

Entreprencurisnv'Deals

r

Commercial Sales

< Back

-

10:!1>4•.\TAI hie.

j

Submit/Next>

r
r
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!Your ncx1 tool is Abilities Filter.
Here, you get to answer questions that more
close Iv idcntitv your abilit,· areas so that we
can identify c'a;eers that ,~·ill relate to your
talents.

Time estimate - 7 minu/es
Go to Abilities Filter

toZOO\ T Al lucom<'rnlcd
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Abilities Filter

Abilities Filter
!n the follmnng seclions. you will he asked questions about your level ofskill in va11011s
areas.
Indicate your level ofskill in the area by choosing the option that best represents your skill
lt!vel. as compared to others whom you know.
For example.

How good an.> you (or do you think you are) at:

Lowest...

1
I.

Putting models together

••• llighest

2

3

4

5

6

r r r r. ;

r

f{you aren't at all good at putting models together. pick level 1. Ifyou are a great modelhwlder. pick level 6.
-- -----

--------- ~--- ----------~-------

llow f?Ood are you (or do you 1hink you are) at:

Lowest..•

... Highest

3

4

5

I.

Writing good essays

r r

r r

r

2.

Troubleshooting a computer error

r

r

("

r

r

('

3.

Collecting facts ,Uld analyzing problems

r'

r

r

r

r

(

4.

Listening and relating to different kinds of people

r

r

(

c

5.

Developing several new ideas in a short period of time

r

("

("

.-

6.

Understanding how pulleys and levers work

c

r

('

c

7.

Recognizing patterns and seeing new relationships

("

r

I-

r

8.

Listening and resolving arguments

r

("

('"

r

9.

Being a charismatic perfonner in plays

r

r

r

('

10.

Understanding the meaning of difTerent words

r

r

r

11.

Using technical computer software

/"'

i

r

12.

Oeducing logical explanations and solving problems

1

2

,-

'.

6

-

-

~

r

-

(-

(

,,.

(

\

(
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Abilities Filter

r

r

r

r

r

r

14.

Brainstorming to generate new alternatives

,-

c

r

r

r

r

15.

Having a practical sense of how to fix machines

r

c

r

r

r

("

16.

l :sing abstract reasoning techniques to sec possibilities

r r

\

r

r

r

17.

Spending time alone in your own private world

r

r

,-

r

,-

r

18.

lind~rstru1ding audiences and captivating people

r r

r

r

r r

How good are you (or do you think you are) at:

Lowest. .•

.•• Highest

1

2

3

4

5

r

r

r

r

l

(

r

I

19.

Expressing your ideas wdl in writing or speeches

20.

Visualizing complex strucnm.!s

21.

Synthesizing conclusions to get the right ans,ver

r

r

22.

Spending a Jot of time supporting people

r

23.

Quickly coming up with ideas to solve problems

24.

6
:

.- r r

c

r

r

("

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

Recognizing not to over-intellectualize everything

r

("

r

r r

r

25.

Understanding charts and diagrams easily

r r

("

r

r

r

26.

:\.fotivating yourself to do independent projects

r

r

27.

lla\'ing personal magnetism where people are drawn to you

r r r r
.. c r

r

('

28.

Having a broad and varied vocabulary

r

.

29.

Studying and answering technical questions

r

c

c

c

r

30.

Analyzing choices and making logical decisions

r

r

r

(-

r

r

31.

Hearing and having empathy for people's foclings

r

r

,-

r

(

'

32.

Coming up with creative ideas that impress people

r

r

r

r

r

33.

Having good follow- through on practical matters

r

r

r

r

(

34.

R~cognizing shapes and patterns

,....

("

'

--

r

35.

Being alone and pm·suing your hobbies and ideas

'

,...

r

\

,..

(-

,..

\

\

- '

-
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36.

Uencrnting enthusiasm rutd really motivating people

37.

Solving word association problems quickly

J8.

l 'sing the latest complex technical gadget~

39.

Seeing patterns in number series

40.

Socializing and being involved with tc.uns

41.

Dreaming up new project ideas

42.

r

('

r

c

r

("

('

i

;

,-

("

r

r

r

r

("

r
('

('

r

r

\

.-

r

r

r

('

,·

r

('

r

r

r

r

r

lking recognized for always ha,ing common sense

r

r

r

r

llow f?Ood ar(' you (or do you think you :u"t') at:

LOW('St•••

2

••. High('sf

3

.~

('

\

r

..

5

t

(

6

43.

l'.si.ng symbols and graphics to represent things

-M.

I laving a deep peaceful confidence in yourself

c-

,-

r

r

(

r

45.

Tking expressive and the lifo of a pany

r

r

r

r

r

r

46.

Qukkly reading and compreh1..'tlding literature

('

r

r

,-

r

.17.

l lndcrstanding blueprints and compkx diagrams

r

r

("'

r

('

c

48.

Making the complex more simple

r

('

r

r

('

r

49.

l "nderstanding people's needs

('

r

r

r

50.

Generating a long list of possible options to pursue

51.

Focusing on your tasks to sec them to completion

('

('

!

52.

Inwnting new solutions for why things happen

:

r

(-

;

53.

l\larching to the beat of a differt.'Jlt drummer

r

r

r

r

I

54.

Persuading groups of people to follow your ideas

,-

(-.

c

r

r

55.

:\rticulating and conununicating effecti,•ely

'

r

r

r

56.

Playing ditlicult computer games

r

r

-

:

57.

Organizing 1..·onccpts and numbers to get answers

5R

Tcal'hing and getting people to learn

(

('

(-

-

,-

r
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59.

Sc-eing new possibilities and changing current methods

r

r

r

r

r

r

60.

Seeing ,md implementing the sensible solutions

r r

r

r

r

r

61.

Quickly sedng insights in pictures

r

r

("'

r

r

r

62.

Standing up for your personal convictions

r

('

i

('"

r

r

63.

Giving exciting speeches to gatherings of people

r r

r

('

c

r

< Back

(cJ:?OO.t T,\J Im·.

Submit/Next>
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You have completed the Abilities Filter tool.
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!Your next tool is Perso11al Style.

In this tool you look at how you act and go
about things most ofthe time. Getting at your
style helps us identify work roles and
developmental suggestions.
Time estimate - 3 - JO mmutes
Go to Personal Style

tc)2003 TAI lncomoratcd

http: surwy. taiinc.com survey•pretool.asp'?l 11D=236&tool=-45&toolasp 112

11 ·6 2003
1
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Personal Style
READ CAREFUI...Lr.· In the thr<:e ,:ol11mns belo»· there are eight.four-word gro11ps.
Select twn ll'Ords m ea,:h group - o,r,: which is MOST like .mu and ,me that is LEAST
/Jke yo11. (See e.wmple al ,·ig/11}

powerful
zealous

M

L

r
,..
'

c
r
r

r~erved
gregarious

r
M
r
r

r

well-spoken

,-

,-

c

coooperative

;

('

r

r

(

r

r

determined
composed

;
\

r

loyal

('

motivating
gutsy
pcrfcctionistic

M

L

thoughtful

r

commanding

r

'

accepting

;

extroverted

(

tactfhl
exuberant

(

:\1

L

,-

('

r

(-

r

('

('

'

("

r
r

L

yielding

r

exacting

daring

r

\-

stable

entertaining

:\I

·-

r
(i

L

(-

r

r

r

r

r-

congenial

r

dutiful

I

("

M

supportive

amiable
forceful

L

(i

team-player

('

enthusiastic

:\1

autocratic

r
r

M

L

nice

r

mi assuming

('

r
r
r

assertive

("

(

M

L

l\1

L

outspoken

('

responsive

easy-going

(-

r
r
r
r·

attentive

confident

,~

respectful

r
M

pla)ful

('

L
r

r

r

r

(-

,-

r

.-

M

fascinating
positive

acconuuodating

,:
,.

~-·

L

-

i

,-

\-

aggressive

l\1

L

M

L

\I

polite

;

r

r

hold

('

agreeable

i

spirited

demanding

r
c

stimulating

(-

.-

unpretentious

,..

.

careful

r

persuasive

-

(

undcrstru1ding

,-

{-

'

'

adventurous
adaptable
attracti,·e

balanced
trailhlazcr

-

:

.-

r

\

::-

c-

competitive

-

,-

,...

dependable
precise

i

L

(

.•

friendly

L

r

r

-

~

L
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1\1

L

dignified

r
r
r

willing

r

r
r
r
r

M

L

optimistic

;

c

strict

r

M

L

dri,·cn

r

outgoing
stable

'r

r
r
r

cruing

r

r

1\1

L

M

L

r
r
r
r

r
r
r

purposeful

r

r

responsible

engaging

r

r

mighty

disciplined

r

calm

r
r

r
r

accurate
i.tylish

mellow
dynamic

intense

1\1

L

buoyant

r

r

orderly

r

r
r

r
r

tolerant

r
r

1\1

L

acquiescent

r

r

temler

r

dired

r
r

soda I

content

controlling

_ _ _< B a e ~

1<1~0Ql

TAI Inc

strong-willed

('

mild

,-

'

--

r

l\l

L

r

cordial

r
r
r

,-

fun

r

r

M

L

t

-

dominant

r

relaxed

('

\

r

obedient

r

·.

r

eager

,,..

r

_j
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Completion Notification

You have completed the Personal Style tool.
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job fields, for instance, does not suggest vocational direction, but helps fonn a mental
picture for the person, and none of these interests represents a single individual. Though
stated in tenns of, "These people are ... " the combination of CVAs portrays a unique
individual. An effective interpretation should expand individuals' personal vision and
potential, and should not limit them. Do not use these descriptors to stereotype
individuals. The following table describes the nine CVAs.
Table C 1. Core Value Areas and Their Descri tors
Career Value Area Descriptors
CVA
I. Societal Change "Influencing opinions"
Concerned with effecting change in the big picture-society,
rules, policies, government, these people have strongly held
points of view, opinions and beliefs. They foster deep
commitments and desire to influence others.
Interests include culture, history, and politics.
These are politicians, philosophers, journalists, ambassadors to
foreign countries, and courtroom clerks.
Primary job fields
Current Affairs
Culture and Sociology
News, Media and Journalism
Advocacy
Government
Politics
Judicial Services
School Systems
Customs
History
Philosophy and Religion
Economics
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Career Value Area
(CVA)
2. Theoretical
Discovery

Descriptors
"Answering Questions"
Concerned with detennining underlying reasons and facts, it
becomes critical for these people to "dig deep" and discover root
causes for occurrences so as to answer questions and explain why
and how things happen.
They can spend their entire life looking at statistical analysis for
the purpose of solving complex problems with complex
equations.
They are researchers, scientists, computer experts, librarians,
engineers, botanists, and financial analysts.
Primary job fields:
Development
Product Testing, Validation, and Proving
Engineering
Technology
Data
Infonnation and Data Research and Processing
Mathematics and Statistics
Computer Programming and Systems Analysis
Scientific Research
Laboratory Studies
Medical Science
Modeling (Behavioral and Decision Sciences)

3. Strategic
Decisions

"Managing Plans"
These are people of power and influence. They can look at a
range of issues, find patterns, and understand the impact of
alternative scenarios, enabling effective planning and decisionmaking. They want to express their opinions and be listened to.
They feel at home in the corporate world.
They are accountants., lawyers, stockbrokers, general managers,
administrative assistants, salespeople, and advertising executives.
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Career Value Area
(CVA)

4. Human
Development

Descriptors
Primary job fields:
Marketing
Strategy and Development
Sales and Promotion
Advertising and Public Relations
Executive
Legal Services
Finance
Consulting
Administration
Infom1ation Services
Human Resources and Support Services
Management and Policies
"Helping People"
These are people of empathy and compassion. They care deeply
about other people and hold others central to their lives. They
tend to be engaging and are good listeners, genuinely interested
in others. They care for and read people well and "connect" with
a wide spectrum of personalities.
These are the counselors, teachers, rescue workers, doctors and
nurses, community servants, and religious leaders.
P1;mary job fields:
Service
Human Services and Personal Development
Counseling and Ministry
Social Work
Education
Teaching
Training and Coaching
Academic Development
Care and Relief
Health Care
Emergency Management and Relief
Agency Work
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Career Value Area
(CVA)
5. Entrepreneurial
Challenge

Descriptors
"Takinob Risks"
These are very ''driven" people with healthy egos who are willing
to try new things and "risk it all" to win. They are people of
vision who will overcome challenges and compete against the
elements with its inherent risks and rewards.
They are the skydiving instructors, astronauts, entrepreneurs,
private investigators, and inventors.
Primary job fields:
Discovery
Frontiers
Intelligence
Mysteries
Innovation
Invention
Entrepreneurs
New Applications
Daring
Thrill Seekers
Emerging Trends
Cutting Edge Technologies

6. Production
Efficiency

"Maintaining Order"
Concemed with action, order, and accomplishment, they are
builders and thrive on hands-on work that creates tangible results.
They love order, structure and procedures and tend to be
operations people. The opposite of risk taker, they want all the
resources at hand, and a well-defined procedure before
proceeding down any path.
They are builders, developers, supervisors, police chiefs, airline
controllers, and electticians.
Primary job fields:
Commerce
Transp011ation, Shipping and Logistics
Real Estate and Commercial Development
Retail
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Career Value Area
(CVA)

7. Artistic
Creativity

Descriptors
Production
Construction, Building, Maintenance, and Repairs
Manufacturing
Hands-on Operations
Protection
Military Services
Police, Fire, and Municipal Services
Security Systems and Regulation
"Designing Innovations"
Concerned with expressing new ideas and visions through artistic
means. Designing through innovation and interpretation creates
new products and unique works of art. This group tends to master
an area and then move on. They have a need to see things as
projects with a beginning, middle, and end. They can be
perfectionists and highly independent.
They are artists, musicians, writers, filmmakers, and designers.
Primary job fields:
Creation
Studio A11 and Musical Composition
Creative Writing
Film and Photography
Appreciation
Critiques
Design
Museum and Decoration
Expression
Music
Theatre
Perfonning Arts

8. Natural
Appreciation

"Keeping Balance"
Concerned with keen listening and watching out for balance, they
ensure people maintain a respect for life and the "natural order of
things." They are good storytellers and understand and accept that
life has its ups and downs. These people relish spending time
outdoors, where the natural order is evident.
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Career Value Area
(CVA)

Descriptors
They are park rangers, gardeners, environmentalists, farmers,
zookeepers, and foresters.

9. Motivational
Energy

Primary job fields:
Outdoors
Parks and Land
Outdoor Activities and Fitness
Vegetation and Wildlife
Environment
Conservation·
Protection
Stewardship
Cultivation
Agriculture
Gardening and Horticulture
Extraction (mining, fishing of the oceans and oil business)
"Energizing Others"
They inject an enthusiasm in others around them that's infectious.
They can stimulate and motivate by powers of communication.
These are people who can get others to do what they don't want
to do, calling them to action. They like to show people a good
time and make people happy.
They are entertainers, owners of resorts and nightclubs,
professional athletes, cooks, nutritionists, and stylists.
Primary job fields:
Leisure
Travel, Tourism, and Hotels
Hobbies and Events
Personal Appearance
Fitness
Nutiition
Athletics
Health Clubs/spas
Ente11ainment
Professional Sports and Gaming
Dramatics (Theatre, Film, TV, Video Games, Entertainment.
Amusement Parks etc.)
Restaurants and Hospitality
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The consultant will become familiar with the CV As and many of the archetype
triads by performing a number of interpretations. Archetype triads are the various
combinations of the top three dominant CV As that produce recognizable profiles.
Intensive, careful preparation produces excellent PRO D™ interpretations. The
successful consultant is familiar with a person's PROD™ report prior to meeting with
the person who took the survey. The consultant's ability to add value especially in graph
interpretation depends on a thorough knowledge of the information contained in the
report and a review of infonnation about the particular code string. The addition of
personal st01ies and anecdotes brings the report to life for the person who took the
survey.
Consultants facilitate learning and discovery, and one of their most important
skills is use of questions as a means of report interpretation. Rather than the PROD™

guru who interprets from a distance, relating truth as from a crystal ball, consultants
guide and motivate. The most valuable insights may come from clients themselves. The
consultant's ease and confidence with the material facilitates acceptance of the
infonnation and produces discovery and insight.

Presentation of Results
This section focuses on conducting a PROD™ interpretation successfully and
includes a page-by-page review of the actual report. The practical directions and notes
come from a consultant's years of experience interpreting PRO D™ data.1

1

William H. O'Brien Jr.. interview by author. Yardley, PA, November 13. 2007.
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Prior to Arrival
A successful PRO D™ interpretation meeting depends on proper preparation.
Careful preparation demonstrates respect for the client and the PROD™ process and
communicates care and professionalism. Prior to the meeting, the consultant should plan
to:

•

Review the Advisor Report.

•

Review the individual's report .

•

Assess the code string considering its implications .

•

Use fresh illustrations (doodles, historical, headlines) .

•

Anticipate potential conflicts/push backs .

•

Get focused on the individual.

Establish a comfortable atmosphere. Prepare the room by paying special attention
to temperature, lighting, available furniture, and minimization of distracting sights and
sounds. Also:

•

Choose a private and quiet space .

•

Choose a neutral location (e.g., not the individual's office) .

•

Allocate three hours per session without interruptions or phone calls. Plan for
a two-hour presentation.

•

Have drinking water and other refreshments available.

•

Arrive 15 minutes early to prepare the room.

A list of interpretation materials will include:
•

...

The PRO D™ Report,
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• The PRO D™ Advisory report,
• The PRO QTM Map, and
• The TAI Individual Developmental plan .
Additional materials include:

• Whiteboard (dry erase board) or flip chart paper on an easel,
•

Plenty of paper for drawings, and

•

Pens and markers

Conduct the Meeting
Consider these points at the beginning of the meeting:
•

Greet the person with a wann welcome and smile.

•

Relate to the person and find common interests such as hobbies, hometown, or
headlines.

•

Make clear that the material and session are confidential.

The following steps help keep the presentation fresh, alive, and interesting:

•

Stand up and move around if possible during the presentation making use of
the whiteboard or flip chart.

•

Be seated in a place beside, not across from, the client. Guide the client
through the report by assisting with page turning. You are literally "on their
side."

•

Use many personal stories and illustrations that highlight specific points.

•

Relate to the person throughout the presentation.
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•

Keep it real because "openness breeds openness." Share an insight that you
gained from your PRO D™ that, although initially hard to accept, became an
important factor in your leadership development.

•

Stay objective and unsentimental in your presentation. Remember that the
truth of the report must reach its target to have impact. Be willing to say what
needs to be said in a caring and considerate manner.

PRO D™ Report and Interpretive Notes
With these points in mind, we can now make our way through the report allowing
for notes and points along the way. An actual PROD™ report will be included with
notes to help in an interpretation.

Introduction
The PROD™ report introduction in figure Cl on the next page explains the
materials that will be presented and how each will be used including the report, map, and
Individual Developmental Plan.
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Introduction
PR<> [')._•, .... 1... ,pnh.·nf1 ., 1 is Jesign'-•d lo hdp you learn 1nor~ ::ahout yourself ::and th'-~ C'-"'llte:x"t in
'-\ h kh Y'--"ll -.vork. This incr~a~d understanding ·will help you rmd gr~ater tblfillment in
~, ,ur ~ar.: ...·r ~1nd l... o: ofgro:alcr scrvkc to those around you. In part. the PRO c,f PRO
J) ...·, ...·1t·,p111 ...·nt 1 •• 1 :,;t.:1nds forPc:·rs·on. Role.•, Organizatior.. Oursurveyenoolcs us to look at
th.: Per",n--"·h.-. y,·,u :ire: the n1uhiplc Ro!.?.., lhat )'('>ll play: and the type ofOrgani=ation
y,·,u ""•rk li .... r. C>ur g,;."tll is to converg'-"'· or combine. the infonnation you have provided
i111,, ~• lr.:1111 ...•,\ .-..-k llrn l highlights key aspc-:ts of your prol1lc. key rok.."'S th:il y ...... u can play.
and ~......., .... i 11 ...- dcvc i..-.pn,...~n t str.:llcgics tor you to consider.
1:.-,,111 th ...• p..:1"So11 ..1I survo:ys th.nt you con1pleted. we gained insights into tluee ...'\!ntral
f :', 1 "'ll r p l"ll Ji I,::

a s p~ 1..· 1 -. , ·,

y .. ,u r .\/i.,.,ion.\ l'\vhal inl~resls you - your rnotiv.:llions. values. and
ll'-".:lls)
Y'-"ll r <.-0,upo.'t..:1:ci..-.s ('\vh.:1t you·r~ good al - your abilities. aptiludes•
.:ind la 1..:-nls)
y,.... u r .\"tylc., ("·h0 you .:lrc- - your ~rsonality trnits. bc-ha'\.iors. and

"-"~Pr'-•ssi,)n >
< Jn"-' •.• r ..... u r gc•.:1ls in asking about your ,\.JL..,sions. Co111J.1f.'t<!11cies. and Sty!~.s is to help you
in ~1 n ,.-,hj~ ...-ti" '-" po:rsp~ctivc of yoursd t: G~tting a better understanding of yourself

:,.:~1

i,n ,,h...:-.,;. .-~, i..:-,, in,g y,.:•ur p.:1sl. and C1.."'nducting an honest and objective in,-enl""'r)' of who
:.-, , ,u :,.-..... D,, in!:! s1." cn ..1hl1.""s you lo gain pcrsp"'"'Clive on your past and current cxperic,i...·es.
and pr,-..vi...k•s .a l~ttcr urn..lcrstnnding orthc dyn ..:11nics bcl\.Ycen you and Y'-"'llr '--o-.vorkers.
Y,·,u vdll ah, ..-, dis...·ovl.!'r distinctions bel\vccn your perception ofyourselfand the ways you
...·xprc-.s y,·,urs ..... 11: This discL,'\'Cf)' ·will h~lp you recognize your strengths and ".'-.. akn~sses
and 1n.:1y pr..:p.ar.... )'l"'U lo resolve intcn1.:.1l conflicts and co1nn1unication prohl~ms.
It i-. h"-·n..: n . .-ia I r.., in h.•,gratc- the pcrs(")n.:,I insights you gain frotn t11is rcpon in to an a~tion
sl rat ...·.,;~ that ·wi II ...•n.:1blc- Y'-""ll to n..:hievc- growth within your 0rganiz.:1tion. To tl~1t ~nd. ,ve
l."11'.'t >lll":I!:!"-' yeott h' 1111..•'-•t ·with )'l."lllr k'-•y ~u.ivi~No SO that they C,111 '\Vork ~llcctiVC)V With "''-•LI
t,, help Y'-"ll 1n.:1k\!' the right decisions. mid dcv~Jop ..1pprop1iat~ courses of.:-icti'-•1i. y._-.111:
r..:p,_)rt is cc..,nl1dcntial. but '\Yith your sign-off and ..1pprovru. others c.311 rc,ie,v ii and
l.'•"'ll 11i bu i...• II...., y0ur ~n:l\vth. By sha1ing the intonn,llion in your repon ·with n,m~agcrs.
p1..· ...·rs. and ,-.th~r ;,1dvis ..... rs. you '\viii ~nhancc y0ur interactions and improve y ...-.ur ov\!'rall
~n"'·"·1i -.. ...·n ...·ss within y1.-.ur organiz.:ttion. You will abo enable your advisers to h.:1v-.!'
int~ ,nn~11i,-.11 1h~1t "'ill help thc111 v,·..-.rk 111orc cn~ctiv~ly-.vith you.

Figure CI. Introduction from actual PRO D™ report.

Report Overview

Figure C2 on the next page provides an overview of the information in the report
including five broad categories and what to expect in each category: (1) career value
areas, (2) the individualized PROD™ map, (3) a composite profile, (4) person, role,
organization, and (5) mentor/protege insights. Stress the infonnation in the final
paragraph in figure C2 to help set the stage for development of an action plan.
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When )'l.)U completed your PRO Dcvelopmentrn Survey you answered more Umn 600
qth. ~ah.. .ns. Th~s~ questions encouraged you to reflect on your career, accomplishments~
in t~rt'Sls. n~~ds. motivators. abilities. personal qualities~ expectations. roles. and tl1e
._,rg~mizatk,n for whkh you work. This report brings to~,etherthe results of that sun.rey.
pro\· iding a strp-by-slep review that enables you lo study the details and place them
1

\\ ith in an l,\.t rall cont~xt.
1

Y•.,ur rep,:--rt is di\ ided into the following broad categories:
•

r ilrcer Value Areas
Explanation of PRO Developmenln1's career classifications.

• Your PRO DeYelopmrnt' ~., Map
A visual rrpr~senlation of your results, showing the relationship hetween tl1e difrerenl
asp~cls i:1 f your l\ p01t and r~sulls.
1

•

Corn 1>o~ite Profile
Your surrey r~sults. including your Missions. Competencit?j, and StyleJ outcomes.

•

Person~ Role~ Organization
Pt'rsp~i..'li \ r~ that t\1mpar~ you. your roles. and your organizati00al culture.

• "cntoriProt~g~ ln~ights
Kl'Y~ l\) ~11cccsslill m~ntr,ring and superior/subordinate relationships.

This report prtwides yru with~, context and foundation for sohfog problems, discussing
'-' 1_)rk and family-r~la t~d issu~s. nnd for building career developmenl strategies. Use the
\:lh:·11...,Si..\:I in liirnrn 1iL1n. :1k)ng uilh y0ur own analysis 0f it. to identil)' and apprc'ti:1ch key
ad\ i~(,rs ·\, h1.• might bt' at,J~ h) h~I r you l'l~L1ch your care~r deve ft,pment gL\lls.
Figure C2. Report overview

•

I
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Career Value Areas Overview
Review with the participant the nine CV A "blocks" that the PRO D™ tool uses in
figure C3. Also, explain the code system and what the codes tell and don't tell the
participant about their profile. Paint a picture of the type of person represented in each of
the blocks. Broader definitions of the CV As are on the next page.
This is also a good time to explain the limitations oflanguage when it comes to
reading and understanding the report. Consultants must not allow a single word, phrase or
section of the report that may seem inaccurate or cloudy stop clients from understanding
the picture that the overall report presents. Certain words or phrases will resonate initially
and some will not.
On the other hand, interpreters must trust the instrument to deliver an accurate
assessment and not depend on the clients' emotional acceptance for confidence in
delivery. In the early days of delivery, consultants may experience moments of doubt.
Learn to put your weight down on the reliability of the instrument, while listening
carefully to your clients' ongoing feedback.

l'RO [),.•, d,·,pm.:111 '·.· ,,11;anizcs car.:cr. int,, ni1~ bro~i c.:ileg,,ries. or C11r,·,·r la/111:
·Ir,·,:,. L1d1 <·ar. '< .,. I '.r!u,· Ar,·o1 •·ll~r:- tlifl.:r,:nt IHl\~S ,1f challt·n~'\.'S anJ urf.X1l1unilit"-> .
.,n.l r,: lh·,·" .!111'·1~111 knhb ,,t r.:-r:;..,n;d ;mtl <'•r.i;;tnizati011:1l \'alu ...-s. Tl~ nin,: Car,'t.'r l'i1l11,·
. ,,.,.,/\ aro..· 1...1...·d 1,,.,1,,,, n. . n . ·;1th
.
1h.: nam,~ ,,f,:;1d1 art•a i!'> a briefphra~ 1ha1 iJcntili~ th!
h·~ ..-, •Ill!"' ·n...·nt. ••r ..,,·h;11 m:1110..·r:-:· in th;it :irl.';i. Broa,l.:r d~finitit'IIS ,,fth~ Ccm,T l'alut'
.t,·,·,:i arr,·ar ••11 th~ 11o..·,1 pa.,:.:-.

s .. 0~1aJ

lb.:,,r.:tkal

Str:llO:l?ii:'

c h,n~,·

Di.,...-.,w1:·

Dc..-.:i!-i~ns
"m,11:,1glr:g pl11w. •

(,

llum:111
lk\d•··pm...·nt

En1r,·rr.:n.:urial
c 'h:ill,·ngt•

Pr,>Ju,:tit~n
Ellki.:n.:_y
"11:aim.zi11i1.1:, on/er"

<)

\l1blic

,.,tnrJI

\l,,ti\ ali1)llal

l r,•;11r. 11\

f,p)'rt'\'ialh'll

Elle~)'

Figure C3. Nine categories or CV As
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1. Socletal Change

'r\m c~m! about things that affect society. Because of your
conc1:ms. vou want to involve \'Oun.elf in issues. make
statement~. .:ind communicate )'OUr ideas to effect changes and
in llu1:nre opinions h.,wal\.i the common gol,,l

2. Theoreucal Dlscoverv

Y'-"'U want to seek out underl}ing reasons tor why things happen.
In order to answer tricky technical and perplexing qucstfons. you
need to investigate and find explanaticins li."'r complex pr'-,bkms.
You prove your theL,ties and others benefit.

3. Sbategtc Decisions

You want to make important decisions. Your capacity to see the
hig picture and to develop lo,gicnl and eflective .strntegies
positions you to manage and advise professional cnterpris~.
Etlcctive pl~mning helps you solve probkms. '

4. Human Development

You are a caring person who wants to help p!Ople to help
thcmseJ\·~. Be\'."nuse of your compassion and scrviceorientation. you respond to the developmental neuis of the
people around you - be it to comfon. c0tmsel. '-..,r teach.

5. E11trepreneur1a1 Challenge

You are motivated to go on adventures .:md explore new
territories. Your desire for excitement and competitk,n will
involve you in entrt>prencurial and challenging circumstances s-.:•
you can overcome obstacles and enjoy the rew.:irds ofvict01}.

6. Producuon Elllclencv

You are action-oriented and motivated to t;et thin~,s done. Your
hands-on .:ind practical .:ipproaches get you in\·olwd in
pn:-.Jucti\'e acthrities where hard work and detemliru1ti0n pay
oIT. You are the classic ..doer.. and you can l~ counted on.

1. ArtlsUc creadVltv

You have the desire to be cre.:1liw. Your in~ight and ~mi~tk
nature enable you to St.'C new ways to Jo things and kad "·'
innovative designs. products. and works of a11.

8. Nat11ral A11preclat1on

You are a keen observer of lit~ who want~ to hdp cn~urc that

the natural order is respected and m.:tintained. This leaLls Y('ll t..:~
be imolv'---d in ~ace-k'-~ping efforts. guarding our natur.:11
res'-1urc'-~s. and representing pl.:ice::; that ne~d to l"\! prNc ...·ti:d.

9.r11ouvat1011a1111ergv

Y011 have tremendous enthusiasm anli a lllL..,th.1ti0n lL.., share, 1)ur

cxcitement with f1U1cr~. \\l1cthcr it's on ~l sta,g.'-~- in a ro("'lll. o.r in
.1 C"(\J1Versati0n. you get people to enjoy th~ moment.

Figure C4. Broader definitions of the CV As

The PRO D™ Profile Map
Figure C5 on the next page depicts the PRO D™ Profile Map with keys to the
map. This map should be shown, but not handed to, the client, early in the interpretation
session. For ease of understanding, the results depicted here should be shared over the
course of the presentation. The map should be given to the client at the end of the session
as a summary of the PRO D™ assessment.
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lndud~'\:I within this r~port is your unique PRO Development1\1 Profile ~lap. Keys to the
map an: g.i, en b~low. Keep the map open beside you as you read through your report: it
will help you 51.?e the rdationship between the different components of your report.

Missions Areas
Your top 3 cc1reer v,1lu1;?S thitl
relate to your motivators, ,·alues1
and goals.

Competencies Areas
Your top 3 career values that relate
to your abilities, aptilud~. skills,
cllld tdlents.

Styles Areas
Your top 3 rareer values that relatf' to
your pe~nality traits, heha\'iors.
and e.\J'n?sc;ions.

Convergence Case
Your top 3 rnrne.r values thiit r(')la~ to
your combin()d missions. competencies,
and styles.

Leadershio Anchors
Your top 3 keys to your l~..?Jdt-rship
effucliveness.

Cultural Preferences
Thl"' top 3 rnlturdl st~ ll1.s rnu'll
most t"\njoy working in.

Educational Keys

Model Roles
Tlw top J model rnlt:>s thclt yl'•u
\Ml rh''tturc'lll~· play. are t~ood ,1t..
:m\.l llMl H•u'II highly Pll~'Y·

Tlw top 3 job funttions that relate
to your top fOlllJ'PWrl{ies.

Tht> top 3 asperts that you ma~
1-ieed to work on in order to
Fu rtJwr vour pffeftivPnPSs d t
\\'Otk.

Figure C5. PRO D™ Profile Map
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Composite Profile
Before beginning this section, you should be prepared to share the client's 9-digit
code string. The number should be explained in tenns of high, medium and low triads.
This code can be easily found in this form at the bottom of page eleven (first graphical
analysis page).
It is also helpful once the code is revealed to review the formal definitions of the
person's CV As found in figure C4. You will get a sense about whether a person is
"getting it" by watching body language and listening to their responses.
As you examine this infonnation together, make certain the person is engaged and
under-standing the meaning of what is presented. One idea is to allow them time to read
and then underline those things that stand out to them. Make sure that they fully
understand the tenns being used and how it relates to their understanding of themselves.

Your to three missions
.\s ~1 r..:-sult ._., r y,.,ur surH'Y· PRO Devdopm~ntn 1 identi fled tl1e lop three Care.tr Vah1t'
that appl~ lo y,::iur Mi_fisions. Recall that your Missions are what interests and
in~riri.?~ Y'-"'ll -- )'t.)ltr motivators. values..:md b'\)als.

..tJ"L'tl\

Crt>,1hv1ty
rn,..:hn'hon Effifiency
(-l) Huulim DPwlopment
(7'·,

,-\1 h~bt

(h.1

Y1.m .rn... nwti,·.1lL"d to help propll", ~1kc specific action, and crmte something uniqut".
hdting mii;sions ,1t work will inn1lve b:arhing and advising othrrs, finishing big
prnjf·d~. a1nd dr·signing new produdc;. You might l'?\" conflicted at timl"S hr-h,·f•en
~imull,llll''\'Usl~· w,rnling to dC'moni;;tr,1tt' th,1t you f,lft> for pt:'Opli?, ~quid~ Tl"Sulli;; ...rnd
tl~,w~ l'll m,1"ing sonwthing lruly (''.\.lr,1ordinary. Kel"ping moliv.ited \\ ill inn,h(' finding
n. •..,._,Julitm t0 IIWSt"' lPnsions so ~·our N1Ngy is positiv~ly din""ClPd tow,trd ,ll.li\'ilit"'S tl1t1t
m.1th:•r h), ,... u. nm-. kC'~' for you might bl.... lo think like a joh specialist ,md nt..,1tin"
l'd th-.1til~IMl !iJWd,11ist. Us,.. your c,.U\" ~md commitment to pt.,ople along with yr•ur
a,•,1lh it\· ,rnd lfic;riplinc to t.. nsm\> that nN,· ,md tangible progmms an-- implc-nwntl.~i.

Figure C6. Missions
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Your to three com etencies
I. ist~d nexl ~m~ tl1e t0p three Career Value Areas tl1at relate to your Co111pete1.1cies. Your
~('lllf~lendes :m~ what you 're good at-your abilities. aptitudes~ skills! and talents.

(-1)

Humiln DP\'t'lopment

(6) Produdion Efficiency
(7) ArtiSlll' CrPativit)'

\our prim,uy compelendes are inlerp1.")rsoml relations, praclil~1I thinking, and creative
thin~ing. As such, you will be dr,1wn lo trams in ~'our organization that concentrate on
Human Ri'i;oun.-r's, Lozistirs, ,md Dcn~lopmt''nl You will likely pride yourself on your
,1bilih to intt~r,Kl wcall with people, get things donr. and c~ate new products and
sc·n·in':'>.

Figure C7. Competencies

Your to
Bd1.,,.,· ~u-...· th(' lt..,p ~m..~ C,:reer Val:te Areas that relate to your S(r/eJ. \\l1en we use th~
I~rm S1yk•J. \\ e ;u~ rdl'rring to who you are and what your dominanl char3cterislics ar~ }••ur p~rjt•nal i 1y 11~1i Is. hd1a\ iors. :md expres.sions.

(hi

Produdwn Cffi.:i1.'al~

( J) S,t,.:wl.ll Clt.Ul)~"
(..;) f-lum.u1 0(·v~lopmf•nt

) our dumin,rnt tr,1its \\ ill raus.f• ~·ou toll\" a P'-"rson who works actiwl~· Jnd diligt'ntl~· to
,;,oh t' lt1dir,1l .mJ sodl't,tl rh,,lll'llg('s. \'ou aw ,1 pt'rson of strong opinionc; ,md
dt.'iL'rmint'd ,tdionc; and will use your stn,ngth of ron\'iclion ,md o\'erall l°om\'rn for
11t·t.,plt• to implt'nwnt pmgr,1ms th,11 m,1lr ,1 dilf('wnrr. :\.c; stKh. ~·our style will work
\n•ll in hum,m \H'lt,m' .mt.I c;r·1."L1rity/,tgt"nry typr rulturl'S. HC\WfAW. ~ou pc•rst1n.dly will
l'\' nmil ifk•d ,it timpc; h1.•h, t't'n lx'int~ f-om•tul J nd showing n,mpa~ion. It is likt'l\' tl'ktt
~in1.·t, ~, ... 11 hc·ld i;tff1n~~. opinions. mu mir,ht dt>\'elop rult'S th.it ~-t)ll inhr-n,ntly foll('\\.
l hHH'\ t'r pt'\1pJ\• mi!~ht Jl('ll n'l,llt"' or undl,ri;t.md \'Our ruk•i; ,tnd mit~ht i1t' confu~ti hr
\ \,ur nu h, ,trd h,ui•h11t's~ .mt.i inw,m.i l..indll<"c:.c:.. h•i1rn tl1 sh;m• n1ur undl"rh in\~ n-..1..,ons
ft,r \ l~ur l pllltt)nc; ~,, lh,11 \ l'll don't rnmt• oft ,1c; inc;f•nsitiw and ~1n'rl~ jud~111t'1~lJl ,1111.t
Im i,.tr.\lc t hl' \ t'n p\ \lpk \ 1.'U ,11\' lr\'ing lo hl'lp.
1

1

Figure C8. Styles
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Convergence Case
Convergence is the sweet spot-the true picture of self-that we are after for the
ose of understandino and discussion.
011(''-' \\\! ha,~ i d('ntili~d lhe tlm.~ Jimc1tsiL"ns of your profile - vour ,:\fissions.

C11.•1:pet ..·uc:i..·.,. and S~r/t.'." - ~md your key qualities within each. our svstcm identifi~ the
1..h..\grec (" r ...·,,11 ,~r~...·111...·~ mn1..,n~ 1h...-sc diffcr~nt asp...-cts of your profile." This enr1bles yciu 10
.J ..·1..:-nnin ..• th,..• C1:r..·er r.:!ue A.•'C<B lh:it arc domin:int tbr you.
The pro~\!ss i~ illus1rn1cd in the di~g.rmn bdciw. The triangle that is fonncd at the point
\\ Ik' re Ih .... Ih .-..~ :-.hapes in tNs ...,·t rc-pr..~s~nts your Com•erge11ce Case - those aspects of
) ,·,ur .. ,\!r~111 pr1..,fih.• th!1l arc shared by your .\ff5s/on.\. Cn111pett!1:cies.• ~nd Styles.

Figure C9. Convergence of missions, competencies, and styles

Your convergence case: missions, competencies, and styles. Figure CIO on the next
page is the first of two charts that represents the relationship between our missions,
competencies and styles. It graphically represents the client's 9-digit code string.
Consultants gain credibility by demonstrating proficiency in interpreting these graphs.
Consultants should explain and dialogue with clients about the meaning of gaps among
the three dimensions.
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Th~se charts show how your Mis.,irJfls (!VI)~ Competencies (C). and Styles (S l compare on
th~ nin~ Cart:t?r Value Areas. They are rated on a scale of High (H). \·tedium (\'I). and
L(•W (L ). Your C01.~,'ergence Case is given below the charts.

(1:1 Societal Change

t. . . . _
..

H

M

·-

-

L

., .. ;.

(3) Strat~gic 0:-cisk,ns

(2) Thec-rt?tkal Discovery

H

...

-.-.
M

c

,,,

s

1:4) Human CRvelopm,s.nt

r,,

c s

('3) Productk·n Efficiency
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..

•
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..
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(8) Natural Appreciation
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s
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Figure CI 0. Your convergence case: missions, competencies, styles
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Your to career value areas
PRO D~v~k'pm~nl r·., u~s th~ proces.s of convergence to detcnnine the top tlm~e Care~r
Valtt(' Ar('as that .:u-~ most suikxi to your Conve,ge1:ce Case:

Production Effid1.mcy
(-l) 1-hmhm L><'velt~pment
(7) Artistk Cr('Lttivity
(b)

Figure C 11. Top career value areas

Your core theme
It may be helpful to relate the individual's core theme to the concept of a personal
mission statement. The creation of mission statements has been a popular activity for
business professionals for over ten years, and it remains a sound idea. This section should
aid the individual in this endeavor.
The combination ofyour three Career Vi1tue Areas (Producfio1.· E.lliciell(\'. H:mw,.·
Devefopmem. and ArtL"tic Creativit_n points to the following Core n·eme.

"H(\lpinr, Pr·ople Take' Crt',1tive Actions to Improvt" ThPir Li\'es"
\"cm will 1'11,ioy work tlldt dllows you to use .11011r nnl tilrt.. instim:ts /cJ solr1t~
S/'t..dfic pml,J,•ms tlmt ,,,?0111,.. ,rre .fi1ci,d with i11 11,,.. ;,. /i,·i~s 1md work.

L,..:eok fi.'lr ways to invt11\\. . yourself in your Core Tiu:n.-e ns much as possible. You may
wish to talk with advisors al work about ways lo locus on your Core neme. If your
l"'pportunities to pl~1y to your Core Tl:eme are limited in your current ff•l~s at work. seek
t'll t ~xtr3cunicu lar activities and mies i:it home that will give }\)U orportunities to bui Id r•n
th~ ..;.tr~ngths indic~1ted hy )\'Llf Core Tl:rme.
Figure C 12. Core theme
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Your leadership anchors
It is all too easy for individuals to focus attention on their weaknesses and
shortcomings. As we all know, this kind of thinking proves unproductive. Leadership
anchors, on the other hand, invite us to build on our strengths by identifying those
qualities available to us today.
It might be helpful, however, to describe how we tend to enter into projects and
businesses unwilling to admit our weaknesses to others with whom we work. This betrays
our need to work collaboratively with those who can compliment our weak areas. Out of
pride or a sense of independence, we tend to avoid engaging others constructively in this
area.
As a result, we often spend our best energy compensating for our weaknesses,
sapping precious energy that could be used to maximize our strengths. This misuse of
energy can lead to enterprise failure and discouragement as we fail to realize our personal
and career goals.

Effrdh ~ h.~~1ders play to their strengths. PRO Developmenrr:i11ws identified the str~ngths.
1~1m~d Llndwrs. which will help make you amore effective leader. As you move forward
in )\"ttr (ar~rr. you will incn~~e your effectiveness by finding roles U1at allow you to uSc
all thr~c of your strengths simultaneously. Following are your leacie11hip Ancl'm:r
Makes Hands=on Drdsions
Develops illld Supports Otll{1rs
Initi,,tes .rnd Implements Olang{'

Figure C 13. Leadership anchors
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The discussion of roles may be the most important of all practical considerations.
By focusing on role rather than title and position, we release ourselves from
organizational dead-end thinking. We start to view ourselves as empowered rather than
entitled. We can redefine our daily corporate or family activities and goals around our
optimal roles. Clients should be encouraged to think this way by brainstorming the
imp I ications of the mind change.

Roles as meta hors
Thinking in t~nns oP'roles.. can be productive~ because roles are metaph('•fS for aspects
l''lf your Ii fo .:md work thnt can yield new perspectives. Knowing tl1e kinds of roles that
you ~lr~ inlt'r~sted in (those that relate to your Missions). U1e kinds of roles tl1at you are
g(,od al (those rel.:.ting to your Competencies), and the kinds of roles that fit with your
pers1_)n~1 Ii ty ithose ri.:>I ating lo your S~r/e.~). are perspectives that both mak~ your current
,n)rk ma. :ire Jll(\aninglld and allow you to mana~e your 0\\11 care~r developm~nt more
erfo~·tivdy. PRO Devclopmenrr\, identified the sets of mies that r~lale to your Miss1ims.
Con:pt!Tt.'JIC'it!.\. and S(\'lt~"'-

- Co.wh
- l°t.,,Kht~I'
- Rt•ston-..r

Your Competencies Roles:

Your Stvles Roles:

- Coach
-Teach~r
- Restorer

- Prott:'dor
- R<'prescn~1ti,·e

- Liatc;on

Figure C14. Roles as metaphors

Your model roles
lfas,.:-d •Jll )'l'llr Cu1.Te.,-ge.r1ce Case. PRO Dewlopment 1\1 idt'ntified tl1e kinds of roles you
ar~ nwst lik\."ly lo i:1~joy .:1nd ~rfonn well. This is the set of roles that results from lhc
1..'1)1l\'~rg~n...·~ of th~ .:ihc,ve three sets. Within the context ofyflur Nganiz.:llil1n. understand
th~ n~~d to bahmi..-e th~ roles )'l'll lik~. the r.1les
. you .:ire gt1 0J at. .:md the rc,Ics y0ur
•"rg.:mi z.1til_,n n~~ds Yl'll 10 play.

Co~Kh
rl-..,ll"ht•r
Rt~lorf•r

Figure C 15. Most likely roles

;
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Your job functions
While the PROD™ report does not suggest job titles or specific fields of work, it
does make recommendations for job functions. Describing activities a person is gifted in
performing further specifies these functions.
Clients can be encouraged to consider which activities describe their current job
functions and which are absent. Can you bring these functions into your current roles in
order to be more effective and fulfilled?
Ev~1:..· fl'lle involves a variety of llmctions. PRO Developmentn1 identified U1ejob
fu11i..·ti .,ns
. listed below as the ones in which you are most likely to excet Look for ways to
inc1)1T1a,:-irate tl1es(' fimctions into various aspects of your lifo:

Teaching
Producing
Cr~ating
Y(,u'll b~ f!L1od at functions tl1at incorporate Teaching (Counseling~ Supporting.
c._,~1d1ing). Pr0ducing (Organizing? Fixing. Processing)~ and Creating ([)(',,eloping.
Di:signing. Jmenting). While there are 111.:1ny0ther fimctions that you .:u-e likely good
at. these ar~ on~s you arc especially gilled in.

Figure C 16. Most likely job functions

Your key traits and caution areas
As with leadership anchors, key traits allow us to obtain a focus on the positive
qualities that describe our strengths today. Caution areas are considered best in
association with key traits. For instance, in the figures on the next page, the individual
who is "accomplishment oriented" is also more "likely frustrated when not seeing
results."
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YL)Ur pcr50nality creates certain stJles and beha\.foral tendencies. The Key Traits lis1ed
bdow arc yc:,ur strengths. Leam lo play t0 your .strengtl1s in order lo increase your
eff~ctiwness at work.
KevTrctiL~
•\cn,mpl ishnwnt~oric>n ll"'d

Kev Trdit Descriptions
You a~ a pr-clclical-minded person who wants to
~

lclng1blf' ill'Complishment from your efforts.

Hiu1ds-01, ;lr'ld no-nonsense in your aprroach
Ch.1ni-... -orir•ntPd

will have \'OU he res1,01-.sible and effe(live.
You like- to instigate change. You hold fairly
strong opinions and will seek to influence how
pel'1ple ~e things. likely through your writings

c1nd words.
You ,ln? rompassionate and kind-naturP.d. You
will ~ Ute good in people and seek to help them

Kind· hL',Hll,d

when they ,lre in trouble. Your empathy helps

you see others' side of issues and their nel?ds.

Figure Cl 7. Key traits

Y•-'llr G.~111f01.· Area.'\ a,~ p0tential ,wi1kn~sses. Your survey indicates that the tendencies
1ist('d befo,.v are area5 that y0t1 may ne~d lo work on in order t0 increase your
~tTrctiveness.
Caution Ar~c1s
LikL·I~· fruslra1lt.. d when not Sl'Ping n'sults

Could h1.' highly judgmenh1l
Tl'lld to tilkL"' thing~ PL"'f5\m,11ly

Caution Area Desrrii,lion~
You work dihge,ntJy to get thint~s done on your
own, but (Ould h1.:- frustrah!d when workine
with othl"r.s if things tclke \t)O long. Bt>(areful
of showinR vour frustrations inappropriat'1h·.
B~l',lu.'*' you hl)ld strong opirm.,n..~. you will
tend lo judge people. Be rareful of how U\i.c;
will b-.:- p«.:-1\'.tti\'ed and afll?Ct others.
Bt=>cau~ you, arP. ahout people and \\'i:lrlt to
hc1,·~ Uu),m lile you. you m,1y bP offended 1'y
..:ritifi~n\ f'SJ''liXic1lly when 1t re-Lites to how you
cln? lrf'iltin,J~ 0U1er.s.

Figure V 18. Caution areas

Your education keys
Education keys are areas of concentration that address and enhance our leadership
anchors. Each of these represents proactive steps that individuals can take to educate and
train themselves both fonnally and infonnally.
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Y0ur Educ,/tion Kerlii ar~ keys to Jilrthering your effectiveness at work baSed on your
Strle.\ Career Val:1e Areas. You mav "ish lo take relev:mt educational courses or work
cm th('~ ar~as with your advis~rs. Suggestions for follmving up on the Education Keys
lbt~tl ht~Iow app~ar on th~ next p:ige.
•

J

Education Kc,~
Lc.idership Den"'lopm~nt
Ne,wtia tionr;
Coachin~ and ~k·ntorin~

Figure C 19. Education keys

Education keys: suggestions. The suggestion presented under each education key is
meant to provoke practical and inspirational thinking as one plans a course of action. It
should be noted that these suggestions are only a beginning. Clients will be responsible to
seek out additional means of personal development.
This is a good time to remind clients again of the importance of the follow-up
Individual Developmental Plan. Being proactive makes the difference in whether the
PROD™ assessment leads to pennanent change. A dose of motivation delivered by
skilled consultants can pay off for your clients.
1,, hdr) ,,u 1'1111,fon} ,,ur ,1r,·n~1bs and 1,,,,\l!r.:,'11~ Y~'UT\\...-.ikn~,;..«s. PRO
hK'Ullfio!J <,)fl~ p,:,1,•n1ial .:uu,·a1Fi1 ,:1\\'111~~ r,,r ~-,,u "' ...,rk'I".:. II ii
m1r,,rta111 that ),'11 '>har.: tins ml.-.nnall,•n \\ lib 1...-} JJ, 1s..•rs m y,,ur ,~r~amzati1,n

ll\'h'l•'!'ll'll.'111 ·.,

L·.,,t.,rJi:r n·,·,·k•r1n.-r.1

,,.,, m.i, n.•I t,,, us1r1& ~,'Ut r-•!,IJOloll ~h 1,•oli 1l'Ur t,.-.1.is....•1 t>• L·~J,·ll~·r!o. Th,'I\' t<-nc
u,m-..,...,l .!t•hmt1011 ,,1 ..·ti.U ts l.\lJ..," llut. lhr:11. :,t L'il' ~·o1,I.'~ 1·,m luw ln-,""'· n .... r,xid
,in,, h,,,1.,u.tlallt,<'f lllll)in~,. n>'i'"'I f,,, ,,1!wr. ,.N.,n ,m,1111"d!i:la~ 11., 1.1!.e,h.iq,'I'. Tot•
ulh.·r l.t·, <Ju.ihh ••itSllwt th,•, lll'l\',.,nt1,11ui>Jto\\ith lh;•m."'I"-,. \\lwlJ4' \Nllll-eJ tuJ.:ito
,k·w~•p n•ur h•,>t.ll•l'Jur .JJ:k' &.,mg tr.i,• Iv 1·,,u""'ll t'.H1t1r t,;~
ln,ietM.1nJ "'ro I ou
,m· .tn,1 pLI\' ID \"i.'tlf stn•nglh,. ,\11,I. Jrwwr th,· olh,., I h.ir~, tmiolk • aoo,r.

"l(l!

~
nwn. ,1r,• 1"•" ,, ul llltll"\ "'h'fl hlU ~"'" \\ 1111 htU \\ dlll 1H,',l!.."fl.lMf .l!ld &-""" t,.,r lh.·
ory,.im.t.stJOn. l-ul ~-uu <.tn'l11111•1Jiu• 1h;• l'-',,,i., wl"'"'unl. ,cu mi1:h1 tmd Chai i·w
,lu\\1111>1• .,,1..,h. "'V,l"I tn1:n· di th,, 1.... 1. of'"""' d11>I i;,,·,, ur. nti,;fru~ro1bon .. ,:1o.1.,11•a.,..
\ our m,11,11,,. 1,-.1\'f \'<'lit f•rl'J111 l1nt\ ,Ultf h,.trl !11,• l\l!jll\U..!l&!tt. 'N r...W It' t,.,,f ur \i>III
nt.'Cot1<1h<'fl \l..tR" Rlt~hl fh•m !hi• ,1.,rt. H>u :1o,oJ Ir t.:·u>m 1:1,,'\i 1,1t1 .tn• r.i;ht lhl'n.
n.·r.••lldtmr,m,·,1hv,fni.hng,t>11m1mg1t•ulltl. .J,.mngniur
Jntl ~'!;t<.f.1'11fl1&
,,·.•pl.• IP J1:n,• ,, ,th n•ur ,1,\11111p1K>1i. ,1nJ tli.•n nul.niy, ,1,u,11.•1 1;.,r ,1 p,·~.,, h• ,.,.~. 1,..,. th.in
"" 1 ht·~ ",II ,IP thb ii tli.•\ ,,n•
.uiJ ,..,. d <.>lu1111n '" m u..·u l'l't mlfrN G,lOJ
11,1:,,u.1!411'!, dbo<l ll'.ttn 1(1 ortmt11.1' lh.•11 l''"''"~1,11,,,1;th~ .nJ ,fro)\\ on l!tl'lll ,111uJst l,,.
n1:,•UJltnf, mu1111·11t,,. *ldlm1: o,.•nu'!>nr \\:lh l.::1tln.'S\· ,., "lho• ,d,'111,
o1w h,·,,
1:t, ?inllju•"'· ·\,I.
"1111 dh' \lntl.!r I\• 1,111 JnJ .tn· 1:0,tJ ·~·1:•,t.ih,,..," hll 'ot"llll' "' tl11·1i

™'~

l"""""f ,,....,

'""".""',J

tri,l.....,r,•

!,,.,..·

,,~·rl·

C".M)lu:w ,m\-1 \f,11h•rutt
( \v,hm!~ In\ ,•I,,, ,1 , N11nutm,,,1t ,md ""'~~111n1:, "'"'~1tmt,dltt•r,. l ~nm hma--- rR"YlllU\"\.
, <•.!, l'l,tl~ '"" "" lru\11.tlnl);. ·\1111. h.,.,c..,· 1,,•1'k•o1n•,lilf,•m1I fr,,m ,uu. ll>t.·1 lltll li•.in1. d,t.
.mo.I ,__.....1,,1,,I h.' ,1tu.•h,te1,,hrt1·1t·nth th,m ,uu 1(, l\·.t ~~'''" ,,,,, h. ,,,u 100~ hr,..! 1,·t 1..,
L.n,,,\ \1fwm ,tin.1,m·,(\hl1ult.- :-1".1, ,.•u,,rl ~ ..,n. . n'lu ,n~i;.ht--.tl'h.! t'\f'Ma,.t)lt'UIA \,o~ th.rt
wdJ lru.h l111 !a~1 f\t \ l,•nhunrr. J., n,,t t.·Hmr. ,,nlt'..1C11· In•,,· h• Jo ""''°'·tlun;~ II 1, m ..w hl.i.t>
.Ji,11r.1t: ,m..t 1111111,Jlmit t\•h"tlm11,· \\h.t! ti• I~'"''" ..-,111,. m ..11\Jhl k: th,ot11f•J l.•1,·J"'"
to nN·ntnr

('\1n°I d,,unK•

1r, l\'h•.U ltli'tl\ ,1h-.... \ ~'ll

Figure C20. Education key suggestions
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Your cultural preferences
Every organization has an associated culture. Though unwritten, this culture has
an enonnous influence on workers and their "fit" in an organization.
h-..'I) Ng:mizatk'll has its \)\\TI kinJ C\f culture. or way of working ,,ith its f111pk1y-..~s.
B.1~d 1..\n y1..'llr sun ey resp1..'ll~"S.. PRO D!,dL,pn~nt'\' iMntitiell the following types of
,,r~:mi1:1ti1..)nal 1.:'ttltur~!'- ;1~ thc-sc! 11"11..1!-t lik~ly to suit Y'-"'llr mis:.ims anJ \"Jlues. J)iH"•renc-.."'S
1,-..·1w~1.·n y1..•11r rnllurJI prl.'l~rl!n~s :mJ the culture of }\.1urcturent L"l'_ganizatiC'lt c:u1 be a
:,;,,,m~ \--.r ti·ktion. hut Gtn alsC1 Ile an opportunity for you to 1..)Jl~rdiv~rsiry to y1..,ur
._,r!,!,llli /al i1..•n.

Cn•,1lh ,•/ E,1"1(.•rinwnt,tl

1-Lmds-On/SlnJdun.~i

Educ.ttion,11/St•rvk<'·
Orit... nl,..d

Figure C2 l. Cultures most likely compatible

Person, Role, Organization
The following descriptions and graphical analysis of the convergence of person,
role, and organization may be the crowning achievement of the PROD™ assessment. It
allows clients to put the pieces together for their careers and current roles.
By understanding the "gaps" between personal desire and current role, for
instance, one can identify areas of opportunity as well as areas of frustration. Likewise,
understanding and admitting the underlying values and missions of ones organization (or
lack thereof) can lend insight into current feelings toward work as well as practical
solutions. Clients might also understand sources of their concerns and ambitions (or lack
thereof) in their current roles.
R~l':tll lhat lh~ PRO 1.)t"PRO D1:wlt•pmenf 11 !-land) f1.,r Pmun. Ro!t:. Orgw:i:dtion. lkre
1.; an 1 wn i~w l'I tht•!t~ r~ulls. F1.'r a ,isual r~prl>senl:ilil)tl. ~l' lhe charls tlrnt follow.
1

Pt.>rsun Prr.,perfo·e
(hi l'wdurtion Ethdt n1,
(·:ll I lum,m lll'\'d<lpnwnt
(7) .\rti,tk Cn,,llirih
1

.\(; ,, ,15 !lt)lt'd t\n, our PRO l!,A1'lopm,•nl m.1p ,md in ,·,,m firi;I C1,mw~~l'nft' C1St'.
\ '"Ur thn"' d,,min,ml f.11\"t.'r ,.11111-s an•-1.6.7. 1his m,'.m'- that n,u will I\• hit:hk
r,,mmilt,•11 ltl wmp.mit'S th,11,m• p1.\,pl1•·tlri1•nl1'1i. l'lfiri1.•nt. ,m1I inno,.iliw. Yl"•U
,, 111 h ,llll h-. t-.., .1ppn•t:i.1kd ,1t Wt'rk h,r 1,•inr, ,111t'rs,,n ,, h,, is,, truh "·•rini~ Jlt'rson.
f,ds thin~~s tlmw. ,mil is,, n-.,1 inn,,,,1tN. R1·~-s th.ii giw ,,,u lh1•.iMih to imp,t.-1
Jlt't •pl,•'c..
lh(' rh,tnt't' Ii• 1,, I\'\' ,mlt•tl l11r h,mf ,, nr~. ,mJ lh,• 11pp1)rl11nih· 1t,
1\ml11111,1ll, In uul 1w,\ itil\ls "ill ht• ,,njm .thll' 1'11\''i.

Ii,,~.,.

Figure C22. Person perspective

...
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Role Pe~pl>cli\·e
(bl Produrtion Eifidt1 nc~·

(:,I Fntn•prt m•uriJICh.1lk•ngt
(~I Ih,\,n•lir,d Dis(l'H'r~·
1

1

Fr,,m rt1ur ~rsprdiw. ~·our currrnt ro~s inrnlw high degwes of stud~ ing dltlils.
,,, Nrnming l)bst.idrs, .md working rffidt•ntl~·· T11,, tllmbin.Itit1n of ~b dS I~· thrrl'
nwst imlwLmt Jumin,m:~s in your position sign.tis that you 11t"l\i to NIJru-e tin~
..,,11.·nt l,,ing an t,\fX'rl J11i1I~ st. a strong h1dt•r, .mJ a stri!df producer. Krt pin1~
nw1h·.1tr·d .,t worl will m,•an finding wa~ s to pl,1~· 10 ~·our strengths and Jd,tpl ~-(lur
r,h I,· so .1s to l\• rfil'ctiw in the5t' rnm•nt wit's. Sinir ~ ou a~ lilrly rt"l]Uin'CI to I'<'
in tl1Tlh. driwn, .rnd dt•lt•m1irl'\I in order to sunwd, rnnstantly JiscoH'r ~-ouro,\ n
"sufft>ss kl·~-s" ,1nd Sl~k ad\'h from othrrs on hei\\' to do lhis· cspedaUy \\·hen
d\ n.unks r h,m1~1' on ~·our l1\1m.
1

Figure C23. Role perspective

Org,miL,1tion Perspedi\'e
(2) lht\ll\'lil°,11 Di",(l)\'t'I'\

(I) ~,,n,•t,11 Ch,rn~~,·
:l•) \h,ti,,1tion.tl Em•rp·
'\ ,,11 <;t'1' \ ,,ur ,,rt~1mi1.,1lion,1l rnltun· ,1s d,•nuuJtic tt"'l·hnk,11.•md f,1st·p,1n.•d. As
,;11d1 ''"'" h'"' \our,·omp.mr ,1ppn:,·i.1tC'5 prop!,, ~ ingnm1milb.~t lo thr miso;k•n.
in,T1'd ihl\ ,M,1ili•,t. .inJ d~ namk ,ln\i rnthusL1stk. YC\ur prn-l'plion of the, rultul\' is
lik,•h inihll'n1,•d lw rnur p,utkular ~...h, lhr inl,•raclions mu h,tH' ,, ith rnurt"O·
\\ t1rkl'r. ,rnd n1.111c1t1~rc;. ,m,1 \\ h.tt pm~·d.c; ,rn,1 dt•p,1rtm,:nt.1l ,m'.1s you ~n,rl in.
I Hlh•n·n1\'S ht•h,wn, ,,u ,rnd the do min.mt ,1sp,\·ls or~ our ,·0011,m(s rnm•nl
,·u ltun• ,.in f,\llt;t.' lt'n.sions, hut al'io l"fl~,th• ,"t•rt.1in ''l'l''rtuniti,-s ft1r mu t,, lt~dm. ,ttld
di\ t'rs1h. 1,,nd uniqm' r,1Jm•. and will'!\' ,1ppmpriJk'. hl'lp m.if..t• rh,mgcs.
1

Y, ·ur A·no11. Rok anJ Organi:ation ptrs)'\.~tiws arr illu~ITJleJ in 11~ d1an~ lhal ti._,IJ,1\,.
I: ,amilll' lhl.' d1a11s "·ar"·fully. l:>..)in!! St' will hdr yc,u ~knlil) areas t•f ali~nm~nl and
l"• •ngrul.'nn·. [,i11king at thl.' gaps anll similarilil.'s "ill in turn l"ti:lp ~··u idl'lllil~ ,,·her~ thl•
~lfl'llt.!lh, Jlld ,~n,inn~ mi~hl ~ :it \\Nt This,, ill ~n:i~!~ H'll It' [)('US nn :irl!as 1ha1 lll~d
"P'-'l°ial l"•lll\:'lllr;J1i.)ru11l.l h' Ji~l·u~{,, ~lrf~1' 1)f p1.'s~Mf l·,,1illil'1 with ~our alhi~r
Rl.'nll"llll'l'f that 1h~1~ :m.' r.1rd) ~rll'l"I ntrkhl.'S ~,·tWl!t'll an~ pl'r:.,in. hi~ lll'f r,11l•. anti
hi, h\.·r •·r~ani1:1li•'ltal l"lllturl?. Fnllillm"'lll l'f\llll.':. lh•m lindin~ lhl' ri~hl l•alant:I.' li,r ~ .-,u.

Figure C24. Organization perspective
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Your conver ence case: erson, role, or anization
Th('Sc '-.'.'harts shL"W hmv your Perso,: (P ). Rolt.> ( R ). and Organization t 0) compare on the
nine Career ra!ut? A1t.'a!i. They are rnted on :.1 sc:.11~ of High (1-1). :rvtedium (lVl). :.ind Low
• L l. Y 1..--iur Cm:n.·rgenct! Ca.H's are given bc-Jow the charts.
(2) Thec,ro?tical Chee-very

i,1) Sc..ci~lal Chang~

(3) Strategic ~cisions

H

,,,
l
p

.: ft~-oo·
-· .. ···m::..,~~..
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R
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0
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,:4) Hum an ~volopment
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R
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0
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R

0

(Sj Production Effidency

ChallE-ng~
H

l

R

p

0

f7) Attistic C r~ativity
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0

(8) Natural ApprE.>ciation

R
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(9) Motwational Ene-rgy
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H
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p

R

0
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R
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0
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Your Con,·,.. igen.:e Career Value Area n-sults:
High - 6 4 7
!\·lid - 1 8 9
Lo,...- - 2 3 5

~

JtolC>

High- 6 5 2
Mid- s 9 3
Low- 4
7

Organuation

Hi1~h - 2 l 9
t\·lid- ~~ 4 s
LO\'\" 6 5

~
~

P•·r.~un

'

Prodru:ti1.•n E_ffin,•u,Jt
Humtm Dt.'t't'lt."J'tm·nt
Atti:=fi( Cr-~'.:lfii'ifJI
,0

r(ld11ctio11

Effit'i,~,:qr

E ,,tte.·1:re.'1Jt'U t"i,Tf (Jutil.·ns:'
n:,·~1rl"fiul! Dt;:;.ff-Z't'TJ!

Tl:a·~"'ly,·tfral Dh,.ff·~·,.,._u
St.1d..·tt1l CltiWgt'
klcti,•1li,:t"m,.il ErrtTj,;'"Y

Figure C25. Convergence of your person, role, and organization
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Mentor/Protege Insights
Within the work environment, many feel at a loss for how to conduct healthy,
positive, and productive relationships with their employees. Likewise, people
traditionally describe their relationship with managers and supervisors as adversarial.
Suspicion and insecurity can grow with the least provocation. Both sides begin assuming
the worst.
The suggestions offered in this category of the PRO D™ report provide insight to
bu i Id or repair mentor/protege relationships. In-house mentorship programs will benefit
from these insights also. Relationships should be reexamined and redefined to ensure
success. The conduct of these relationships determines the ultimate success or failure of
an organization and contributes to the workplace quality of life.

\knh.,ring p1\,ghuns involve selc~ling 1~1rget populations (proteges) for accelerated
training and devd\11m1~nl by malching th~m witl1 suik1ble employees {mentors)who will
pn.)\'ide guidance and leadership. The~ programs otler benefits for tl1e mentor~ the
prot~g~. ,rnJ the org.aniz~1ti0n. Bas~d on your survey resp0nses. PRO Dev~lopment1'._{f\:t-S lh~ fr)lk)wing insights into yourpotentinl str~n~ths and weaknesses as ment0r and
prot~g~.
1

~knlL,r Prnteg~ Insights ~1)ply lo rl1~clive interprrsonal relationships and our ability to
p1.,sitiv~ly inlluence tho~ with whL'lll we interJct. The& same insights are equally valid
and dirl'llly applirah le to us in c,ur 1r1J~s as aLead~rTearn Member or as a
Suprri1.1r- Subordinate.
Figure C26. PRO D™ introduction to mentor/protege insights

:\h•nlor / l.t•,ull'f I Supt•rior
A'!- .1 mentor. you wi 11 be results-orient~1. astute. :md .1pproach~ble. but )OU might n~d lo rememlier back

l('l when ~Du were new. n~frain from offoring )ow· opinions as fact :md give the prote(,.>e lime to get
oricntd.i.
Your de:-ir\? to accomplish your wt.irk m:iy int~n·ere with th~ ne~~ of your protege. Keer in mind that
protege. while 11C1t as t..rngihle. i!-also criliC3l to the c-rganizalion.
Y t.nu· :-.tn"'ng com·ktion in what i~ right nli.ly m.1k~ your Pll"'teb,>e hesimnt to develop :md expros
in.J,!p~ndenl ide.:is. While expl.'.lining the re ..1Sc,n h1g. cmph:.1s.izc how you de\·cloped your opin ion-s. but
al-;..:, ('lh.\.)ttrage your prot~ge to de\'1:lt•p their l)Wll :.11 tern.lie solutions.
Y ( 1 rn· cte:;.ir\? to make peoi,1~ fec-1 comft"111able m.:ay intert~re .,,ilh giving ccm.,tmctiv~ criticism or
in,trud ion. Your prl)l~!!~'s. long term succe~~ in the l)IY~~Ul izi.ltion will l~n~fil ~rc"Jtly fr('lm hones.t
l~\.\.lb.:i...-k and real ,3dvkeon ht.,w lo improv~.
ll1~progr\5:-ofyour

Figure C27. Your PROD™ mentor insights
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Prolrg(• / Tram Mrmhr.r / Suhcmlinatc
As a prnt~ge. you "ill be direct.co1t~tantlyquestioning. and very conversation.11, but you'll benefit from
taking some time to build a friendship. rontrnlling your quick judgments, and mming slowly at frrst so thill
your ment0r can take an e,·er-incr~asin,g interest in and commitment to your development over time.

•

The relationship \\ilh your mentor may not be focusoo :md prcductive in each session. However~
remember to build arek1tionship and then have them help you solve problems. Once theire more
involwd with )OU U1ey11 take more time.
Your strong self-confidence in your own views may tum your mentor off. Recognize that there are
m:iny ditl~rent solutions to the same problem and rrumy dift~rent paths to the same solution. Listen
closely. mum than debate opinion.
Your desir~ to get along well "ith your mentor may interfere \\ith nsk.ing for what you neat K~p in
mind that your mentor ultimately wants the e.1perience to be asuccess for )OU and can be mor~ help if
they know sptcitks.

Figure C28. Your PRO D™ protege insights

Conclude the Meeting
As you conclude your session explain the follow-up process, the amount of time
required to complete it, and the next steps toward growth and development. Discuss the
two follow-up meetings associated with the PRO D™ assessment: first, a thirty-day
review of the person's completed Individual Developmental Plan, and second, a sixty-day
progress review of action on the plan. Thank clients for their time and make sure they
carry away their materials.

APPENDIXD
PROD™ ROLES GLOSSARY

ROLE

DEFINITION

Activist

one who takes a stand on a position or issue and seeks ways to gain
support for it

Adaptor

one who is flexible in taking a position or stand

Adjudicator

one who makes decisions for others

Administrator

one who runs and maintains an operation or function

Adventurer

one who seeks excitement, a discoverer, one with an interest in the
unknown, a risk-taker

Advisor

one who offers wisdom and advice to others

Advocate

one who argues and pleads for others in support of an issue or
cause

Agent

one who acts on behalf of others

Analyst

one who studies parts and wholes to understand the underlying
causes

Arbitrator

one who uses sound judgment and wisdom to settle disputes

Architect

one who designs and builds structure

Artist

one who invents and creates works of aesthetic value

Assimilator

one who brings together ideas, products and services to merge into
new wholes

Catalyst

one who makes things happen
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Challenger

one who argues against the status quo

Coach

one who trains or teaches another to become better or to improve
his/her perfonnance

Commentator

one who explains and interprets events and situations for others

Communicator

one who provides infonnation to others

Composer

one who uses symbols to create new thoughts and works

Conceptualizer

one who creates ideas and plans from information and data

Consultant

one who provides wise counsel and advice to another

Contractor

one who performs services for a fee

Controller

one who regulates or controls another

Coordinator

one who facilitates and harmonizes joint action

Correspondent

one who, through words, explains and interprets events and
situations for others

Counselor

one who helps or guides another to be more effective

Creator

one who is compelled to make or invent something

Critic

one who judges the merits or value of something or someone

Culturalist

one who works to preserve and maintain society's behavior
patterns and institutions

Dealer

one who is engaged in commerce

Defender

one who protects the defenseless or weak from attack or harm

Designer

one who creates new patterns possessing aesthetic value

Developer

one who aids in the growth or creation of people, ideas, products,
and services

Director

one who controls or manages the efforts of others

Draftsperson

one who composes plans or designs
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Editor

one who modifies or adapts others' work to make it better

Educator

one who imparts knowledge to others

Emissary

one who represents or advances the interests of another person or
group

Encourager

one who inspires confidence in and supports others

Energizer

one who motivates others to action

Enforcer

..
one who compels compliance from others

Engineer

one who systematically analyzes and solves problems

Entrepreneur

one who creates a vision and single-mindedly pursues it

Evaluator

one who detennines the value or worth of something

Expeditor

one who accomplishes tasks quickly and efficiently

Experimenter

one who systematically tests things under controlled conditions to
identify cause and effect relationships

Expert

one who has considerable knowledge and skill in a certain subject
or area

Explorer

one who looks into or probes the unknown

Facilitator

one who helps others to achieve goals efficiently and effectively

Financier

one who is knowledgeable in finance

Formulator

one who creates thoughts and ideas

Futurist

one who forecasts the future

Guide

one who shows the way or models by leading, directing, or
advising

Historian

one who has expert knowledge of the past

Implementor

one who puts into practical effect or carries out ideas and thoughts

Improvisor

one who makes things happen with available resources
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Influencer

one who influences, inspires, and motivates others

Initiator

one who starts things or takes the first step

Innovator

one who begins or introduces something new

Inspector

one who examines or observes with great care

Inspirer

one who motivates or stimulates others to action

Instigator

one who "stirs up" and urges others

Integrator

one who unites or joins different things or ideas into a meaningful
whole

Interfacer

one who joins or connects different people, things, or ideas by
serving as the translator or interpreter

Intermediary

one who serves as the agent or mediator between two or more
parties

Internationalist

one who thinks globally

Interpreter

one who explains

Inventor

one who creates

Investigator

one who observes and examines carefully, systematically, and in
detail

Judge

one who carefully considers infonnation to arrive at an opinion or
decision

Liaison

one who communicates on behalf of two or more parties

Manager

one who plans, organizes, directs, and monitors the actions of
others

Marketer

one who motivates or inspires the interests of others

Mediator

one who reconciles the differences between two or more parties

Modeler

one who constructs or tests a preliminary work in order to evaluate
and create a final product or service

Motivator

one who inspires others to action
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Navigator

one who guides and controls the direction of others

Negotiator

one who discusses with others in order to come to terms or reach
an agreement

Networker

one who initiates contact with others in order to derive mutual
benefits

Organizer

one who puts ideas, things and people together into an orderly,
functional, and structured whole

Originator

one who invents or creates something new and unique

Overseer

one who keeps watch and directs the work of others

Performer

one who enacts a role or demonstrates a skill for others

Persuader

one who can modify and impact the thoughts and behaviors of
others

Planner

one who determines and arranges the sequence of events
systematically

Problem-solver

one who identifies deficiencies and systematically generates a
response to improve the situation

Producer

one who takes responsibility for financing and supporting the
development of a product or service

Professor

one who teaches or instructs others

Promoter

one who sponsors, supports, and champions something or someone

Protector

one who guards something or someone from harm

Publisher

one who commits words to printed media

Recruiter

one who raises support from others

Referencer

one who serves as a source that vouches for the credentials or
fitness of another

Reformer

one who improves, co1Tects, removes defects, and puts things into
a better fonn or condition

Regulator

one who ensures compliance with rules, policies, and procedures
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Reporter

one who investigates, writes, and presents news and infonnation

Representative

one who serves as a delegate or agent for others

Researcher

one who systematically investigates for "root" causes and
explanations

Resourcer

one who searches for and obtains materials and assets

Responder

one who serves as a resource to others by virtue of being a
storehouse of knowledge, wisdom, and experience

Restorer

one who can bring things back to their original condition

Reviewer

one who looks over, studies, and examines with an eye to
completeness and correction

Scientist

one who has expert knowledge and utilizes a systematic process
for investigation

Speaker

one who communicates information orally

Specialist

one who is an expert in a particular area

Spokesperson

one who represents and acts for others

Strategist

one who is skilled in establishing a methodical plan of action

Supervisor

one who oversees and takes responsibility for the action of others

Supporter

one who promotes and advocates another person or ideas

Surveyor

one who examines in a careful and comprehensive way

Synthesizer

one who combines multiple objects to fonn a new, complex
product, idea, or form

Tactician

one who is skilled in planning, executing, and adjusting plans of
action

Teacher

one who is skilled in training and coaching others

Technologist

one who applies science and the scientific method at work

Trader

one who buys, sells, and exchanges goods and service
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Transactor

one who makes business deals with others

Translator

one who interprets for others

Validator

one who ensures accuracy or corroborates

Visionary

one who anticipates the future and can describe it

Voyager

one who delays short-range personal gratification while pursuing
long-range goals

Writer

one who communicates through the written word

APPENDIXE
PRO D™ EDUCATIONAL KEYS TRAINING AREAS

Personal Management

Leadership Development

using personal style as your major asset

Respecting Others

valuing differences, diversity, and reducing stubbornness

Time Management

developing ability to manage priorities

Stress Management

balancing levels of tensions & keeping motivated

Taking Initiative

Problem-Solving

learning ways to break down problems into manageable
pieces

Developing Initiatives

using proactive methods to start and control projects

Decision-Making

using techniques to logically choose optimal decisions

Planning and Project
Management

identifying strategies and tactics to get large jobs done
successfully

Transactions with Others

Public Speaking and
Presentations

learning ways to give effective presentations and speeches

Influencing Others

discovering methods to effectively get your priorities
achieved

Negotiations

using techniques for effectively negotiating with others

Communications

developing ways to use your styles to effectively
communicate
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Interactions with Others
Listening Styles

incorporating listening, sharing and appreciation into bow
you relate

Providing and Accepting
Feedback

learning to give and accept constructive advice

Team Dynamics

recognizing the subtle variables that affect how you
interact in teams

Effective Expression

developing effective means of saying what is on your
mind

Empowering Others
Conflict Resolution

helping others to resolve the tensions that block them

Delegating and Facilitation

learning to delegate to others so that jobs get done
effectively

Coaching and Mentoring

enabling others to learn from your experiences

Perfonnance Management

developing the agreements and plans so people can reach
their potential

APPENDIXF
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
I.

Question:
Answer:

2.

Question:
Answer:

Why is this different than other assessments I have had before?
PRO D is more comprehensive. It provides three picturesMission, Competencies, and Styles-and then converges them to
provide a more holistic view of yourself.

3.

Question:
Answer:

Who has access to my results?
Answer depends upon the criteria set for the consulting
engagement. (Generally, confidentiality of results is maintained
unless the participant authorizes disclosure to a third party).
Sometimes, with agreement of team members, PRO D™ is used in
team building exercises.

Does this report represent me at work only?
No. The report represents you in a comprehensive contextual way
and is an overall portrait of you. This will be validated (or not) by
family and friends with whom you share your report.

4.

Question:
Answer:

How long will this process take?
Approximately 60 to 90 minutes on Jine, and about two hours for
the feedback/interpretation session. Several hours are required to
complete an Individual Developmental Plan.

5.

Question:
Answer:

Will my results change over time?
Yes and no. Certain aspects of an individual's profile have more of
a tendency to change than others. Missions and styles, for example,
are less likely to alter significantly over time than competencies.
Our passions and personality tend to be more fixed, while our
skills and aptitudes may develop more over time.

6.

Question:
Answer:

How accurate are the results?
Expe11s in this field say the results are very accurate. Participants
almost always validate their individual results.
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7.

Question:
Answer:

What if the profile is simply not me?
It is nonnal for people to find some aspects of the survey results
that confirm their self-perceptions and some aspects that do not.
Some factors to discuss with persons who find aspects of their
profile inaccurate are:
1) "Blind spots" are aspects of ourselves that we do not fully see.
While it is possible that there are inaccuracies contained within the
report, we recommend that people share their results with someone
whom they know well to get another opinion.
2) It is important that all the tenns and definitions are accurately
understood. Be sure you are not reacting to the infonnation
impulsively. It is recommended that results be read and then reread at another time.
3) Be sure the suggested ideal roles are not being taken too
literally. Understanding these roles metaphorically is very
important. Sometimes individuals mistakenly think that if their
roles do not match up exactly to their current job, they are in the
"wrong" position.
4) TAI Incorporated does not claim to be infallible. While our
client satisfaction rate and assessment validity is very high,
assessment is still an imperfect science. As a result, there may be
some interpretations that legitimately feel inaccurate to some.

APPENDIXG
PARTICIPANT TESTIMONIALS

Perhaps the most impressive validation comes from the actual field of work, the
ever-growing number of corporations and individuals whose lives and organizations have
been impacted by the PRO D™ assessment. Here are some typical responses:
""Its scary how on target this was for me. Thanks!"
"You absolutely nailed me! ... After 62 years it is nice to know I have spent the
greater part of my career in absolutely what I do best. Maybe that is why I have
been so happy and content with my career."
"" This was amazingly accurate. There truly was not one thing I disagreed with.
Either I am easy to read or this was an excellent analytical tool."
"' I was surp1;sed by the degree of accuracy of the outcomes, especially regarding
my mission areas (interests) and ideal roles. For my professional and personal
development, it was good to have them so explicitly described.,,
''This is definitely one of the key success factors to my leadership development,
especially as it points out my missions, ideal roles and education keys."
"In the very beginning I viewed this as a Myers Briggs type of program-which I
have done several times before, but the difference in this program is that it seems
to be geared toward ensuring that the "right people" are in the "right roles"given personality, skills and interests as well as conveying the tools to help the
individual improve. I believe this also goes a Jong way toward increasing job
satisfaction, decreasing turnover and increasing continuity within company
groups/departments.
'"PRO D™ helped me understand why my career was not working for me. I
selected a career that matched my technical skills, but not the goals I wanted to
achieve. This insight helped me."
"'Articulation and confinnation of what my 'gut' was telling me."
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"As I ~~s saying after the training today, I hope people are aware of how valuable
the training and development profiles that PROD™ provided are. In comparison
to o~her professional development workshops and career development counseling,
the. mfonnation and analysis included in the PROD™ Profile is more focused and
ultnnately more useful. To be given insight in how personal and professional
strengths can be better applied within the "X" organization is very pro-active,
motivating infonnation. It is also very much reflective of the corporation's desire
to retain talented employees. A critical insight provided by the report shows
where discrepancies between competencies and interests exist, helping employees
to make choices from the educational/developmental resources that exist here at
"X '' and move towards attaining professional goals and personal satisfaction. The
way the profile is organized, its in-depth, individual structure provides a way to
see yourself in the context of your work and workplace, that is invaluable. The
report is a catalyst for positive change."
''I have recommended PROD™ to many ofmy friends and to most companies I
have interviewed with. I am better off using the PROD™ profile than using other
profile tools found in books or at the outplacement agency that was provided by
my last employer."

"PRO D™ helped me understand why my career choice was not working for me.
I selected a career that matched my technical skills, but not the goals I wanted to
achieve. This insight helped me evaluate several job offers I had using the proper
criteria."
"That my desired work/career choice was what I wanted to do and didn't 20 years
ago."
.... At first I viewed this as a Myers Briggs' type of program-the difference in this
program is that PRO D™ is geared toward ensuring the "right people" are in the
"right roles.''
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!Your next tool is Perso11al E;\.pectatio11s.
In this tool, you will answer questions that
relate to your perspectives on people and work.
Time estimate - 7 - 8 min1ttes

_J

Go to Personal Expectations _

fc)2003 TAI lncoJl]c,ratcd
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Personal Expectations

Personal Expectations
For euch o_(the statemencs below. select a number from I to 4 according to the following
scale:
4 -~ I almost always agree with this statement
3 = I often agree with this statement
2 = l occasionally agree with this statement
l ,:: l rarely or never agree with this statemenc
- - -- . - - .
-

I-Im,.· often do you agree with each statement?

rarely...

... always

1

2

3

("

r

,-

..
r

I.

It's hard to know what others are thinking

2.

Most people aren't tnistworthy

,-

r

r

{

3.

You can't let other people know what you really think

r

r

r

r

4.

You can't tdl what others expect from you

'

("

r

r

5.

111erc is a right way and a wrong way to do evcry1hing

c

r

r

c

6.

l11cre is no point in changing something that already works

r-

(

7.

Most things you read aren't worth the paper to print them

r

r

8.

.,\ person always likes to know exactly what is to he done

r

("

9.

Ewf)1hing has a beginning. a middle and an end

r

10.

If you're not a friend. you're an enemy

.~

11.

Details are u~ually unimportant

c

12.

First impressions arc usually right

How often do ,·ou agree with

l'"Jdt

r

statement?

13.

Doing more than one thing at a time is very dillicult

14.

East is East and West is \Vest ,md never the twain shall meet

r

-

'

-

'

(

rarely...
1

('

2

... always
3

...
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l 5.

Too many points of view only lead to confusion

r

r

r

16.

Some kinds of people just can't work together

,-

('

r

17.

It's good not to d!!cidc m1til you h.1vc al1 thc focl<. logeth..:r

18.

Good decisions will resemble those made in the past

19.

:'\lost decisions arc ckaN:ut and can be made t]Uitc t]Uickly

20.

"llh!rc is little you can do to clmnge the big things in lifo

21.

It's difficult to try when people keep criticizing you

22.

When things go wrong. it's hard to understand

23.

l\:oplc who succeed have special connections and "pull"

24.

Stratcgizing has nothing to do with accomp1islunent

How often do you agree with eac-h statcml'nt?

2.5.

It's hard to gd along with others

26.

Getting close to people is a problem

27.

Others don't seem to tmderstand me

28.

Tmsting others is dangerous

29.

"Jlh:rc is only one good solution to any problem

30.

l\:oplc should talk

31.

Ewryone should know and follow the rules

32.

Once work is sdtcdukd, you shouldn't change it

:n.

One's associatc:s usually think alike

34.

EYerybody is atler the same thing

35.

\\'her.: thi:re's smoke there's fire

36.

·11,ey'ye either got it or they haven't

k'!-,S

r

r

._-

•

'

('

,-

... always

rarely...
1

2

3

c·

r

r-

('

\

r

;-

r
c

r

and work more

.-

4

r
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How often do you agree with each statement?

37.

Conflicl is hesl ~1\'oidcd

38.

Too many cooks spoil the broth

39.

fa·cryone has to agree to make something work

40.

Good teams are made of similar kinds of people

41.

A good decision doesn't rock the boat

42.

A good decision ke..:ps all options open

43.

If it can't be done right it's not worth doing

44.

A had start always results in a bad end

45.

Ambition only relkcts greed

46.

It's easy to llllit when things get tough

47.

People who get ahead step on others

48.

For most succcssli.11 J)l.!Ople. life has hecn easy

... always

rare{Ji...

How often do ,·ou agree with each statement?

r

('"

r

3
I

r

r

r

r

r

.-

r

.-

It's easy to slrnre feelings with others

50.

~fost pcopk sharc some of the same feelings

51.

Others' feelings arc impo11ant

52.

It's enjoyable to meet and talk to new people

53.

It's challenging to hear new ideas

54.

It's good to hear different points of view when making a decision

55.

It's good to try out different ways of doing things

56.

·mere are 1mmy different ways of looking al a problem

57.

'Ille more you kam. the more there is to know

58.

You can take id~as from different sources to make something new

-

(-

(-

("

r

r

r-

r

r

r

r

,-

r

c

("

r

,-

r
c

r-

r

c

(-

rare{•'··· ... always
2

49.

..

2

r

~

3

.j

-

r

-

r

.-

.-
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;

59.

Ewn in a group. people remain individuals

60.

~lost big problems can be broken down into manageable parts

r

1

2

3

...

r

(~

(-

(-

("

r

:-

r

,-

r--

,-

,,..

(""

r

,-

(> 1.

Good prohknM:olving rcc1uin:s hearing differences of opinion

62.

Careful analysis usually rcYeals a pattern

63.

Sl.!parntc pat1s can be combined in a Yariety of ways

64.

Crc~ltiYc thinking unites opposite points of view

65.

Even though there are no guarantees. it is important to make decisions

66.

111c most import~mt part of making a choice is accepting the consequences

I

67.

Some d..:-cisions have to he made without all the faclc;

(-

68.

Even good decisions need to he re-evaluated o\'cr time

r

69.

Whal each individual docs makes a difference

-

70.

·mcrc's a rcason why most things happen

r

71.

It's good to ask for hdp when you have a problem

72.

Pcopk help each other out in accomplishing goals

h '~''"

T,\I Inc

r

rarely... ... always

How oncn do ,·ou agrel' with each statement?

< Back

,.-

-

:

r
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Completion Notification

You have completed the Personal Expectations tool.
r.
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Click to continue...
Go to 01 Pro54-Person
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!Your next tool is OJ Pro 54 - Perso11.
111is tool asks you to rate your personality
traits at work.
Time estimate - 3 - 5 minutes
Go to 01 Pro54- Person

Ic12003 TAl lnrorooratetl
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01 PRO 54 - Person
Below are noted set'cral qualities that relate to how you are or what's important to you at
work. Rate yourse(( on thefollowmg items - (I) is lowest: (6) rs highest
For example. Cindy feels that she is really not very· entrepreneurial.
••• Highest

Lowest•••

Entrepreneurial

I.

1

2

3

4

5

("

;e

r

("

r r

6

... lligl,est

Loll'est...
1

2

3

("

('

("'

].

Chru1ge-oriented

2.

Carcfol

r

r

3.

Over-achiever

(

:-

4.

Attentive to others

,-

r-

5.

Demanding

6.

Ddinitive

7.

l 'nstructured

8.

Loyal

9.

Energetic

10.

Purposeful

11.

('

.t 5 6
r ' r

-

l

-

r

(

-

('

r

l-

(-

(-

r

.-

,\nal)1ical

(""

(

12.

Fa.i.t-tracker

(

-

!

n.

Accommodating

1-1.

Risk-oriented

15.

Stmctured

16.

Innovative

- ,-

.,-

r
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17.

Quiet

r

r

r

r

r

r

18.

Self-starter

r

r

r

r

r

r

. .. Highest

Lmi•est. •.
1

2

3

4

5

6

r

r

r

r

r

19.

Ethical & Moral

r

20.

Detail-01iented

r

r

r

r

r

r

21.

Performance-oriented

r

r

r

r

r

r

22.

Group-oriented

r

r

r

r

r

r

23.

Assertive

r

r

r

r

r

r

24.

Stable

r

('"

r

r r

('

25.

Creative

r

r

r

r

c

r

26.

Obscn•ant

r

r

r

r

r

r

27.

Open & Communicative

r

r

r

r

28.

Rights Advocate

r

r

r

r

r

r

29.

Precise

r

r

r

r

i

r

30.

Results-oriented

r

r

("'

r

r

r

31.

Supportive

r

r

r

r

r

("

32.

Competitive

r

r

r

r

\

r

33.

Reliable

r

r

r

r

:

:

34.

Un regimented

,-

r

(

.

r

c

r

35.

Peaceful

r

r

r

r

36.

People-oriented

r

r

r

r

r

r

... Highest

Lowest...
1

37.

Fair

,-

r

r

2

3

c

\

4

5

6

'
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38.

Pcrfectionistic

r

r

r

r

r

39.

Recognition-seeker

r

r

r

r

r

40.

Affiliative

r

r

r

r

r

r

41.

Driven

r

r

("

("

r

r

42.

Steady

r

('

r

r

("

("'

43.

Unconventional

r

r

,-

r

('

r

44.

Respectful

r

r

r

r

r

(-

45.

Lively

r

r

r

r

r

r

46.

Socially-Responsible

r

r

("

r

("

.-

47.

Methodical

r

r

("

r

("

("

48.

Opportunistic

r

r

r

('

r

r

49.

Cooperative

r

("

r

r

r

.-

50.

Workaholic

r r r

r

(-

51.

Consistent

r

r

r

r

(-

r

52.

Individualistic

r

r

r

r

r

(-

53.

Reserved

r r r

r

l

54.

Enthusiastic

r

r

,-

< Back
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Completion Notification

You have completed the 01 Pro 54 - Person tool.
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Click to continue...
Go to 01 Pro54 - Role
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!Your next tool is 01 Pro 54 - Role.
·n1is tool asks you to describe your current or
most recent job, and what it requires of you.

Time estimate - 7 mmutes
Go to 01 Pro54 - Role

cc1::c..-1.\ TAI lncorpornlc:rl
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01 PRO 54 - Role
Below are noted several qualities that relate to jobs. roles. and work. Rate the degree to
which your role demands each quahty - ( J) 1s lo,rest; (6) rs highest
For example. Cindy felt her role (iob) required a high degree ofenthusiasm.

.•. Highest

Lowl'St ...

I.

Be enthusiastic

,

2 3 4 5 6
r r r .• r

... Higl,est

Lowest...

2
\

3
c-

r

4

6

5

,-

I.

Maintain strong opinions

c

2.

Work very carefully

c

r

r

r

r

("

3.

Achieve strategic results

r

i

r

r

,-

i

4.

Adapt to other's needc;

,-

r

("

r

('"

l

-

5.

Respond to tough demands

("'

(-

l

-

6.

Work very decisively

r

('

c

7.

Work free from rules

r

,-

8.

Take individual responsibility

r

9.

Eagerly motirnte people

I-

10.

Communicate philosophic.ti purpose

11.

l'vl icro-analyze specific findings

12.

Constantly grow profossionally

13.

Be open and flexible

14.

Be a risk-taker

15.

Follow the mies

16.

Continually create innovations

(

(

.~

,-

;

:-

r

-

I

-

('

.--

http:. survey.taiinc.comisurveyitool.asp'?l!ID=236&tool~ 28&toolasp · 115

.~
r

,-

,,..

('
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17.

Be patient and calm

] 8.

Take expressi,·e actions

r

("

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

("

\

... Iligl,est

Lowest...
2

3

4

5

6

.-

I

r

r-

c

r

r

("

19.

Ensure ethical reputation

20.

Pay attention to detail

r

;

r

(

21.

Eam perfom1ance bonuses

r

r

r

r·

22.

Work effectively with people

'
c

l

r-

(-

23.

Take charge

24.

Be a steady pcrfonncr

25.

Take on new experiments

26.

-

'
r

r

' '

- r

c

,,..

r

I

-

\

r

r

\

r

Use powers of observation

r

r

r

("

r

27.

Openly share your ideas

-

'

r

c

r

("

r

28.

Respect societal rights

("

r

r

(-

....

29.

Be e~1remely precise

("

r

r

r

r

30.

Demonstrate results

r

(

31.

Be accommodating to others

32.

Overcome obstacles

-

r

33.

Ensure predictable results

34.

Creativdy express ne,v ideas

35.

Work with few conflicts

36.

Communicate wdl with people

l

'

.-

('

'
Lowest...
2

37.

3

..

... 1/ig/,est
5

6

Influence fairness practices

http:-, survey. taiinc.com'surveyrtool.asp?LTJD==236&tooJ-c. 28&tool.ispc-c 115
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-

r

("

r

;--

;

r

\

-

r

- .-

('

-

c

r

38.

Emmrc perfccl quality

39.

Rccdve recognition awards

40.

Rcgulary make work frii:11ds

r

41.

13e a self-starter

r

42.

Appreciate your steady job

r

-

r

r

-

43.

Be infonnal at work

r

('"

r

'.

r-

44.

Be tolerant of others

r

('

r

r

(-

45.

Willingly involve colleagues

(-

.-

r

r

:-

46.

Effect social responsibility

r

:

47.

Maintain organized standards

r

:

r

(

48.

Capitalize on opportm1ities

r

t

49.

Enjoy working collaboratively

r

50.

Constantly push for accomplislm1ent

51.

I

,...

I

(-

(""

-

-

r

r

r

-

(-

r

r

r

r

(""

,-

:-

Maintain consistent work culture

r

-

("

r

<

52.

Demonstrate crcati\'e talents

r

('

(

53.

Maintain easy pace

r

r

r

54.

Be excited and upbeat

(

< Back

r
;

-

- '

-
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Completion Notification

You have completed the 01 Pro 54 - Role tool.
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Click to continue ...
Go to 01 Pro54 - Organization__]
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!Your ne"-1 tool is 01 Pro 54- Orga11i:atio11.
111is tool asks you to describe your current. or
most recent. work environment.
Time estimate - 7 minutes
Go to 01 Pro54 - Organization
.
- ·-

I
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01 PRO 54 - Organization
Below are noted several qualities that relate to environmental.factors in an orgam::ation.
Rate your work enwronment's culrure on the Jollomng ,rems - ( 1) 1s lowest: (6) is highest
For example, Cmdy.fee/s that her organi:a1ion is.fair{r caring.
Lowest_..

•.. Highest

2 3 .t 5 6
Caring

1.

c r r r. r r

Lowest. ..

1.

Intellectually Challenging

r

2.

Careful

r

3.

Ach ie\"emcnt-oriented

-

4.

Adaptable

r

5.

Demanding

6.

Decisi,·e

7.

l Jnstmctured

8.

Responsible

9.

High Energy

IO.

Purposdul

11.

Anal~1ical

12.

Professional

13.

Flexible

14.

High Risk

15.

Ruks-oricntcd

16.

Innovati\"c

J

,- r

r

r

r

r

r

('

r

,-

r

-

5

6

r

,r'

-

(-

I

,-

c

r

r

r

,-

r

r·

-

..

2
:'""

... Highest

("

r

-

r

["'

-

-

("

c

(-

(-

r

c

r

r

.-

(

-

r
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17.

Calm

r

r

c

r

r

r

18.

Action-oriented

r

r

r

r

r

r

Lowest...

.•. Highest

1

2

3

4

5

6

19.

Reputable

r

r

r

r

r

r

20.

Detailed

r

r

r

r

("

("

21.

Advancement-oriented

r

r

r

r

('"

r

22.

Team-oriented

r

r

r

r

r

r

23.

Aggressive

("

r

("'

r

r

C-

24.

Stable

r

r'

c-

("

r

r

25.

Experimental

r

r

("

r

r

r

26.

Reflective

r

r

r

r

r

r

27.

Open

c-

r

r

r

r

r

28.

Respecting Rights

r

r

r

r

r

r

29.

Precise

("'

r

r

r

r

r

30.

ResulL<;-oriented

('

r

("

r

r

r

31.

Supportive

.-

('"

r

c

r

r

32.

Competitive

r

r

r

r

r·

r

33.

Predictable

c

r

r

,-

(-

r

34.

Independent

r

r

r

r

r

r

35.

Balanced

r

r

r

{

r

r

36.

People-oriented

r

('

r

r

r

r

Lowest...
1

37.

Fair

... Highest
2

,- ,-

3

4

-

5

6
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38.

Technical

r

r

("

r

r

r

39.

Recognition-oriented

r

c-

r

r

r

r

40.

Friendly

,-

r

,-

;

r

,-

41.

Driven

r

r

r

r

r

(-

42.

Structured

r

r

r

r

r

r

43.

Infonnal

r

r

r

r

c

r

44.

Tolerant

r

r

r

r

r

r

45.

Involving

r

r

r

r

r

r

46.

Socially Responsible

r

r

r

r

r

r

47.

Organized

r

r

r

r

r

r

48.

Opportw1istic

r

r

(-

r

r

'

49.

Collaborative

r

r

r

(

r

c-

50.

Uncompromising

("'

r

(-

(-

r

r

51.

Homogeneous

('"

r

r

r

r

52.

Individualistic

r

r

r

("

r

r

53.

Easygoing

r

r-

,-

\

,-

r

54.

Enthusiastic

.-

,-

c

r

< Back
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Submit Your Survey
You have completed a11 of the survey tools. You may now re\'iew your
responses or click on the button below to finish and submit your sun·cy to TAI
Incorporated for interpretation and report generation.

If you would like to review your responses, simply click on the link in the
navigation bar at the left to go to the desired tool. If you make any changes to
your responses, be sure to click the "submit" button at the bottom of the screen
to save your responses for that tool.

When you are satisfied with the responses for all of your tools. click on the

Submit Survey link on the navigation bar to return to this screen. and then click
on the Submit Sun~ey button below.
Submit Survey

lcJ:?01.'3 TAI lncorpmitcd
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PRO Development TM
Profile Report for Camero11 Gan•e11

Guiding and renewing leaders to
impact and transform society.
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Introduction
PRO Development, ... is d~._jgncd to guide indi\'iduals toward effective personal
development while learning more about themselves in the context of their work life. TI1e
insights and infonnation contained in the assessment fuel the Individual Developmental
Action Plan provided at the end of the report. With proper follow-up and accountability it
becomes a pathway to gronth in both their private and public lives.
Our sun·ey pro\.ides an objective and holistic view of Person - who you are; the mu1tiple
Roles that you play; and the type of Organization you work for. TI1e Assessment
converges. or combines, the infonnation you provided into a framework. that highlights
essential aspccts of your profile, such as Key Traits and Caution Areas. The Development
section provides insights into key roles that you can play, and specific development
strategics for you to consider. The end result is a well informed plan that can lead you to
greater dTectiveness in all aspects of your life and especially in leadership roles.
From the personal surveys that you completed, insights are gained into three central
aspects of your profile:
your .\fissions (what interests you - your motivations, values, and goals)
your Compete11cies (what you·re good at -your abilities, aptitudes, and
talents)
your Styles (who you are -your personality traits. behaviors, and
expression)
·mis information will enable you to gain perspective on your past and current
experiences. and provide insight into the dynamics between you and your coworkers.
You will also discover distinctions between your perception of yourself and the way you
come a~ross to others. TI1is discovery can lead to improved relationships by helping
resolve contlicts and improve communication.
It is essential to i.ntcgrate the personal insights you gain from this report into an action
!itrategy. To that end. you are encouraged to establish an accountability group or
partnen;hip so that you can work effectively together toward courses of action and
follow-up. 'Your report is confidential. but with your sign-off and approval, others can
revie,\ it and contribute to your gro\\1h. By sharing the infonnation in your report with
managers. peers, and other advisers, you ,.,.·ill enhance your interactions nnd improve your
o\'erall effectiveness within \'arious organizations of which you are a part.

,cl ,\I In, •'t'J><>ntll•,I
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Career Value Areas Overview
PRO Devdopmenl ,u organizes careers into nine broad categories, or Career Value Areas.
Each Career 1'alue Area offers different types of challenges and opportunities, and
reflects different kinds of personal and organizational values. The nine Career Value
Areas are listed below. Beneath the name of each area is a brief phrase that identifies the
key component, or ..what matters,·· in that area. Broader definitions of the Career Value
Areas appear on the ne>.1 page.

2

3

Societnl
Change

TI1eoretical
Discovery

Strategic
Decisions

"injluencmg opinions"

"answering questions"

"managing plans"

4

5

6

Human
Development

Entrepreneurial
Challenge

Production
Efficiency

"helpmg people"

"takmg risks"

"maintaimng order"

7

8

9

Artistic
Creativity

Natural
Appreciation

Motivational
Energy

"designing innovations"

"keeping balance"

"energizing others"

©TAI lnn•'l,oral<'d
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Career Value Areas Definitions
I. Societal Change

You care about things that affect societv. Because of,·our
concerns, you want to involve yourself.in issues, mak;
statements, and communicate your ideas to effect changes and
influence opinions toward the common good

Z. Theoretic11I Discovery

You want to seek out underlying reasons for why things happen.
In order to answer tricky technical and perplexing questions, you
need to investigate and find explanations for complex problems.
You prove your theories and others benefit.

3. Strategic Decisions

You want to make important decisions. Your capacity to see the
big picture and to develop logical and effective strategies
positions you to manage and advise professional enterprises.
Effective p)arming helps you solve problems.

4. Human Development

You are a caring person who wants to help people to help
themselves. Because of your compassion and serviceorientation, you respond to the developmental needs of the
people around you - be it to comfort, counsel. or teach.

5. Entrepreneurial ChDllenge You are motivated to go on adventures and explore new
territories. Your desire for excitement and competition wi11
involve you in entrepreneurial and challenging circtm1stances so
you can overcome obstacles and enjoy the rewards of victory.
6. Production Efficiency

You are action-oriented and motivated to get things done. ·your
hands-on and practical approaches get you involved in
productive activities where hard work and determination pay
off. You are the classic ··doer·· and you can be counted on.

7. Artistic CreatiwitJ

You have the desire to be creative. Your insight and artistic
nature enahle vou to see new ways to do things and lead to
inno\"atiw de;igns. products. and works of art.

8. Natural Appreciation

You are a keen observer of life who wants to help ensure that
the natural order is respected and maintained This leads you to
be involved in peace-keeping efforts. guarding our natural
resources. and representing places that need to be protected.

9. Motivational Energy

You have tremendous enthusiasm and a motivation to share your
excitement with others. Whether it's on a stage. in a room. or in
a conversation. you get people to enjoy the moment.

;r,-,r,\I l11c<>rp,•ratcd
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Your PRO Development• Map
Included within this rep:,rt is your unique PRO ~velopment™ Profile rvfap. Keys to the
rnap are given below. Keep the map o~n beside ;ou as ;ou read through juur rep:,rt; it
will help ;ou see the relationship betw-een the difl'el'ent comp:,nen1s of your rep:,rt.

Msslons Areas

Your top 3 career v slues that
relate to JO ur motivato n, values,
and goals.

tomactenclcs tkeas

Your top 3 career values that :relate
to your abilities. aptitudes, skilt,
and taletds.

s,,, es Areas

Your top 3 career v alu.es that :relate to
your personality 1raits, ooha.vio n,
and expiessions.

tonyergence tue

Your top 3 career values that :relate to
yoUl' combined missio :ns. co mpeteitt ies,
and styles.

Leadership Anchors

Your top 3 keys to yoUl' lesdenltip
effe: tiveness.

Cultural Prmm;nces

The top 3 cultural styles you'll
most e11 py working in.

Model Rolc;s
The

top 3 model roles tlut JO u

c an natul'ally pla~ ue good al
and that y:,u'll highly enjoy.

0TA11ncar pol~~Qi:f

.<\u 'R•us~ ~ , ; J

Job Functions

The top 3 job functions that relate
to yoUl· top c ompeten: ies.

6

Educatlonat Ken

The top 3 aspects that you may
need to worko11ino:rderto
furlher y:,ureffectiveress at
work
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ASSESSMENT
Your Top Three Missions Areas
Recall that your J\Jissions arc what interests and inspires you -your motivators, values,
and goals. PRO Development'" has identified the top three Career Value Areas that
apply to your .Missions.

(4) Human Devt:-lopment
(9) :l\fotivotional Energy
(1) Societal Change

You are motivated to influence public opinion, help people, and get people excited.
Exciting missions at work will involve instigating needed changes, teaching and
ad,·ising oUters, and speaking at special events. You might be conflicted at times
between simultaneously wanting lo only work on the important matters, demonstrate
that you care for people, and jump at the next chance to motivate others. Keeping
motivated will involve finding resolution to these tensions so your energy is positively
directed toward activities U1at matter to you. One key for you might be to think like a
retreat or tour leader. You get to constantly express yourself, but need to remember to
be caring and focused on the needs of the people your guiding.

Your Top Three Competencies Areas
Your competencies are what you· re good at - your abilities, aptitudes. skills, and talents.
Listed nc:\.1 are the top three Career Value Areas that relate to your Competencies.

(9) l\.lotivc1lional Energ_y
(4) Human o~n·lopmenl
(5) Enlrl'rreneurial Challenge

Your primary <:ompetendes are interpersonal relations, enterprising actions, and public
speaking. As such, you will be drawn to teams in your organization that concentrate on
Hun1c1n Resources, M,ukeling. and Special Events. You will likely pride yourseU on
your ability lo interact well with people, take on challenging assignments, and generate
enthusiasm.

t-·TAl lr1n•rp<•ratcd
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Your Top Three Styles Areas
Wl1cn we use the tenn Styles. we rcfor to who you arc and what your dominant
characteristics are - your personality traits. behaviors. and expressions. Below are the top
thr~c Career Value Areas that relate to your Styles.

(9) Motivational Energy
( 1) So<"i<'tal Change

(5) Entrcprcnc-urial Challenge

Your dominant tr.tits will cc1use you to be a person who is high profile and extremely
dynamic. Your drive and ability to express yourself well, combined with your keen
desire lo challenge the status quo and influence others with your ideas, means that you
have wh.it it takes lo be a leader of others. You also have the enthusiasm that will enable
you lo create exciting events w]1erever you go. But, be careful. People will be enthralled
by you, but you could tend to overpower people and foil to really listen or care .1bout
U1eir ideas. You might lend to become very self-absorbed and fascinated with yourself.
Rl'rnuse you also have strong opinions and tend to be very vocaL you could offend
people easily and be perceived as arrogant and rude. Moreover, you could be prone to
bc>ing impulsh'e and make rc1sh decisions you'll lh-e to regrel Learn to cultivate advice
from people and let people get to know you before turning on all Ute energy.

:.t. r ,\I h1<·<•J1><•mh.·,t
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Convergence
Once we have identified the three dimensions of your profile -your .l\1issions,
Competencies, and Styles - and your key qualities within each. our system identifies the
degree of convergence among these different aspects of your profile. This enables you to
detcnniue the Cm·eer Value Arear that are dominant for you.
The process is illustrated in the diagram below. The triangle that is formed at the point
where the three shapes intersect represents your Co11verge11ce Care - those aspects of
your overall profile that are shared by yotD' .l\,fissions, Competencies, and Styles.

OT Al Inc orporat«!d
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Your Convergence Case: Missions, Competencies, Styles
ll1csc charts sho,, how your Mis.wons ().I). Competencies (C), and Styles (S) compare on
th~ nine Career l "o/11e Areas. ll1ey are rated on a scale of High (H), ~1edium (l\J), and
Low ( L ). Your Conwrgence Case is given below the charts.

(1) Societal Change

(2) Theoretical Diacovely

(4) Humm, Dcvolopment

(5) Entrepreneurial

(&) Production Efficiency
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(I) Nature! Appnrce.tion

(1) Artistk: Credmly
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Your Conv1.•rgcm:e C.treer \" o1lue An•.i results:

High - 9 ..J l
Mid - 5 8 3

~ .\fotimlional Ent>l},~I
~

Low - 6 7 2
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Your Ideal Job Functions
Ev,cry role involws a variety of functions. PRO De\'elopment '"' identified the job
functions listed helow as the ones in which you are most likely to excel. Look for ways to
incorporate these functions into various aspeclc. of your life:

tvlotivating
Teaching
Marketing
You ·11 be good at functions that incorporate Motivating (Performing, Presenting,
Initiating), Teaching (Counseling, Supporting. Coaching), and Marketing (Selling,
Networking, Deal-making). While there are many other functions that you are likely
good at these are ones you are especia11y gifted in.

Your Organizational Cultural Preferences
Every organization has its own kind of culture. or way of\\.·orking with its employees.
Based on your survey responses, PRO Development'"' identified the following types of
organizational cultures as those most likely to suit your missions and values. \\'hile
differences between your cultural preferences and the culture of your current organization
may he a source of friction, they can also provide opportunity for you to offer diversity to
your organization.

Ed urn tional/ServiceOrirnted

:i;,T,\I h11.·<>rp<>r,tl<'J
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Dynamic/ Exciting
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Multi-cultural/Democratic
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Your Key Traits
Your personality creates certain styles and behavioral tendencies. The Key Traits listed
below are your strengths. Learn to play to your strengths in order to increase your
dl'i!i:tivcness al work..
Kev Traits

Kev Trait Descriptions

Very outgoing

You are exciting and enthusiastic. Your energy
will be infectious and help people to enjoy
activities that you are involved with.
You like to instigate change. You hold fairly
strong opinions and will seek to influence how
people see things. likely through your writings
and words.
You are driven to succeed. You will take on
challenge and overcome obstacles in order lo
achieve your goals and gain the rewards that
come from winning.

Change-oriented

Highly moli\'ated

Your Caution Areas
Your Caution Areas arc potential weaknesses. Your survey indicates that the tendencies
listed below are areas that you may need to work on in order to increase your
effectiveness.
Caution Area Descriptions

Caution Areas

Your high energy and dynamic nature may
cause you lo state your opinions too ofl£·n.
However, be careful of spending too much
time sharing your views.
Because you hold strong opinions, you will
tend k> judge people. &.> careful of how this
will be perceived and affect others.
Your drive and courage may have you compete
to w1n. and you may fail to see when this
approach is inappropriate to a given situation.

Might lend to talk too much

Could be high]y judgmenla]
Might lend to compete with pcop]c

·.c.•T Al Lnn•rpurate,l
i\ll fQr,ht:. RM>t'tveJ
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Person, Role, Organization
Recall that the PRO of PRO Development,.. stands for Person, Role. Organi=ation. Here
is ru1 overview of those results. For a visual representation, see the charts that follow.

Person Perspective
(9) Moth-ational Energy
(-1) Human Development
( 1) Societal Change

As WilS noted on your PRO Development map and in your first Convergence Case,
your three dominant career values are 1,4,9. This means that you will be highly
committed to contpanies that are purposeful, people-oriented, and high-energy.
You will want to be appreciated al work for being a person who stands up for their
beliefs, is a truly caring person, and really energizes others. Roles that give you Ute
c:<1padly to bring about change, Ute ability to impact people's lives, and the freedom
to really t>xprcss yourseUwill be enjoyable ones.

Role Perspective
(9) Motivational Energy
(3) Strategic Decisions
( 1) Societal Change
From your perspective, your current roles involve high degrees of responding to
issues, solving problems, and motivating others. The combination of 1,3,9 as the
thr<•e most important dominanctes in your position signals that you need to balance
time spt>nt being a change agent, a project manager, and a dynamic facilitator.
Keeping motiv.1ted at work will mean finding ways lo play to your strengths and
adapt your sty1e so as to be effective in these current roles. Since you are likely
requirt'd to be head-strong, a good syntbesizer, and energizing in. orde_r to su~ceed,
constantly discover your own "success keys" and seek advice from others on how to
do this - especially when dynamics change on your team.

·!' T Al
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Organization Perspective
( 1) Societal Change
(-1) Human Development
(6) Production Efficiency
You sec your organizational culture as democratic, service-oriented, and disciplined.
As such, you feel your company appreciates people being committed to the mission,
people-oriented, and highly structured. Your perception of the culture is likely
influenced by your particuJar job, the interactions you have with your co-workers
and managers, and what projects and departmental areas you work in. Differences
between you and U1e dominant aspects of your company's current culture can cause
tensions, but also create certain opportunities for you to Jearn, add diversity, lend
unique value, and where appropriate, help make d1anges.

Your Person. Role, and Organization perspectives are illustrated in the charts that follow.
Examine the charts carefully. Doing so will help you identify areas of alignment and
congmence. Looking at the gaps and similarities will in tum help you identify where the
strengths and tensions might be at work. l11is will enable you to focus on areas that need
special concentration, and to discuss areas of possible conflict with your adviser.
Remember that there are rarely perfect matches between any person, hiSJber role, and
his/her organizational culture. Fulfillment c:omes from finding the right balance for you.

~c: T Al IJ1n•11"'rdkd
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Your Convergence Case: Person, Role, Organization
l11cse charts show how your Person (P), Role (R), and Organization (0) compare on the
nine(. ·areer Value Areas. 'Il1ey are rated on a scale of High (l-1). Medium (M), and Low
(L). 'Your Convergence Cases are given below the charts.
(2) Theontlcal Discovery

(1) Sodetal Change
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DEVELOPMENT
·111c following section provides insights and infonnation about how best to develop and
maximize individual strengths. As we know from experience. it takes both keen self
awareness as well as consistent practice to bring about real grO\vth in ourselves and the
organizations we lead.
Presented first is a detailed report of your .. Devdopmental Keys"'. including Core Theme.
Model Roles, L!adership Anchors. and Education Keys. TI1is information is useful in
constructing a plan for personal development. Once again, the most accurate and
insightful assessment tool is only as effective as the follow-up. Your best energies should
be focused, intentionally, on an actionable developmental plan.
ll1e accountability tools contained herein are designed for use in partnerships and small
group settings. l11cy provide the support and encouragement needed in order to make
pcnnancnt change a reality. For most, the quality and <1uantity of accountability will
dctcnninc a person's success.

Your Core Theme
ll1e combination of your three Career Value Areas (Motivational EnergJ: Human
Development, and Societal Change) points to the following Core Theme.

"Motivating People to Improve Their Lives"

You will e11joy work tl,at allows you to be directly iurolr•ed in dy11amic
programs ,md eve11fs tl111t 1,elp people aml trai,c/teach tltem i1l 11ew ways of
1foi11g thi,rgs lo improve l11eir lire::;.

Look for ways to involve yourself in your Core Theme as much as possibk You may
wish to talk with advisors at work about wavs to focus on vour Core Theme. Ifvour
opportunities to play to your Core Theme~ limited in vo"ur current roles at w~rk. seek
out cxtrncurricular ;ctivities and roles at home that will give you opportunities to build on
the strengths indicated by your Core Theme.

.c; T :\I h1n•rv••r.it<',I
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Roles as Metaphors
1l1inking in tcnns of"roles'' can be productive, because roles arc metaphors for aspects
of your life and work that can yield new perspectives. Knowing the kinds of roles that
you arc interested in (those that relate to your Missions), roles you excel in (those relating
to your Competencies). and roles that fit with your personality (those relating to your
Styles). are J)\!rspcctives that both make your current work more meaningful and allow
you to manage your own career development more effectively. PRO DeYelopment Tu
identified the seLc. of roles that relate to your Missions. Competencies, and Styles.

Your ,\fissions Roles:

Your Competencies Roles:

Your Styles Roles:

· Motivator
- Fdcili~1tor
- Nehvork<.>r

- Inspirer
-Catalyst
-Advocate

- Communicator
• Influencer
- Marketer

Your Model Roles
Based on your Com•ergence Case. PRO Development TN identified the kinds of roles you
ar~ most likely to enjoy and perform well. TI1is is the set of roles that result,; from the
convcrgcm:e of the above three sets. Within the contex1 of your organization. understand
the need to balance the roles you like, the roles you are good at. and the roles your
organization needs you to play.

Motivator
Facilitator
Networker

,c!>T Al ln,<>rp<>ratc.l
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Your Leadership Anchors
Effective leaders play to their strengths. PRO Development 'N has identified the strengths.
tcnncd anchors. which will help make you a more dTcctive leader. As you moYe forward
in your career, you will increase your effectiveness by finding roles that allow you to use
all tlm:c of your strengths simultaneously. Following are your Leadership Anchors:

Builds High Performance Teams
Develops and Supports Others
Builds Relationships

Your Education Keys
Your Education Keys are keys to furthering your effectiveness at work based on your
Styles Career Value Areas. You may wish to take relevant educational courses or work
on these areas with your advisers. Suggestions for following up on the Education Keys
listed below appear on the nex1 page.
Education Kevs
Listenin~ Styles
Delej?atinj? and Facilitation
RespectinJ? Others

s-..· T:\I lnn•11x,r.itcd
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Education Keys: Suggestions
To help you build on your strengths and to enbance your leadership effectiveness, PRO
Development 'N identified some potential education avenues for you to explore. It is
important that you share this infonnation with key advisers in your organization.

T.istening Stvles
Listening involves three things - empathy, care, and pabence. Empathy enables you to 'put
yourself mother people's shoes' and recognize what they're going through. Care involves
really being concerned with someone's situation and wanting lo help. Patience means taking
the lime that's required and respecting how other people get things done. Spend time
cultivating a balance between these three keys. Build in time lo listen, re<:ognize that people
prefer to talk with people who really care, and disco\·er how other people see an issue before
you offN your suggestions.
Ddegaling and Facilitation
Your aprr<Xlch will often be to do things yourself. You may ac;sume that you know best how to
implement a solution because you hnve spent a great deal of time understanding the situation.
Or, it may seem to take more time teaching someone than just doing it yourself. Or, you just
might want to avoid the hassle of asking someone else to get invoh·ed. Or, your experiences
with passing along projects in the past have been disappointing. However, not getting others
involved in your projects will greatly limit the amount that can ultimately get accomplished.
For delegating to be effective, it takes several steps. Be aware of what your specific
r<>scrvations ore, and the lx-nefits of overcoming them. Gi\·e people a full briefing and get
.:igret>ment on expectations. Then, allow that person the lime to come up to speed. Continue
to conch them until their independent work is acceptable.
Respecting Others
You can be quick to see things from only your pointohiew. At the heart of valuing
differences is the understanding that other people will see things in a different way and
therefore might catch some things that you miss. We all find it easier to interact with pE'Ople
similar to oursl>lves, but this can also be limiting. If you become captivated with learning new
things from people and st>t>ing new insighlc;, you will have a greater appreciation for peorle
different from yourself.

,c·T /\I In, '''l'''rill<'J
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Developmental Next Steps
Real dcvdopmcnt takes time, efTort and pcrse,·erance. Peer partnerships and small groups
can be an essential source of encouragement and accountability. Unfortunately, corporate
teams have not always been a haven of trust and vulnerability. In fact, many would
describe these "work·• relationships as adversarial and complicated. Seeking out healthy.
positive relationships from which truthful and positive feedback can emerge, wilt benefit
you as welt as all members of your team.
Additionally, understanding your tendencies in the roles of both "team leader" and "team
member·'. allows you to develop in the conte:\.1 of alt organizations of which you are a
part. Your ··best" role is where you utilize all of your strengths and gifts for problem
solving, scr,ing the needs of others and accomplishing team goals. The following section
offers such insights and practical suggestions.

Team Leader
As a team leader. you will be engaging. astute. and inspirational. but you might need to be careful not to
monopolize com·ersalions. refrain from offering your opinions as fact. and listen more closely to your team
member's needs.
Because of your capacity to express and enjoy yourself. you will captirnte your team member. Be a
good role model. however. and allow your team member time and your listerung attention to practice
their role amt develop.
Your strong conviction in what is right may make your team member hesitant to develop and express
independent ideas. While explaining the reasoning. emphasize how you developed your opinions. but
also encourage your protegc to develop their own alternate solutions.
You are so hard-charging and strong that you might be fairly intimidating to your team member
Find ways to put them at ease. especially when first meeting.

Team Member
As a tc.1111 member. you will be enthusiastic. constantly questioning. and achie\·ement-oriented. but youll
~neftt f mm lcttmg your team leader set the pace for working togetlier. controlling your qwck judgment,;.
and increasing your patience so that your team leader can take an e\•er-increasing interest in and
commitm,:nt to your development over time.
Your ability to express yourself will demonstrate to your team leader that you are meeting your
lcanung objecti\·es. Be sure to practice your listening skills as well.
Your strong self -confidence in your own \iews may tum your team leader off. Recognize tl1at there
are many different solutions to the same problem and many different patlis to the same solution.
Ustcm clo~ly. rdther Utan debate opinion
The strength of your dn ve and personality may make it difficult for you to take the role of studt..-nt
again Remember that the greatest achievers are always open to new infonnatJon.
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DISCLAIMER
This PRO DevelopmentTM Profile Repon has been prepared based on information supplied b) the
recipient named on page one of the rcpon and is being provided without \\·arrant) of any kind
including. but not limited to warranty of accuracy, completeness. content or results. TAI
Incorporated shall not be liable for loss or damage of any kind or amount arising from this report
or its use. This report may not be reproduced or modified in any form without the written
pcnnission ofTAI Incorporated .
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IDAP WORKSHEET

1

VALIDATION EXERCISE
Sharing my Assessment results with others, I have gained the following validations and insight:

Close Friend

Mentor

Spouse/Family Member

Peer Partner

'c•T Al hKorpordl<'ll
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2

CORE THEME--MISSION STATEMENT
Develop a Personal Mission Statement drawing from the report's "Core Theme"
and the sentences that follow. The end result is a clear, concise statement that captures
the spirit of what you are about and what you do best. One way to think of it is how you
would like to be remembered when you are gone, a so-called, "Tombstone" or legacy
comment. Draw words and phrases from all parts of the report to complete this exercise.
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Review your Leadership Anchors, listing them in the space below, prioritizing
the anchor most critical to success in your current role. Next, note the ways
you are specifically using these strengths in current roles.
Leadership Anchors

Current Applications

1

2

3

Pick your top priority Leadership Anchor and list three ways that you can build
upon it in current and prospective roles. Next, describe how each initiatives
might
effect the team or organization's overall effectiveness.
Developmental Options

Developmental Outcomes

1

2

3
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Review each Model Role Metaphor listed in your PRO O report. Next, describe
ways you are currently playing that role.

Role Metaphor

Current Application

1

2

3

Pick one of the Roles and hst three new ways you might perform this role m
current
and prospective positions at work, home and in the community. What outcomes
can you imagine for the organization as you play that role?
Developmental Options

Developmental Outcomes

1

2

3
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Review your Educational Keys, listing ttiem in order as to your perceived
need to address these areas. Note ways in which improvement in each area
could effect your leadership effectiveness and ability to serve others.
Educational Keys

Success Effects

1

2

3

Next, list three options to address your top Education Key. These should be new
initiatives that involve people in, and outside of, work. Next, develop two to three
indicators and respective timeframes to measure progress.
Indicators and Timeframes

Developmental Options

1

2

3
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APPENDIXC
A PRO D™ TRAINING MANUAL
This section is designed to help consultants guide pastors and Christian leaders in
the interpretation their PRO D™ results. The effective interpretation of a PRO D™ report
is a critical factor in consulting methodology and success. Mastery of the interpretation
requires an understanding of the tool and delivery of the information in an appropriate
and effective manner. This manual aids an interpreter in understanding the various parts
of the repmt. As a practical visual aid, the manual includes reprints of various sections of
the repmt to familiarize the consultant with the formats and graphs.
First, the consultant should study a detailed description of the nine career value
areas and associated interests. While discussing an individual's particular code, the
consultant stresses that there is no 1ight or wrong, better or best result. The report makes
no judgments about a person's intelligence, integrity, or talent level. Each combination of
career value areas represents an individual profile with its unique challenges and
opportunities. Further, and very importantly, there is no "ideal leader" code. Rather, it is
a matter of leadership development and the result of a full appreciation of an individual's
unique gifts and opportunities, and the application of these to life and organization.
Nine career value areas (CVA) cover associated interests, and primary job fields.
First, an impottant word of caution. The following CV A summations provide an overall
picture of the interests and perspectives of that area. The inclusion of primary
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